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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Geography. - The Kertch-TamaQ oil region comprises two 
Peninsulas,-one, the Kertch Peninsula, that forms the eastern 
part of the Crimean Peninsula, and the other....:...the Taman Penin
s~la: •. that forms a part of. the Caucasian Isthmus~ projecting 
westward. The two Peninsulas projecting fr9m 'opposite sides towards 
each other separate the Sea of Azov from the Black Sea, being them
selves separated-by the narrow Strait of Kert~h (fig. 1)~ Owing 
'to its position between two seas, this region is very accessible, es
pecially since the shores of the Peninsulas offer several bays that 
are deep enough and afford all facilities for the construction of 
harbours; the town of Kertch possesses a weli equipped harbour. 
The Strait of Kertch is navigable for ships of a draught up to 5 m. 
The town of Theodosia, situated at the western base of the .Kertch 
Peninsula and connected with Kertch by a railroad, has an excel
lent harbour that is accessible ·for ships of any draught. On the 
northern shore of the Taman Peninsula there is also Ii sea-port 
town Temriuk in a large bay. accessible for ships navigating 
the Black Sea. Both Peninsulas lie at 45° of northern latitude. 

1. The Kertch Peninsula is nearly 100 kilometers long and 
from 20 to 45 kilometers wide; it presents an arid plain. where 
long, . wide and flat valleys alternate with more or less narrow. 
in places rocky. hills and flat ridges rising to a height of from 
100 to 150 meters. In the northern and north-eastern part of the 
.Peninsula these ridges stretch in a latitudinal direction, while 
in the south-eastern part of the Peninsula they extend in a north
·eastern direction; ·mud yolcanoes are to be found in places on the 
ridges and in the valleys. The south-western part of the Peninsula 
presents. a large plain cut at the sea-side by gullies and ravines; 
in the north and east it is bordered by the steep slope of the Par
]>ach ridge. There is no runnjng water on the Peninsula; water ap
pea~ in the ravines only during the period of rains and the thaw-. . 
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ing of snow. Lakes of different sizes are situated at the mouths 
of large valleys. near the sea shore; these lakes,-as the Aktash, 
Chokrak, Churubash, Tobechik, Elkin, Uzunlar and Kachik,
contain more or less salt water and are partly worked for, the pro
duction of salt. People use water from wells and scarce springs and 
collect rain and snow water into basins and pools, as the ground 
water is more or less salt. 

Fig. 1. Map of the Kertch and Taman Peninsulas. 

THE POPULAT~ON of the Kertch Peninsula consists of Russians, 
Tartars and German colonists. They live in small villages and farms 
scattered over all the area at a distance of from 3 to 10 kilome
ters from each other; they breed cattle, fewer cultivate land, and in 
the sea-side villages their occupations are salt production and 
fishing. Theodosia being situated outside the Peninsula, there is 
but one town of Kertch on it, on the shore of the Strait of Kertch, 
with nearly 30,000 inhabitants; in the town there are numerous 
small factories and works (a tobacco factory, soap factories, a ce
ment works, a candlemaking works, a saw mill, a brandy-distillery. 
a flour mill, fish smoking plants) and a big foundry and iron
works. which is not yet completed, but has already partly utilized 
the vast local deposits of iron ore, that is principally exported 
to the south-russian metallurgical works. Owing to the proximity 
of inhabited localities to the districts where mineral deposits are 
found. the future industry is fully provided with workmen. 

WAYS OF COMMUNICATION. The standard gauge railway cuts 
. the Kertch Peninsula across from west to east, from the Vladi-
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slavovka station to Kertch; in the n.orth of the Crimean Penin
sula this railway joins. at the station Djankoy. the main line Mos
cow-SebastopoI. Throughout the rest of the country there are 
cart roadJrconnecting all the villages and farms; on account of the 
hardness of the soil and the flatness of the land these roads are pas
sable in all weather and are suitable for motor-car traffic. 

BUILDING MATERIALS there are in abundance,-such as lime
stone. sandstone. marls and clays; they compose the Tertiary deposits 
of the Peninsula and in many places are exposed on the sur
face. Particularly well known is the «Kertch stone» from the' Meo
tic strata. large quarries of which are found near Kertch and. the 
village of Eni-Kale on the shore of the Strait of Kertch. This stone 
is mined and shipped in large quantities in coasters to all the 
towns in the Crimea and along the shores of the Sea of Azov. The 
«Kertch stone» is a white soft shell-limestone which is easily 
sawed into pieces of regular shape. There is also ~a hard limestone 
mined in the vicinity of Kertch and the villages of Bulgaila~ . arid 
Tarkhan. sandstone in various places, asphalt near Em-Kale; 
a stone of higher strength can be easy supplied from quanies.~oJl 
the southern shore of the Crimea. The mountain Karadag Ii~ar 
Koktebel in the vicinity of Theodosia contains vast deposits of. 
trass which is an excellent hydraulic cement. 

THE CLIMATE of the Kertch Peninsula, the latter not being pro
tected from north-east winds, is not so mild as that of the south
ern shore of the Crimea; the former approach~~ the climate of the 
Ukraine steppes; the average annual temperature in Kertch is+8.7°C 
with a maximum of+29°C and a minimum of-26°C; the rainfall· 
is 330 mm. The summer is hot, while the winter is cold, windy 
and scanty of snow; the Strait of Kertch freezes for a period of 
several weeks; the pleasantest seasons are spring and automn 
with their steady and warm weather. The largest amount of rain
fall the country receives in the summer time, when rare but heavy 
rains fall. . 

2. The Taman Peninsula is about 60 kIm. long, taking as its 
base the mendian passing Temriouk, and 35-40 kIm. wide; owing 
however, to numerous large bays and estuaries (limans), the area 
of this Peninsula is considerably smaller than that of the Kertch 
Peninsula. From the Kertch Strait the Taman bay cuts far into 
the Taman Peninsula; likewise the Akhtaniz and Temriouk limans 
extend from the sea of Azov, and the Kiziltash liman from the 
Black Sea; there are also some smaller bays and lakes separated 
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from the sea -and limans by spits and bars. Between these bays and 
limans the land partly forms swampy lowlands, but chiefly the coun
try consists of flat plains and valleys gently rising towards sepa
rate hills shaped as flat cones and towards short ridges risipg 140-
160 m. above sea-level. Swamps are especially numerous at the 
base of the peninsula along the branches of the Kuban river; to the 
west of them the locality is much drier and its character approa
ches that -of the Kertch Peninsula with its wide shallow valleys 
between ranges of hills. In addition to that of the Kuban river, 
running water is found here and there in small streams that dry 
up in summer time; the inhabitants of the country provide them
selves with water from wells and basins where rain and snow
water is collected. 

THE POPULATION of the Taman Peninsula is concentrated in 
Temriouk on -the Kuban river (about 20,000 inhabitants), and in 
a few.large «stanitsas» «<stanitsa»--a cossack village) in the west
ern part of the Peninsula; the population consists chiefly of Rus
sians; fewer in number are Armenians. Germans and mountaineers; 
cattle-breeding and fishing are their principal occupation, while 
less common are cultivation of land, horticulture (tobacco, grapes, 
melons and watermelons, fruit) and bee-keeping. Beside the 
«stanitsas» many farms are scattered in different localities along 
the sea shore as well as ,around the bays. 

WAYS OF COMMUNICATION· Temriouk is a sea-port which lies 
at a liman of the same name and at the mouth of the Kuban ri
ver; however, Temriouk is connected with the Krasnodar-Novoros
sisk railroad only by a highway nearly 80 kIm. long which joins 
the railway station Krymskaia; all villages and farms are also con
nected by highways that are in most cases fairly good, only in 
some places swampy; a highway and a telegraph line lead west
ward to the stanitsa of Taman. 

BUILDING MATERIALS are plentiful; to them belong limestone, 
sandstone, marl and clays. of the Tertiary sediments, of which 
hilly ridges are composed. Along the shores of the Sea of Azov 
and the shores of the Black Sea there are widespread dune-sands 
containing shells. 

THE CLIMATE of the Taman Peninsula differs from that 
of the Kertch Peninsula only by a' greater humidity, due to 
the abundance of bays and limans; the climate is unhealthy 
in swampy localities, especially in the delta of the Kuban 
River. 
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GENERAL CONDITIONS OF WORK. The proximity .of i@labited 
localities. to the places where oil seeps arid springs are foundw'arrants 
tlie supply of labour for the industry to be developed here; the irre: 
gular sqore-line of the Taman Peninsula due to intersection of 
the coast by bays and lima~s facilitates the delivery of stores and 
materials by means of small boats and lighters, while a final de
livery to future oil fields can be made by highways over short 
distances of 3-5 kim. On the Kertch Peninsula the railroad arid 
numerous highways connecting' the villages fully guarantee trans
portation . facilities in supplying enterprises of the Peninsula; 
here these enterprises are more distant from the' sea' shore, which 
is not much intersected and is rocky in many places. On account 
of the scarcity of snow in' winter the automotive traffic may be 
kept up throughout the year, while new highways can be cpri
structed at a low cost, owing to the qualities of the soil. The ports 
of Temriouk, Kertch and Theodosia can be properly equipped for 
the exportation of local products abroad. The land. relief should 
present no difficulties in case of the constructiori of a pipe line. 
The drawback of this region is the entire absence~of forests which 
might supply timber and firewood; these have to be brought from 
ports on the Sea of Azov. or from the' western shore ·of the Cau .. 
casus; however, the abundance of local building stone. to' :a great 
extent diminishes the need of timber. 

GEOLOGY 

Both Peninsulas are composed of nearly identical sedimentary 
rocks belonging to Tertiary and Post-Tertiary deposits; igneous 
rocks are absent; the geological structure is comparatively simple. 
Without entering into details, the following table of formations 
may be given: . . . . 

THE KERTCH PENINSULA. THE TAMAN PENINSULA. 
1. Recent. 

Deluvium and Eluvium .on the slopes of hills. 
Valley and. sea shore alluvium. Sea-board dune sands. Silts and 

sands of the . Kuban delta. 
Mud volcanoes ejections and mud· flows. 

11. Post-Tertiary. 
t. Loess-like. clays with land shells. 1. Loess-lik~ clays below interca .. 

lated with sand layers containing 
fresh-water shells (occasionally). Up 
to 20 m. thick •. 
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2. Marine and salt water sands .and 
fossil shells; sometimes underlain by 
estuary shells (the Chokrak Lake). 

2. Micaceous sands and pebblestones 
with fresh water shells and ~lephant 
and Elasmotherium teeth; in places 
with sea shells. 

III. Neogene. 

l~Up per PI i 0 c en e. 

1. Limestones and sand of the Cape 
of Chauda. 

2. Sands of Adjibay and Akhtara
Kodjalka. 

Super-ore sands and clays of Kamysh
Burun. 

t. Ouartz' yellow, white and gray 
sands. 

2. Grayish clays interbedded with 
layers of ferruginous sand and soft 
ferruginous sandstone. 

2-M i d dIe P 1 i 0 c e n e. 

Ore beds. of Kamysh-Burun and 
other ore-bearing synclines 

(1+2=up to 50 m. thick). 

Hard clays interbedded with layers 
of brown clayey hematite and shell 
limestone. 

3-Lower Pliocene (Pontian stage). 

Sub - ore beds of Kamysh. Burun 
(clays, marls, sands, phalenes). Sands 
of Kiten. Cavernous limestones of 
Kertch, Ossovin and others (up to 
60 m. thick). 

Gray sandy clays interbedded with 
layers of ochre and fossil shells (in the 
north-western part of the peninsula 
absent). (From 80 to 90 m. thick). 

'-M e 0 tic s tag e. 

Building limestone of Kertch (up Gray shaly clays with fish remains 
to 80 m. thick). and fossil shells, in places shell lime

stones. 

5-U P per M i 0 c e n e (S arm at). 

1. Bryozoa limestone. 

2. Light shales with gypsum. Ce
ment marls. Oolitic limestone of Kez. 
Opuka sands with Mac t r a C a s
pia. 

3. Marls, sands and limestones with 
Vincularia, Nubecularia, or detrital 
with Mac t rap 0 dol i c a, C a r
diu mob sol e tum. 

(1+2+3=120-160 meters thick). 
,. Upper dark shaly clays with con

cretions of spherosiderite and with 
Car diu m pro t r act u m (300 m, 
thick). 

1. Bryozoa limestone; in places gray 
shaly clays interbedded with limestone. 

2. Gray, (!Worm. shaly clays with 
Mac t r a V ita I ian a and others_ 

3. Dark hard clays with interbedded 
layers of silicious dark marls and cob
bles of porous limestone. 

,. Dark slightly laminated clays 
with interbedded strata of silicious 
marls and layers of conglomerate; 
Mactra podolica, Cardium 
pro t r act u m. 
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6-Middle Miocene (second Mediterranean Sea stage). 

i. Spaniodon beds (limestones, sands, 
sandstones and clays with Spa n i 0-

do noB a F b ~ t i i). (70 m. thick.) 

2. Chokrak limestone, Bryozoa li
mestones with P e c ten, detrital 
limestones and sands with Car diu m 
m u I tic 0 s.t at u m; green clays 
with S pi ria lis. (~30 m. thick). 

1. Dark shaly clays with fish re
mains, Spa n i 0 don tel I a and 
intercalations of marly or porous 
limestone. 

2. Bituminous dark clays with re
mains of fossil fishes, For ami n i
fer a and S p i ria lis; fine lay
ers of sand and marl, at the base-marl 
strata with S P i ria lis and P e
c ten den u d a t u s. 

7-L 0 w e r M i 0 c en e (a n d up per 0 Ii go c e n e). 

Lower dark shales with gypsum, Maikopseries of dark shalyclays with 
intercalations of sands and marls and large concretions of spherosiderite, fish 
with fish remains (scales of M e - remains, rnsum and ochre streaks. 
let t a), Pee ten den u d a t u s, 
S p i ria lis,' ophiures, needleS" of 
siliceous sponges, diatoms (300-400 m.) 

IV. Paleogene. 

8-U p per E 0 c e n e. 

White and gray marls of the Barton 
stage in the Durmen mud volcano and 
near the village of Karangyt; granular 
hard limestones near Theodosia (up 
to 200 m.). 

Not exposed. 

Comparing the formations which are most widespread over 
both Peninsulas, it is easy to note a greater variety of rocks buil
ding up the Kertch Peninsula, while on the Taman Peninsula 
clays predonunate. The sea which covered both peninsulas du,:, 
ring the Upper-Tertiary period, was originally deep and has depo
sited a thick (30~00 m.) body of dark clays of Maikop series. 
Later it grew shallow in its western part, on the site of the 
Kertch Peninsula, depo~iting sands and calcareous silt interbedded 
with clays. This process of shoaling but slightly touched the region 
of the Taman Peninsula, where clays predominate as formerly 
with embedded but thin layers of marl, rmestone and sandstone. 
During the early period of the Upper Miocene (Sarmatian) epoch 
the sea deepened again and deposited a second thick (300 m.) se
ries of dark clays; then it grew.shallow-quicker in the Kertch 
region and slower in the Taman region. Only at the end. of this 
epoch the conditions in both' regions became -!!learly similar. Still 
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even later, to the very end of the submersion, the sea remained 
deeper in its eastern part covering Taman, compared with its 
western part. Even in the strata of the Kertch Peninsula one may 
trace, by a study of their character in an east to west qirection, 
that the sea grew shallow from west to east; there is seen, however, 
a difference in the character of strata in various places of the area 
of the Taman Peninsula; for instance, in the north-western part the 
Lower Pliocene is wanting, while in other localities Pontian sedi
ments unconformably overlie the beds of the Middle and even 
Lower Miocene. This is due to movements of the crust that spread 
over thi~ region" forming fol,ds on the sea bottom, some of the 
latter even pushed above the surface. At the beginning of the Pli
ocene period, during the Pontian epoch, there existed on the site 
of the Kertch Peninsula almost fresh-water limans beneath which 
subsequently iron ore strata were formed; during this epoch o~ 
the site of the Taman Peninsula there still existed a shallow sea 
with a few islands. 

, As is shown by the geological map, the above described sedi
mentary formations are distributed over both Peninsulas in ail 
irregular manner, which is principally due to irregular upheavals 
and to processes of erosion. 

The Kertch Peninsula is sharply divided into two parts by 
the Parpach ridge, which in the west stretches almost in an east 
to west direction, afterwards turning abruptly to the south. With
in the arc of this ridge, i. e., in the southwestern part, are expo
sed almost exclusively the oldest formations-the lower dark 
clays of the Maikop strata covered in places with remnants of 
later formations-Chokrak, Sarmatian and Pontian; on the Durmen 
hill, as well as near the village of Karangyt, below these formations 
there appear marl beds of the Upper Eocene. The Chokrak lime
stone crops out everywhere throughout the Parpach ridge, and 
in the remaining northern and, eastern parts of the peninsula are 
spread formations of all the ,stages of the Upper-Tertiary system, 
the older formations predominating in the ridges and hills, the 
later-in the adjacent valleys. 

There is no such sharp subdivision of rocks on the Taman Pen
insula; here are developed, more or less completely, all the stages 
of the Upper-Tertiary system with the above cited exceptions; 
the older formations-the Sarmatian and partly the Second Me
diterranean-occur chiefly on ridges and single hills. while on 
their slopes and in valleys prevails the Pliocene; the oldest Maikop 
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FIg. 3. Section across the Taga. anticlinal valley: 
a-the Maikop beds; b-the Chokrak limestone and 
Spaniodon beds; o-the upper dark-coloured clays 

(after Andrusov). 
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Fig. ,. Section of the Burash depression: a-the upper dark-coloured 
clays; b-marls, limestones; o-the light-coloured clays; d-the Pontian 

(after Andrusov). 
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Fig. 5. Section of the Tarkhan anticline and Ker\cb syncline: a-the Maikop beds; b-the Chokrak limestone and Spaniodon 
teds; o-the upper dark-coloured clays; d-marls, sands and limestones; e-the light-coloured clays; f-the Bryozoa limestone; 

g-the Meotic stage and Pliocene (after Andrusov). 
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formation is exposed only in some places-on the tops of some 
dome shaped hills and on the shore of the Sea of Azov·to the west 
of the Cape Kamenny. 

It schould be mentioned that throughout both Peninsulas 
the Recent and Post-Tertiary sediments often cover ~xtensive 
areas, thus burying Tertiary rocks especially in valleys and on 
the lower parts of slopes. On the tops and on the upper parts of 

s 

F i Jr. 6. Section of the Sartovskaia depression: a-the Maikop beds; 
b-:-the Chf'krak limestone; o-the upper dark·coloured clays; d-marls, sands, 

limestones; e-the Bryozoa limestone; I-fault (after Andrusov). 

s, 

Fig. 8. Section of the south·eastern tIank of the anticline of the Zelenetsky 
mountain: S.-light·coloured shales; S,-marls of the Middle Sarmatian 

stage; Sl-dark-coloured of the Lower Sarmatian stage (after Andrusov). 

hills the part of such a covering is often played by ancient and 
recent mud flows thrown out by mud volcanoes (fig. 2). 

The geological structure of both Peninsulas is as follows: on 
the Kertch Peninsula the Parpach ridge (fig. 2) forms a flexure 
(monoclinal fold) with gentle north and east (after the southward 
turn) slopes and steep south and west slopes; on the latter all strata 
of the Chokrak limestone are eroded. On the southwestern plain 
lying within this ridge four flat anticlines are conjectured to have 
existed, stretching from east-northeast or northeast to west-south
west or southwest. 

The northern part of the Peninsula is composed of anticlinal 
folds which follow the east to west direction, corresponding to the 
general trend of the ridges, and are separated by synclinal val
leys; the number of these folds increases from west to east, in the 
west there is only one fold, in the middle part there are two folds, 
and four folds in the east. In the southeastern part of the Peninsula, 
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to the east of the tum of the Parpach ridge, 
there are found two large folds running 
NE-SW. and near the tum-two small 
folds ruDning NW-SE. The anticlinal 
folds are from 1 to 20 kIm. long and from 
0.5 to 3 kIm. wide, and belong in gene
ral to the type of elongated domes; a 
characteristic feature of most of them 
is the eroded arch foming a valley sur
rounded by a rocky ridge (fig. 3) which 
is broken in one or several places. In 
some of these anticlines there are depres
sions on the crest giving rise to minor 
anticlines and synclines. The synclinal 
folds separating the anticlines are in 
general longer and wider. compared with 
the latter (fig. 4 and 5). According to 
the latest investigations in the northeast
ern extremity of the Peninsula, it may 
be inferred· that the geological structure 
of the country is still more complicated 
than it is assumed by Andrusov (on 
whose data the charactiristic given above 
is based). as a part of these folds should 
be defined as «diapir structures». that is 
having a perforated core. Likewise -faults 
and thrusts. which have been traced by 
And r u so v only in a few anticlines and 
synclines. are much more common. The 
faults connected with folding belong to 
the type of reverse faults along a lon
gitudial fissure which dips gently in 
the same direction as the strata and 
crosses the latter at a very oblique angle; 
these faults have been encountered in 
a number of anticlines (fig~ 6 and. 7). The 
thrusts along the steeply dipping fissures 
which strike at a right angle to the 
strike. of the strata have been discovered 
in two places. Normal faults apparently 
constitute !l structural feature of the 
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land relief of the peninsula and gave rise to the formation of the 
Strait of Kertch, as it was inferred by A b i chin the middle of 
the past century. 

On the Taman .Peninsula there are flat conical hills .and" short 
ridges, which also form elongated domes (fig. 8), but are of shorter 
extension than tho~e on the Kertch· Peninsula~ reaching- from 
1 to ~, and seldom to 5--1· kIm. in length; their arches are not 
eroded. Between these ridges there are wide synclinal valleys. 
The strike of the axes of these folds is not uniform everywhere; 
in the larger part the strike is east-northeast-west - southwest; 
however, on the ridges of the Capes Kamenny and Pekla on the 
northern extremity of the peninsula folds strike ·west-northwest
east-southeast,~and near Temriouk· two ridges have a trend north
west--,:"southeast. As to the long ridges, into which single elongated 
domes are aggregated and which number 6 or 7 on the whole penin
sula, they trend nearly east to west (except the ridge Kamenny
Pekla, which strikes west-northwest-east - southeast), forming an 
angle of 150_200 to the direction of the anticlinal. axes. Faults 
and- thrusts are also to be found (fig. 9). The identity of the sedi
mentary formations and a uniform character of the dislocation of 
strata on both the Peninsulas has long ago suggested the idea that 
the latter constitute a single structural body, their folds having 
been closely. related to- each other prior to the formation of the 
Strait of Kertch (fig. 10). By the time of their orogeny. and by 
their position both Peninsulas belong to the Caucasian mountain 
range. Movements of the earth crust began in the end of the Mio
cene on the passage from the Middle Sarmatian to the upper one, 
giving rise to primary folding and to the alteration of sea depth; 
the most intensive deforming movements occured during the Me
otic epoch, after which their intensity considerably· decreased, 
judging by the fact that in places the Pliocene overlies the Miocene 
unconformably and is much. less disturbed itself, having even 
often retained its horizontal position. The Kertch-Taman folds 
are the extreme northwestern waves of the vast upheaval of the 
Caucasus: joining the folds of both Peninsulas we find resulting 
fIat bows bulging out to north (fig. 10). The Parpach ridge~ which 
breaks the regular picture of the folding on the Kertch Peninsula, 
is apparently to be connected with the fact that beneath the south
western plain there lie the more strongly disturbed strata of Eo
cene and the Cretaceous age which belong to the system of the 
Crimean range, of a somewhat older formation; these strata formed 
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an underground abutment which stopped the development of the 
Kertch-Taman folding; around this abutment. formed the flexure 
of the Parpach ridge, '\Yhile no~al folds extend north and east 
of it. 

OCCURR'ENCE OF OIL 

The presenc!" of oil springs on -ihc -Kertch Peninsula was al
ready known to the natives at the time of the Tartar Rule, when 

Photograph by N. Andrusov. 
Fig. 9. Faults in the Middle Sarmatian bed!> on the cape Kamenny (the north-

ern shore -of the Taman Peninsula). 

the · natives even had ~ knowledge of certain ways of producing 
oil by shallow pits; they used oil-for dressing harness, and skins. 
for wheel axles, as well as fpr illuminating and medicinal purposes. 
Evidences of oil deposits are. mentioned by the. first Russian tra
vellers . in the Crimea, beginning from P a: II a s, who has described 
some mud volcanoes and cited tenminetaloil spr ings. At the end 
of the eighteenth century Captain K 1.0 b uk 0 v hropght to the sea:
port town Nikolaev samples of petroleum derived from Kertch. 
Taman and Kuban deposits, together with a list of localities where 
oil had been produced, giving also the amounts of their annual 
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production (from 245 to 1230 liters of oil). Gradually the number 
of these localities increased in connection with further investiga
tions and prospecting; at present there are several dozen of them,. 
which we shall briefly describe, below giving charact~ristics of 
the oil indications and seeps. 

On the Kertch Peninsula, moving from east to west and from 
north to south. we find the following petroleum deposits (shown 
~n the map attached. correspondingly numbered). 

1) THE ENIKALE CAPE. On the southern slope of a ridge ending 
in the Kertch Strait by the Enikale Cape there was a cliff composed 
of marl of Middle Sarmatian age. fully soaked with asphalt; this 
cliff was worked out at the end of the XIX century. the asphalt 
yielded having been used for the construction of pavements in 
the town of Kertch. Asph!llt remains yet in strata of Sarmatian 
limestone saturated with oil and containing native sulphur in 
the pores and interstices of the rock. According to Lid 0 v. the «as
phalt ore» contains 14.67% of bitumen. Pot yl i t.s y n has seen seeps 
of thick black petroleum on the sea-shore cliffs near the Enikale 
light-house. In the middle of the XIX century there existed an 

.asphalt making plant in the vicinity of Kertch. which produced 

. about 32 tons (2000 poods) of asphaltic substance from thick oi 
and petroliferous limestone and gravel. 

2) THE ANTICLINAL VALLEY OF ENIKALE opens into the Kertch 
Strait south of the above described ridge with its cape and light
house; the floor of the valley is composed of upper dark clays (Lo
wer Sarmatian). the slopes are of Meotic and Bryozoan limestone. 
In its lowland are. situated three mud volcanoes issuing gas in 
abundant quantities (methane with from 2 to 4.6 per cent of car
bon dioxide). which have been described many times. beginning 
by P a II a s; in a small side-valley on the left slope there is an oil 
spring running from clays near outcrops of limestone on the arch 
of a minor fold; there is an escape of gas and sometimes films of 
oil appear on the salt water surface. The mud. of one of the mud 
volcanoes contains boracic acid. (0.1552 gr. to 100 gr. of mud). 

3) THE TARKHAN OIL DEPOSIT (fig. 5) lies in the eastern part 
of the Chokrak-Tarkhan anticlinal valley. on he floor of which 
lower (Maikop) dark shales are exposed. while on the slopes
Chokrak and Spaniodon heds. In the vicinity of the Maly Tarkhan 
Farm a group of large and small mud volcano~s (fig. 11) is situ-

°ated on a flat plain; two of these are active. wit.h violent intermit
tent issues of gas. In a gorge north of the Farm oil seeps are met 
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with in a marl limestone, as well as sulphurous springs issuing 
from underlying dark clays. In the beginning of the XIX century 
oil was got by pits between the villages Bolshoy and Maly Tllr
khan. There were also bore holes. 

4) THE llULGANAK MUD VOLCANOES. The plain wherelthelTar
khan mud volcanoes are situated drops sharply down to a flat'fbasin 
in the upper part of the Bulganak valley (fig. 5);. a group of mud 
volcanoes is situated in the, basin; they issue liquid' silt and bub-

Fig. 10. Structural map of the Kertch and Taman Peninsulas. Full lines
the axes of anticlines; dashed lines-the Parpach ridge; dotted lines-anti· 
clines of the south-western plain and supposed connection of the folds of both 

Peninsulas (after Andrusov). 

bles of gas havi~g: an odour of oil (fig. 12); a number of. analyses 
of the mud has proven the presence of boracic acid. Some of the 
volcanoes present small pools is!ming gas and oil (fig. 13 and 14). 
The gas consists of methane (97.5 per cent) and carbon dioxide 
(2.5 per 'c~nt): Iii 1864 He 1m e rs en saw a thin layer of oil on 
the surface of one of the fresh mud flows. These volcanoes 'have 
been repeatedly investigated and described. . 

5) THE MISYROIL' DEPOSIT . lies -on the western shore of Lake 
Chokrak (on the easterri shore of which there are numerous sulphu
rous springs close to, the mud-cure hospital); in ancient times petro
leum was pbtained from hand-dug pits in the vicinity of the village of 
Misyr; the latter lies at the southern foot of th~ Misyr piateau, :which 
is composed of Upper Sarmatian strata. Wells have beendrille(l. 
in this district. . ." 

2& 
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6) THE KARALAR OIL DEPOSIT is situated in an anticlinal valley 
b~aring the same name. Shales of the Maikop strata crop out on the 
valley floor, and Chokrak limestone on' the valley slopes; there are 
sulphurous springs in the gorges which drain the valley west and 
east. In the western part of the valley near the village of' Karalar 
there is a pit exuding petroleum; there have been some drill holes 
in the wicinity. ' 
. 7) THE BURASH OIL DEPOSIT is situated in a small basin of the 
same name southeast of Lake chokrak (fig. 4); at the fO,ot of a ridge 
springs issue from the Lower-Sarmatian beds; gas seeps through the 
water in these springs and there are traces of oil on the water surface, 

.while in one spring a fluid mud oozes out. These springs seem to 
be embryo mud volcanoes. 

8) THE DJERJAVA OIL DEPOSIT lies in an anticlinal valley of the 
same name, which opens into the sea south of Kertch; on the val
ley floor the upper shaly. clays are exposed, viz. the Lower 
Sarmatian. A hill composed of these clays and of Sarmatian 
limestone rises at a distance of 4 kIm. from the coast; on its 
northern slope are situate<l three mud volcanoes, two of them being 
active and issuing gas and fluid mud which contains boracic acid 
and petroleum. Wells have been. drilled in this locality. 

9) THE KAZAN OIL 1)EPOSIT in the Taganash ~nticlinal valley 
(fig. 3) on the western extension' of the Djerjava valley; the floor 
of the former is composed of lower shaly clays, viz. the Maikop 
strata. On the extremities of the valle~ there have been 'drill 
holes which still yield petroleum. _ .. 

10) THE KARAMYSH-KELECHY OIL DEPOSIT':is located in the mid
dle part of a long anticlinal valley of Shokul-Kachain the floor, of 
which is composed 'of clays of the Maikop strat~; in the estate Kar
mysh-Kelechy in the middle of the valley there wete abou! 30 hand
dug pits from which oil was obtained for the illumination of Kertch. 
Some wells have been drilled in this locality. 

11) THE KASHYK OIL DEPOSIT is in the western part of the same 
valley west of the village pjermay-Kashyk; some traces of· anci
ent pits which yielded oil are found at an isolated rocky hill. 
w~iIs -hav~ been drilled. 

12) THE TCHUBURTMA-SART OIL DEPOSIT is :within the anticlinal 
valiey of Sart, in the middle of which rise severaL isolated hills for
med of Sarmatian limestone (fig. 6); the floor of· the valley is 
composed of the upper shaly clays (the Lower Sarmatian). For
merly Tartars of the village of Tchl~Dur:tma-Sart obtained oil from 
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band-dug pits south of the vill~ge at the foot of one of these .hills.
In the south the valley joins the Parpach ridge, while itsnortherq . 
boundary is defined by a fault. Wells h~ve been drilled in this_ 
district. . 

13) THE KENEGHES KODJALAJt OIL DEPOSIT lies in the anticlinal 
valley of Kodjalar. at its .western e"xtremity near the yillage. of Ku
chuk - Kojalar . there 
are a few oil pits 
dug by Tartars, and 
in the Keneges estate 
on the southern bor
der of the valley 9il , 

was obtained in 1864. ~~!I!i==~~~~~~i~~; 14} THE NASYR 
OIL DEPOSIT on~ the 
southern edge of the 
anticlinal valley of 
K uchuk - Mama'i 
(fig. 2); on the south
ern shore of the cen
tral one of three lakes 
a mud volcano is 
situated on' the top 
of which there are 
-seeps . of water. an4 . 
oil; south of this. 
place there are many' 
vents issuing fluid 
mud and petroleum. 
with small quantities 
of gas; the soil of the, 

Photograph by.N. I.zgarychev. 

F i.g. "11. Gas-ejecting pool, a m. x 6 Ill.,: on the 
summitot the Trubetskoi mud volcanollelonging 

. . . to the Tarknan group. ' . 

area aroundtPe ·vents is highly impregnatedwitp'- dried out oil 
(kir) for a dista'nce of 3--4 m.; theI:e are traces M.borax in the 
mud. . ., 

, 15} THE .sOULTANOVKA OIL PEPQSIT . is in- a small .. ariliclille 
joining in the south the eastenI extremity 'of the Shokul-Kacha 
valley. On the floor of ~he latter' there are water ~prings with 
shows of oil from the lower -clays. of the Maikop strata. 

16) THE AI~N'Jwni OIL DEPOSIT is situated wi,thin 'the Sa
taimin depression wi thin a horse-shoe -shaped· ridge: west of the 
Saraimin rilinS; this depos~t.is."r~~ated to strata of ~heCbokrak 

2· 
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clays which embrace the outcrops of tp,e Pontian. There has been 
prospecting by hand-dug shafts, which yielded much gas and from 
which oil was recovered. 

17) THE KOP-KOCHEGHEN OIL DEPOSIT (fig. 7) lies in a hilly 
l.ocality due southwest of the Tobechik salt lake; the area is m;lde 
up of the upper shaly clays (the Lower Sarmatian). The surroun
dings of the village of Kop-Kocheghen abound in ancient oil pits. 
Wells have been drilled. 

18) THE CHONGHELEK OIL DEPOSIT (fig. 7) lies on the southern 
shore of Lake Tobechik in a valley of the same name; the floor 
of the latter is composed of the upper shaly clays (the Lower Sar
matian). On the land of the village of Chonghelek on the south-western 
shore of the lake there were pits dug by Tartars, which yielded oil. 
The area has been prospected repeatedly and oil had been reco
vered from wells. 

19) THE CHORELEK OIL DEPOSIT lies in a valley southwest of the 
Chonghelek valley, which is a prolongation of the latter. Wells have 
been drilled. The valley floor consists of the' upper shaly clays 
(the Lower Sarmatian). 

20) THE YANYSH-TAKYL OIL DEPOSIT on the Takyl anticline 
(fig. 7) southwest 'of the Chonghelek valley; on the sea-shore there 
is an oil seep on an anticline eroded by sea-waves and composed of 
the Chokrak beds; oil seeps from the shaly clays and marls with 
embedded thin layers of oil sands 1-9 cm. thick. The district has 
beep prospected by shallow shafts and drill holes. 

In addition to the above cited definite evidences of petroleum 
deposits on the Kertch Peninsula there are numerous references 
in different publications to surface indications of petroleum,
these references not always being' sufficiently definite., 

21) At' Cape M. ESKIZ (Ziuk?) on the toast of the Sea 
of Azov there was in 1819 a volcanic etuption, partly submarine. 

22) Near the village of KULTEPE. on the same coast lands 
have been leased to be prospected for oil. 

23) In the village of POUSTAIA ERIAL which is 5 kIm dis
tant fro~ Kertch there is an abandoned pit, which produced -
oil. 

24) Near the village of SEIT'ALI (Chokur- seit- ali) there are 
signs of oil and lands have been leased to be prospected for oil. 

25) At the village TASHLYIAR to the south from the large 
Kazantip Bay of the Sea of Azov there are asphalt deposits~ 
accor~ing to the new topographical map (scale-one verst to an inch). 



26) At tlie station SEM KOLODTSEV of the Kertch ra{l . toad 
there are indications of oil. 

27) ,On the ARABAT ROAD in a locality 33 kJm. distant from '. ' 
Kertch ~e pits were situated in a shallow valley, which yielded 
5 mall quantites of oil. 

28) In the village KARYK at a distance of 40 . kIm. from 

Photograllh by N. ·KJelllBin. 

Fig. 12. Small mud volcano' C)f the- Bulganak 'group,2 :S m. high; ,spouting' gas 
and mud every ,1~2 .minutes. · .' 

Kerlch (Kary? on the south-western plain) was 'an oil pH dug by 
Tartars. . " ', ' . . 

2~) At the village of . KARASE-DJERT (Kara:-Sidjeut-?) lands 
have 'been .' leased for oil prosp'e'cti~g, , 

30) Near the vill~ge of .MAMAT,:south ·of the village mentioned 
there were oil pits in the estate of Funduklei on the abo~, Samar,,: 
chik river. . 

31) Near the village of KOP-SAIRAMIN smith of Aiman-Kuhl 
(see the deposit ' numbered 16) there are signs of oil, according to 
Andrusov's map. . .. . . , . .' , 

, 32) In the vicinity of the mud volcano DJ()U~TEPE ,(fig, .15, 
16, 17) on the south-western plain. there are found,acco~ding to 
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Pall a s, a few wells yielding mineral oil; they are not cited in 
later descriptions of that district. 

33) The mud volcano AKHTARKA-KODJALKA on the southern 
shore west of lake Uzunlar; long extincL 

3·!) The mountain of DURMEN on'the same shore at lake 
Kachy1\: also appears to be an extinct mud volcano. 

35) The mud ,volcano SHIBAN, south of the Parpach ridge, on 
the western border of the Peninsula, issues inflammable gas and 
liquid mud with a slight petroleum odour. 

36) On the south-western plain between the villages of KIR

LEUT and DJANAR-BERDY there are numerous swellings of the 
soil, which appear to be due to gas seeps . 

. On the Taman Peninsula indications of oil deposits are nume
rous, having been known at the times of Pallas. Beginning from 
the north and pursuing from west to east, there are the following 
indications of petroleum, cited below: 

1) On the CHUSHKA Spit in the Kertch Strait there is 
a mud volcano which proves the existance of oil bearing strata 
on the floor of the strait which are similar to those on both 
Peninsulas. 

2) The ridge of Cape KAMENNY on the· coast of the Sea 
of Azov is composed of the Lower Sarmatian clays and '«worm) li
mestone dhtsectcdby faults 1 (fig. 9). West of that ridge near the 
farm of Nazarov an oil saturated layer crops out in the Spirialis 
strata of the Middle Miocene. 

3) On the same coast near the farm of Garkushy is situated 
the mud volcano PEKLA, which is a cirque shaped depression 
sloping in two benches towards the sea; on the edge of the lower 
bench two cones emit a wide mud flow, while on the lower bench 
itself small mud volcanoes spout mud; side by side there are seeps 
of salt water with films of oil on it; in the sides of the lower bench 
steeply dipping beds of oil sand of Post-Tertiary age are seen; how
ever, the base of the mud volcano is made up of clays and marls 
of the Lower Sarmatian. 

4) The next line of mud volcanoes to the south is begun at 
its western extremity by the inount GORELAIA (Kuku - oba)~ 
which was already known in ancient times; it is a perfect cone, 75 m. 
high, the slopes of which ar:e covered with thick mud flows produ
ced at the eruption of 1794; on its" top is a crater 15 m. in dia
meter; a small cone on the southern rim of the crater issues sticky 
mud and gas. 
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·5) In the FONTANOVSKAIA ridge there arc dome-shaped hills 
with numerous seeps of oil which are seemingly associated 
with the Spaniodon beds composing the arches of folds. In this 
ridge, 5 kIm. east of the station Fontanovskaia there are to be seen 
in eluvi~m oil seeps and' a number of salt water springs issuing gas 
and bearing films of oil on their surface. 

6) On a cliff on the shore of the Sea of Azov, north of the sta
nitsa AKHTANIZOVSKAIA" there are outcrops of petroliferous 

Photograph by N. Klepinin. 

Fig . .13. Mud pool about 12 m. in diameter within the area of the Bulganak 
group of mud yolcanoes. 

sands, seemingly ot: Post - Tertiary age, -which take part in a 
structure having .. the shape of an elongated d'ome the long axis 
of which stretches southwest to northeast. To the southwest of 
these sands a large mud volcano is, situated (fig. 18). . 

7) The ridge of the mount TSYMBALY (Shumunkay) forms the 
beginning of the next line of mud volcanoes, on the isthmus 
between the Taman Bay and the Akhtanizovsky liman. The mount 
'has three peaks, which are extinct mud volcanoes (fig 19); the 
base of the eastern peak is built up of the' Maikop clays with 
an interbedded layer of sand impregnated with dried petroleum 
(kit); this layer is 20-30 cm.- thick; 'close to it oil' seeps from clays; 
beneath the middle peak appears to lie the Meotic, while the Pon
tian lies beneath the western pea~ .. Oil seeps also.fromthe eluviUm 

.' 
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of volcanic sediments on the southwester~ slope. In the middle of 
the XIX century there were still craters which spouted gas and 
mud, and on the slope of the western peak a brine spring which 
issued gas and oil. To the east in the same volcano line lies the 
large mud volcano Kussu-oba, which erupted in 1842, ~nd still 
further east. on the neckland between the Sea of Azov and the 
AkhtaniZovsky lillian, there is a small mud volcano Bekul-oba 
exuding insignificant quantities of gas and oil. 

8) THE FANAGORIYSKAIA RIDGE stretches along the southern part 
of this neckland:· its western extremity is a cone-shaped mUd. vol
cano with a flattened crater, on the slopes of which there were in 
the middle of the XIX century swampy places issuing gas. In a part 
of this ridge, north of the Lake Yanovski,. a few hand-dug shafts 
are scattered at the foot of the western ·slope of a dome:'shaped 
hill; in these shafts gas seeps through water and a thin layer of. 
black oil floats on the water. The surroundings have been pro
spected ona. small scale. 

9) THE MOUNT BORIS AND GLEB in the eastern end of this ridge 
at an liman, constitutes the remnants of a mud volcano covered with 
erupted material. In a precipice of, the mount looking down upon 
the liman there are seen outcrops of sandy and clayey formation 
of Post-Tertiary and Pliocene (super-ore beds); it is 15 m. thick, 
being impregnated with oil, especially at the water surface; at the 
foot of the precipice there is a series of gas seeps (fig. 20). The 
locality has been prospected. 

10) THE MOUNT ZELENAIA (ZELENETSKY) lies on the coast of the 
B~ack Sea at the extremity of the next line of mud volcanoes; this 
line, which is the longest, extends between the Taman Bay and the 
Akhtanizov liman in the north and the Tsokur and Kisiltash limans 
in the south. A sea cliff on the shore 52 m. high shows formations 
of which the mount is built up (fig. 8); there appears a flat lying 
fold which is overturned to southeast and enables one to follow 
up all the strata beginning from the super-ore strata of the Upper
Pliocene to the dark shaly clays of the Lower Sarmatian compo
sing the core. A b i c h considered the core to be an irregular body 
of porous dolomite, impregnated with a bituminous matter ha
ving odour of carbon bisulphide; clays lying by the sides of this 
body are impregnated with asphalt and petroleum. 

11) THE MOUNT KARABETOVA. southeast of the stanitsa 
Taman, constitutes the western extremity of a long ridge of mud 
volcanoes stretching to Lake Yanovsky;:almost on every dome-
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shaped hill of ·this ridge t~ere are found indi«.ations of petroleum, 
located in most cases, on tops of the hills. The mount Karabetova · 
itself is a mud volcano that~produced in 1835 a violent eruption; 
next to the east is the mud volcano KIRPINNAIA 9r Azov
dag, which is a massive swelling of niud· with fragments of bedrocks. 
On a hill east of the ." mount VASIURINSKAIA or Kirkol 
petroleum seeps dowIi its south-westerpslope ~n.d flows down 

Photograph by N. KlepiDin. 

Fig. U. Cpne eruption, 0.7 m. high on a mud volcano ot the Buiganak- group. 

with water into a small valley; on the north~eastern slope of the 
mount a layer of black oil floats on the sudace of a pool formed 
by a seep of .salt water; in the lower part of the slope at the easfern 
base there is found a spring issuing 5ulphuretted hydrogen, as well 
as outcrops of dark shalj clays with fish . remains; higher on the 
slope and on the top-Outcrops of marl of the Middle Sarmatian. 

12) On the top of a low ridge including ·the .hill BLlZNETSY 
north of the VyshestibIievskaia stanitsa, oil and salt water seep 
from the clays.· 
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13) On the dome-shaped hill GHIRKA. located in the ;same 
line and composed of the Middle Sarmatian, as well as in the 
core which consists of the steep Spirialis strata, there are seeps 
of oil associated with salt springs; at the base· of the ea~tern slope 
there is a water spring emitting sulphuretted hydrogen. 

14) In the locality KOPANTSY, 4 kIm. east of the hill 
Ghirka, there are seeps of oil. 

15) THE MOUNT NEFTIANAIA, north of the Starotitarovskaia 
stanitsa, is composed in its inner part of clays of the. Maikap 
strata, folded; on the top of the mount there is a series of oil seeps 
as well as evide~ces of oil pits from which oil has been obtained. 
On the northern slope the clays are covered with thick sand 'strata, 
in places saturated with oil. 

16) THE MOUNT DUBOVY RYNOK constitutes the eastern 
end of this line of mud volcanoes; on the slopes of its crater, which 
is flattened and filled up, there are traces of old pits, from which 
oil has been obtained; oil seeps from the clays of the Maikop bed~ • 
carrying concretions of spherosiderite. . 

17) The next line of volcanoes lying to the south begins at 
its western extremity with the mount PECLA situated on the 
shore of the Biack Sea east of Cape Zhelezny Rog; a sea cliff expose~ 
the structural features of the mount, which is an anticline composed 
of the Pliocen (ore and sub-ore beds) and Meotic, while its inner 
part consists of the Spirialis beds of the MIddle Miocene. Vast 
rockslides along the axis of the anticline form an amphitheater, 
on the floor of which. at -an elevation of nearly 60 m. there are seen 
distinct seepages of oil assoc~ated with salt springs. 

18) THE MOUNT BOGAZ on the northern shore of the. Bugaz 
liman, at its head, is a mud volcano with gas seepages. -

19) THE KAP.USTINA RAVINE, on the northern shore of the 
KisiItash liman, cuts through a flat elongated dome composed 
of the ore and Pontian beds of the Pliocene; there were seeps of 
oil and ancient oil pits on the right slope ofthe ravine. The district 
was explored by drilling in 186~1870 and in 1912-1914, when 
a light petroleum was found. 

20) THE MOUNT NEFTIANAIA, to the south of the Starotita
rovskaia stanitsa, is also an elongated dome, which is, however, 
more complicated and composed of the Maikop and Spirialis beds 
as well as of clays interbedded with hard marl of the Lower and 
Middle Sarmatian. Oil seeps are found chiefly on the apex of the 
dome which is composed of the Maikop beds; some oil seeps occur 
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also, on slopes in the Midqle and Lower Sarmatian, where brine 
springs are found emitting gas and heavy oxidized oil; while on 
the top of the dome there occurs light oil similar to' that in the 
Kapustina ravine. The mount was prospected by drilling in 1860--
1870 and in 1911-1912. On the top of the dome there were nu
merous oil pits that yielded much gas and oil. 

21) Eastward of the mount OCHERETINA or Kamyshe
vataia, which is dlso a mud volcano, lies the mountS t tel k a 

Photograph by N. Xlepinln'. ' 

Fig. is. Summit of the Djow~tepe mud volcano alter the eruption of 1909; 
deep ~racks in the mud. 

at the end of a line of volcanoes near the edge of the Kuban delta; 
its structural feature is a compressed anticlinal fold overturned 
northward and complicated by a syncline along its axis. The clays 
of the Maikop beds outcrop along the axis; while on the slopes there 
are exposed the clays of the Pontian and further the ore and super· 
ore beds. At the foot of the mountain, within a belt of the ,Maikop 
clays, there is a hand-dug shaft in which oil seeps through water; 
at the approach to Strelka near Kompaneitsev rs farm the sands 

- of the super-ore horizon are exposed in- a coas1:a1 precipice sloping 
down to the lowland of the Kuban; these sands are impregnated 
with oil, especiaUy to a high degree at the base of the outcrop. 
Prospecting by drilling was conducted in 1860--1870 and iIi 1912 
when light oil was discovered; 
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22) On the northern slope of the mount at the foot of .which 
TEMRIOUK is situated there are seeps of oil on the right shore 
of the Kuban river, viz. outside of the Taman peninsula. The top 
of the mount is a large crater of a mud volcano with a pool inside 
it; here is the beginning of the ravine of the northern slope which 
exposes the clays of the Maikop beds; in the channel of the ravine 
green oil seeps in several places from the eluvium of these clays, 
while surrounding rocks have a strong odour ~f kerosene. . 

23) A little further to the southeast lies the mount ONI. 

LAIA on the south-western slope of a range that trends in a south
eastern direction from Temriouk past the Kourchanskaia stanitsa; 
this mount is also a mud volcano with a crater and a pool on the 
top of a dome-shaped hill the core of which is composed of the 
clays of the Maikop beds. Oil seeps on the top and at the foot of 
the hill being associated with salt water springs issuing gas; oil 
accumulates in small pits. In 1844 the mount produced a violent 
eruption. 

It remains to be mentioned that immediately south of the 
Kuban river, between its delta and the Black Sea shore at ~he 
Vitiazevsky liman lies the Suvorovsko-Cherkessky oil region of 
the Kuban province. 

Considering in general the indications of oil deposits on the 
Kertch and Taman Peninsulas, it may be stated that they are dis
tributed rather uniformely throughout the whole area; these indi
cations are less numerous in the northern part of the Taman Pen
insula between the Sea of. Azov and the Taman Bay, 'While the 
poorest in oil evidences is the south-western plain of the Kertch 
Peninsula within the Parpach ridge. On the remaining area of 
these Peninsulas indications of petroleum are very numerous. 

Another striking feature is that the oil indications are asso
ciated with the mud volcanoes; this is particularly pronounced 
on the Taman Peninsula, where almost every mud volcano issues 
oil together with gas and salt water. On the Kertch Peninsula, 
where mud volcanoes are less numerous, the indications of petro
leum are associated also with the eroded crests of the anticlinal 
folds converted into anticlinal valleys. 

Regarding the geological structure of the Peninsulas there 
appears a definite and close relation of oil indications to the anti
clinal folds which are for the most part elongated domes of va
rious length and breadth. A number of these folds, especially on 
the Kertch Peninsula, belong to a 'normal type, while the rest of 
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them lIre to be classified as «diapio> folds, i. e. with a perforating 
core composed of older strata that have broken the overlying youn
ger ones. Those mud volcanoes which are not concealed entirely 
by mud flows everywhere appear l~cated on the crests of t1!.e anti
clines. This coincidence is not accidental' but is due to the fact 
that the crests of the folds are the mostfavourable parts ofthe struc
ture in respect of accumulations of gas, water and oil. While being 
projecting parts of the relief, the crests are ' in the highest degree 
liable to the erosion, which enables escaping of gas, water and oil. 

Photograph by N. Klepinin. 

Fig. 16. Summit of the Djou-tepe mud volcano otter the eruption of 1909; 
the subsidence of the northern portion. 

In connection with the geological features it mly be noted 
that on the Kertch Peninsula oil derives from strata of various 
ages,-most frequently from the clays of the Maikop beds.~that 
is from the Lower Miocene and Oligocene; besides that oil is yiel.., 
ded by the Chokrak limestone and Spaniodon beds (the Middle 
Miocene) as well as by the marls, clays and bryozoan limestone 
of the Sarmatian (the Upper Miocene) · alld in one case by the Me
otic beds. On the Taman Peninsula oil comes from beds t11;at are 
of still more various ages, · beginning from the Maikop beds and 
ending by the Post-Tertiary sands. Consequently, in the Kertch-
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Taman oil region there isa whole series of oil-bearing horizons. 
But the question is whether all of them are sufficiently prolific 
and contain oil of primary origin. . 

Poor to answering this question and outlining the prospective 
economical importance of th.e region, it is necessary to learn the 
results of explorations and prospecting that have already been 
conducted in the region and to show to what an extent it is inves-
tigated geologically. -

THE HISTORY OF EXPLORATION 

Both the Peninsulas being abundant with mud volcanoes, 
attracted attention of scientific investigators already in early times; 
in 1794 P a I 1 a s described the ring-shaped mountains, seeps 
of oil and some of the mud volcanoes. RIo b uk 0 v and K 0-

z i n referred to oil pits dug by Tartars. In the reports of the inves
tigators Ve r n e u ill e, De mid 0 v and Dubois-de-Mon
p e !' e of their travels to South Russia, the Caucasus and the Cri
mea, are outlined geological features of the two Peninsulas and 
are described some oil seeps and eruptions of mud volcanoes. 
V 0 s k 0 b 0 i n i k 0 v and G uri e v have described the geo
logy of the Taman Peninsula, outcrops of ore, springs of mineral 
oil and a series of mud volcanoes. The latter as well as the geolo
gical structure of the Peninsulas were studied in a particularly 
detailed manner by A b i chin the middle of the last century. 
while H elm e r sen and Rom a nov sky discribed the 
first prospecting work they happened to visit during their geologi
cal,investigations of the country. Later some mud volcanoes were 
investigated by A I e x e e v, chemical analyses of mud and oil 
from them are given in works of Dub i n e vic h, Pot Y I i
t s y n, Lid 0 v and K ram are v sky. Some information 
concerning the Kertch Peninsula is collected by G 0 I 0 v k i n
sky. However, the most careful and detailed study of its structu
ral features was performed during a number of years by And r u
s 0 v. who made the first geological map of the Peninsula on the 
scale of 3 versts to one inch. In the very end of the XIX th cen
tury he investigated a part of the Taman Peninsula. The following 
investigations were completed in the XX th century: Be k e t 0 v, 
V ern ads k y, I sg a r y she v and S Iud s k y-concer- • 
ning the water and mud of the mud volcanoes; K I e pin i n 
and B 0 r i s i a k gave a new description of mud volcanoes of 
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the Kertch Peninsula; G u b kin 'completed the first detailed 
geological survey of the Taman Peninsula, the, results of which 
are published only as a preliminary report accompanied by a stru
ctural map on the scale of 5 kIm. to one inch; the same investi
gator has summarized all the information concerning the occurence 
of petroleum on this Peninsula, while identical information on the 
Kertch Peninsula are given by 0 b r u c h e v . D v 0 i c h e.n k 0 

Photograph by N . Klepinin. 

Fig. 17. Djow-tepe mud volcano after the eruption of 19H; the middle portion 
has subsided. 

gives data concer;ing ' deposits of petroleum in his article descri-
bing the minerals of the Crimea. . 

Besides such information to be found in the reports of various 
investigators ' cited above, in~ormation concerning other minerals 
()f the region are given in articles written by B ai a r, Bog d a
n 0 vic h, K e p pen, Z e i g I e r (iron ores ,of the Kertch) 
M 0 k r ins k y (sulphur of C h 0 k u r-K 0 i a ,s h) and D V Q i
o hen k 0 (various minerals). Although in general the Kertch 
Peninsula is more fully described, c~mpared with the Taman, 
the geologica] map made by And!usov not on a basis of systema-
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tical detailed investigations is not sufficiently accurate. In 1924 
Ark han gel sky began a detailed study of the Peninsula, 
which is confined so far to its north-eastern angle; the results of 
his work have not yet been published, but according to a verbal 
communication of the named geologist, Andrusov's m:fp requires 
to be corrected in the essential, as the structural features of the 
country are considerably more complicated; in that part of the 
Peninsula which is geologically investigated there are short elon
gated domes of the «diapin) type and numerous faults and thrusts. 
The Taman Peninsula is explored in an exhaustive manner by G u b
kin, but the detailed description and the geological map of the 
Peninsula have not yet been issued. 

'PROSPECTING AND EXPLOITATION 

Prospecting for oil began on the territory of the region al
ready in the sixties, and continued with interruptions until the 
beginning of the European war, that is for a period of nearly half 
a century. The greater part of the prospecting and exploration 
has taken place on the Kertch Peninsula; in places exploitation 
was conducted together with the exploration. All the prospecting 
work and exploitation done in the region are briefly described 
below, following the order in which th~ indications of petroleum 
have been described. 

1. The Kertch Peninsula. 

1) CAPE ENIKALE. The asphalt-making plant of Bruno 
built in 1838 in the vicinity of . Kertch produced petroleum for 
a number of years from four pits at a distance of 10.6 kIm. north
east of the town; the asphaltic product manufactured of petroleum 
was· used for covering floors, footpaths and roofs,. for caulking 
ships and for the manufacturing of a special tile. In 1880 an as
phaltbearing cliff of the cape was exploited, yielding 14.67 per 
cent of bitumen; a mastic was manufactured of the latter at the 
plant of Grutzmacher in Kertch. 

2) In the ENIKALE ANTIKLINAL VALLEY oil was exploited 
in the sixties by the Enikale Town Board, from two pits 6 m. 
deep each. 

3) The TARKHAN deposit of petroleum was exploited by 
pits as far back as the times of the Tartars. In 1907 -the Firm of 
Voeykov (later that of List) sunk a drill hole on a syncline of beds 
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of the Middle Miocene, having in' 'view to tap the petroliferous 
sands of the Chokrak; the first well. (14 in. diameter) was abando
ned at the depth of 185 m. on account of its deflection. Another 
well (18 in. diameter) located close to the first was sunk to a depth 
of 645 m:(final diameter 4in.); however, in 1908 the well was aban., 
doned, owing to enormous rock pressure; there is no information 
of occurence of oil; from both wells gas still issued in 1920. 

5) MISYR. In 1908 the List Company moved its prospecting 
to Misyr after their unsuccessful drilling operations in the Tarkhan 
district. A well 18 in. in diameter was sunk on the axis of the an
ticline formed by the upper shaly clays; in November 1909 the 
depth of 534 m. was reached, with 4.& in. diameter. Beginning from 
the depth of 400 m., the drilling progressed very slowly, owing to 
high rock pressure and the collapsing of casing, as well as to rock
caving; at a depth of 482 m. strong gases were encountered. There 
are no data of indications of oil in the report of the district engi
neer who furnished the information stated above. 

6) THE KARALAR VALLEY. In its western part near the village 
of Beshevli the Societe Anonime, a French company, has deve
loped drilling operations beginning from 1880; some wells have been 
drilled to a depth of 183 m., penetrating the lower clays (the Maikop 
beds). Prior to that one well had been sunk in 1865 by Gowen near 
the village of Karalar; this well reached the depth 135 m., penetrat
ing the gray clay from the surface to the depth of 129. 6 m., when 
a layer of hard rock WaS struck; beginning from a depth of 130.8, 
a slight petroliferous odour was encountered, which became stron
ger at a depth of 135 m. There is an oil pit dug by Tartars at a dis
tance of 3.5 m. from this well. 

8) The DJERJAVSKAIA VALLEY. In 1907 - 1909 the Raky 
Company drilled a well southeast of the Djerjava Farm on a small 
hill composed of the Upper Sarmatian limestones; the well reached 
a depth of 292 m., when it was stopped on account of the collaps
ing of 5 in. casing; gas was encountered at a depth of 230 m .• 
while indications of oil were found a little deeper; in the beginning 
of 1909 the drilling was stopped and the well abandoned. Prior 
to that time Gowen drilled apparently near the mud volcano situa
ted a little farther east in this valley; according to Helmersen, 
a well 19 m. deep which penetrated the gray clay down to the 
bitumino~s sandstone yielded oil in 1864. The gray clay was 
impregnated with oil and carried large fragments of hard rock; 
no gas was issued. In 1884 a French Company sunk a hole on the 

~6 
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western- bench of the Djerjava nill almost in the village itself; at 
a depth of 45 m. a stratum was· encountered 0.6--0.9 m. thick, con
sisting of soft sandstone carrying liquid green petroleum of 46° Be 
gravity (0.800); the flow was, however, meager; drilling was continued 
with a 14 in. diameter of casing; above the said stratum and below 
it extended blue clay with embedded concretions and partings of 
pyrite 25 to 50 mni'. thick, that caused difficulties in drilling and 
deflection of the hole. This clay compressed the lower part of the 
casing sometimes so strongly as to cause its collapse and cavings 
plug the drill-hole. In June 1884 the well reached a depth of 
51 m., no further information concerning it is available. 
. 9) KAZAN. In 1895 a French Company- drilled a hole under 
supervision of Dufleau, an engineer, iii the Kazan valley near the 
ruined village of Taganash; the hole reached a depth of 420 m. 
penetrating clays with hard concretions; there occured periodical 
spouts of water and gas. Another drill-hole located at \he eastern 
extremity of the village reached a depth of 323 m. having pierced 
a layer of gray sand at a 200 m. level. The head of the casing is 
still projecting on the surface; gas is escaping from this well and 
a light oil that burns like kerosene is collected sometimes. 

10) KARMYSH-KELECHI. In the forties the Tartars of the village 
Seit-Ali in the center of the Shokul-Kachin anticline extracted 
oil from .30 hand-dug pits 8-10 m. deep. In 1864 Kibler produced 
oil from 7 pits 4-6 m. deep at a distance of 2 kIm. from the village 
Karmysh-Kelechi; this oil obtained at a rate of 125 to 250 liters 
weekly was used for illuminating purposes in Kertch., In the 
eighties a· French Company drilled a hole 754.7 m. deep above 
a junction of two ravines on the floor of the valley; the hole pene
trated dark clays carrying in places hard concretions and an inter
vening layer of sandstone impregnated with oil. The land owner 

• has lately cleaned this well to a depth of 60 m. and extracted oil 
from it (up to 0.03 tons daily). gas escaping in large quantities. 
In 1913 a Circassian Khun sunk another hole beside the former, 
using hand drilling tools; the hole ·was drilled to a depth of 63 m. 
and oil ~as obtained from a depth of 14 m. 

11) KASHIK is in the western part of the valley Kashik. At 
the foot of an isolated hill west of the village of Kasnik a drill-hole 
was.sunk in 1864 by Gowen; the hole, 8 in. in diameter; penetrated 
sticky blackish clay from which oil seeped in heavy streams; it is 
known definitely that the hole reached a depth of 25.5 m.. but 
was abandoned on account of an exceedingly strong escape of gas. , ' 



In the eighties, the French comp~~y having been wound up, its 
successor sunk in the district of the village of Kashyk about 50 
drill-holes 10 m. deep each from which oil was extracted: this 
oil was.di;;tilled in a refinery erected in Kertch. Earlier there exi
sted Tartar pits near the village. 

12) CHUBURTMA-SART in the synclinal _ ~valley of Sarto 
Hand-dug oil pits 
existed in the vici.., 
nity of the village 
of Chuburtma-Sart, 
hear an isolated hill 
located in the cen-
ter of the valley. 
In 1864 Gowendril
led a well that 
struck meager oil at 
a depth of8.4m ~ ; the 
gray clay became, 
however, so hard 
that the sinking of 
casing met great 
difficulties; at the 
depth of 54.6 m. 
the well was abap.
doned on account 
of the very hard 
rock. The well il 
filled with inflam-

Photograph by N. Izgarychev. 

Fig. 18. Siniaia Balka mud volcano °near Stanitsa 
'Akhtanizovskaia; view of the crater. 

mabIe gas. -
13)'KENEGHES-KODJALAR In 1864 Levandovsky produced oil in 

the Keneghes estate of Lampsiand in the vicinity of the village 
of Maiy Kodjalar; there are oil pits dug by Tartars 3 to 4 m. deep. 
In the end of the XVIII century one pit near- the village of Kop
Keneghes yielded up to 250 liters of oil daily. 

16) AIMAN-KUlU. In 1913 a Cirkassian Khun sunk two wells, 
25 to 30 m., on the land of Kuznetsov and produced oil; these 
wells were, however, abandoped owing to the small diameter (31

/ 2 in.) 
of the holes and the lack of casing. 'In 1920 the Military Department 
undertook exploration work, sinking ten shallow shafts 17 to 19 m. 
deep; three of them yielded oil (5 t9 6 kg. daily) and emitted large 
quantities of gas. 

3* 
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. 17) KOP-KOCHEGHEN. The surroundings of the village of Kop-
Kocheghen abound in old so called Venetian pits from which 
oil wasextracted at early times. In the seventies a French Company 
sunk in this district nearly 150 drill-holes. 149 to 170 m. deep; 
oil was encountered at two horizons-17 m. and 85-96' m. below 
the surface. Accor~ing to Potylitsyn. oil is found in a sand layer 
at a depth of 2-3 m. (this information refers apparently to hand
dug pits); the oil is heavy. 0.903-0.904 sp. gr. One hundred active 
wells yield about 1300 kg of oil monthly. In 1884 Andrusov inve
stigated three wells of this company; the first located on the 
floor of a ravine was sunk to a depth of 97.8 m.; a water gusher 
struck from this depth throwing out large quantities of glauconite 
sand which probably for~s an intercalation within the clays; the 
second well located up the slope of the valley reached a depth of 
108 m.; the third one that is located still higher up the slope and 
produced oil. reached a depth of 76.8 m, penetrating the Spaniodon 
clays with interbedded thin but hard layers of sandstone; the rocks 
are highly saturated with sulphurous water and carry· gra!ns of 
pyrite. According to Mokrinsky. a drill hole on the hill yielded up 
to 80 tons of oil daily from a depth of 313.5 m.; Potylitsyn states 
that there were attempts to dPll this site to a depth -of 50 m. but 
only gas was encountered instead of oil. According to all the data 
which are available, it may be inferred that the upper shaly clays 
(the Lower Sarmatian) underlain by thp, Spaniodon beds outcrop 
throughout this' area. _ .' 

18) CHONGHELEK has been ~lored in the most extensive manner. 
In early times there existed old pits 4, to 6 m. deep. In 1864 Gowen 
drilled a hole 116 m. deep that pierced sticky clays impregnated 
with oil and water; there were intercalated hard hematite and 
sandstone. while the clay . strata with interbedded sand up to 
0.60 m. thick were fully impregnated with oil; the well emitted 
large quantities of gas and 72 to 102 liters of oil daily. As oil 
seeped very strongly from the lumps of clay extracted from the 
well, a shallow shaft was sunk close to the latter to be deepened to 
23 m. with a view to produce up to 500 liters daily; in the eighties 
a French company drilled a few deep holes that penetrated 
shaly clays carrying concretions in places impregnated with oil; 
there were «shells» of hard rock. In one of these holes the «shell» 
was pierced at a depth of 252 m., what gave rise to a strong flow 
of salty :water followed by oil in small quantities; however. on 
further deepening oil ceased to flow. while - the clays pe-



netrated were highly. saturated with water. According to PotyH. 
tsyn there were flowing we.Jls in Chonghelek which yielded oil with 
salty water; but the wells became plugged in a short time. One 
well 350 mO. deep flowed in 1890 with oil of a specific gravity 0.854, 
while another well 403 m. deep flowed in 1891 with oil of a specific 
gravity 0.887. The oil was always accompanied with gas, what 
gave rise to a gusher as soon as the oil bearing stratum was tapped. 
The latter well with 
a depth of 403 m. 
flowed in 1891 be. 
ginning from May 4 
during more than 
a month; at first 
the well gushed 
every half hour for 
4.-5 minutes, then 
the gushes became 
rarer, occuring in 

. the beginning of 
June only- once or 
twice a day. In the 
middle of June the 
well still flowed, 
later it was bailed; 
the specific gravity 
of the oil increased 
meanwhile from 
0.882 to 0.889. This 

Photograph by N. Izgarychev. 

Fig. 19. Mud 'volcano of the Tsymbaly ridde and an 
active parasitic cone (in front of the picture) east-

oil was of a brown north-east of the volcano. 
colour and fluores- <;. 

cent; it was shipped to a refinery in ·Odessa. The gas pressure was 
so high in the gas bearing strata penetrated by these wells that 
the casing completely collapsed when piercing these strata. 
The gas burned brightly and ,was used for illuminating purposes. 
According to Dvoitchenko, up to ten thousand tons of oil with 
a high content. of light hydrocarbons was extracted from these 
~&. . 

In 1902 a new .. oil company drilled a number of wells on an 
adjacent area one of which is said to have .been sunk to a depth 
of 575 m.; at a level of 108.5 m. a little gas and indications of oil 
were encountered, while a constant issue of gas and oil began at 

. .. 
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a depth of 151 m., the oil gathering on the water suriace. No 
further information concerning prospecting for oil in this district 
is available. Bogdanovich states that in 1901 a well was drilled 
which reached a depth of 320 m.; a gusher struck at the depth of 
240 m., causing collapse of casing; on being repaired ana deepened 
the well flowed again from the level of 320 m., at which seemingly 
oil sands were encountered. 

I~ 1907-1913 the Raky Company was operating in this di
strict; there were four wells drilled to the depths of 405, 537, 350 and 
556 m. respectively from' which gas and oil were recovered, part
ly by flowing, partly by bailing; the well No.3, which is 350 m. 
deep, flowed several times, but was abandoned owing to damaged 
casing; the well No.2 began to flow at the level of 537 m., yielding 
oil mixed with water; the casing collapsed; the Spaniodon beds 
were penetrated at a depth 'of 285 m.; a strong flow of· water oc
cured at. the depth of 525 m .. that has not been shut off. In the 
well No.4 a green oil. (specific gravity 0.875 to 0.890) of a high qua
lity appeared at the depth of 556 m. In 1912 this well flowed pe
riodically producing up to 491 tons of oil daily; in 1914 it con
tinued to flow twice a day yielding each time 24.6 tons; later, owing 
to intentional sanding up, the production decreased to 9.8 tons. 
In 1919 the German troops, before .the evacuation of the Crimea, 
dropped into this well a wire rope with a bailer, in consequence of 
which the flow decreased to 0.5 tons. In 1920, during Vrangel's 
occupation of the Crimea, a British company started to clean the 
well and its monthly production increased to HS tons; but when 
leaving the Crimea the British drillers dropped another bailer 
into the weil, where stilI remained the bailer dropped before. In 
1921, under Soviet rule, the Crimean Economic Council undertook 
repairing this well; one bailer with a length of rope was extracted 
from the well. In April the production reached 0.65 tons daily. 
Since then (1921-1925) oil has been extracted by bailing the well 
every other day, the monthly production being 7.3 to 8.5 tons; 
one bailer still remains in the well. The oil production for the 
last few months is as follows: May-7.5 tons, June-8.47 tons, 
July-8.07 tons, August-7.18 tons. The well No.2 which is also 
sanded 'up produces only 0.4 tons monthly. 

In 1920 prospecting was conducted in this district also by 
test pits (up to 17 m. deep) and by drill holes (up to 74 m.); the 
results proved occurence of oil in sediments the total thickness 
of which reaches 1500 m., their age ranging from the Oligocene 
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to the Lower Sarmatian; there are embedded sand strata (9 to 12 m. 
thick) and fissured hard rocks, accumulating oil. 

19. CHORELEK. In 1907-1913 the Raky Company sunk two 
drill-hole~ in this locality that penetrated the Lower Sarmatian 
and Spaniodon beds; one hole reached a depth of 190 m., gas and 
oil being encountered at the level of 148 m.; another hole struck 
oil sand at the depth of 83m.,but further drilling was dropped. 

6 

Fig. 20. Section of the mountain of Boris and GIeb (aCterAhich): 
1-dark-brown arenaceous clays; 2-gray clays with concretions; 3--arena
ceous and clayey beds with concretions; ~ay quartz sand impregnated 
with oil; 5-argillaceous sand with gypsum, alum and copperas; &-clayey 

breccia cemented by gypsum and slightly impregnated with oil. 

20. YANYSH-TAKYL. In this district exploration work wa
conducted in 1908 by Forkatch, an Austrian engineer, who disco
vered at a shallow depth large quantities of oil .in the ,outcrops of 
three "beds of Spirialis sand. The )linskaill Company sunk 
a shallow shaft to a depth of 15 m. and obtained up to 0.35 tons 
of heavy oil daily; little gas was en~ountered and no "water 
altogether. 

It should be mentioned- that the majority of data concerning 
exploration and prospecting. on the Kertch Peninsula were gath
ered by geologists and chemists that visited prospects, rather 
incidentally; the data are therefore not complete, constitute casual 
characteristics and features and do not always tally. The exploring 
companies "and single investigators refrained from publishing the 
results of their operations. No doubt that most test holes were 
located without any adequate knowledge of structural features 
existing in the prospected locality; in locating test holes only 
such indications were taken into consideration as seeps of oil and 
the presence of oil pits dug by Tartars. Drilling operations were' 
c.onducted carelessly, without exclusion of encountered water 
sands, and" were stopped prematurely, owing to the collapse of ca
sing and other causes. The logs of the formations througI! which wells 
were drilled are meager and not exact, while data concerning qua
lity and quantity of oil encountered in wells are still more incom-
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plete. Owing to such practice in exploration and prospecting opera
tions, oil-bearing horizons of the Kertch Peninsula. are not yet 
investigated in any adequate ~easure in spite of 60 years pros
pecting, and the question of .the commercial impQrtance of this 
oil region remains unanswered: 

2. The Taman Peninsula. On this Peninsula the number 
of localitiils which have been explored or prospected is much .smal
ler and information concerning them still more scanty. 

8. In. the FANAGORIYSKAIA ridge. on the left slope of the 
valley that opens into the Yanovsky Lake, two old drill holes 
are to be seen, with 8 in. casing and a shallow shaft surrounded 
with heaps of dark shaly clays and Spirialis clays which are found 
also in drillings from the holes; the latter are apparently shallow 
and filled with water. 

9: On the mount of BORIS AND GLEB the Taman Penin
sula Syndicate sunk in 1913 a drill hole 322.5 m. deep, which 
reached only the ore horizon (the Middle Pliocene); this hole pe
netrated the strata of sands and clays with outcropping oil sands; 
a strong flow of water was encountered and very insignificant shows 
of oil, such as emulsions and films. 

19. The KAPUSTINA ravine on the northern shore of the 
Kisiltash liman wa~ explored most particularly; Novosiltsev 
drilled in this locality in 1860; then the Raky Company operated 
here early in the XX century; they sunk, however, only shallow 
drill holes 30 and 60 m. deep, which produced small quantities of 
light oil (sp. gr. 0.817, 0.878 and 0.894),-only 100 to 250 liters 
daily; oil derives from the Pontian clays in the central part of the 
fold. Later, in 1912-1914 the Taman Peninsula Syndicate sunk 
a deep hole on a property adjoining from the north directly to the 
property of the Raky Company; according to Bogdanovich, the 
log. of the formations is as follows: 
0-237.3 m. The Upper Pliocene strata and the Pontian, chiefly 

clays. 
273.3-445.5 m. Meotic; -clays; often sandy or micaceous, with 

a s t'r a cod a, fish remains and inclusions of tri
polite. 

445.5-480 m. Upper Sarmatian. Greenish' plastic clays, chiefly 
not calcareous, and sometimes sandy laminated clays 
with fish scales and Mactra caspia; intercalation of 
hard marl. 

480-498 m. Calcareous clays carrying rare fish scales. 
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498-513 m. The same as above with inclusions of brown sandy 
clay and fragments of limestone.-interbedded with 
marls. 

513-528 m. Dirty-greenish. clays' not calcareous with inclusions 
'. of fragments 01 limestone and white clays. 

528-541.5 m. Light-gray clays with carbon streaks and fish scales; 
in places clays banded owing. to thin porous and do
lomitic sediment, reminding «worm» sediments, and 
constantly alternating with calcareous-sandy layers. 

At a depth of 298.2 m. a small flow of oil (sp. gr. 0.819) was 
encountered; at the level of 362 m.-thin layers of oil sand carrying 
gas; at tM level of 490 m.--small showings. of . oil, and finally 
at a depth of 540 m. a .considerable flow (up to 1.1 tons daily) of 
oil (sp. gr. 0.914) was enconutered. Thus indications of oil. were 
found in the Meotic and Upper Sarmatian, while a stronger flow 
derives from rocks simi liar to (<worm» rocks, that is to the Middle 
Sarmatian, according to Gubkin. Bogdanovich gives the following 
description of the geological features of this locality: owing to the 
likeness of these rocks to those underlying theSpaniodon strata, 
that is to the Middle Miocene of the Chonghelek and Suvorovo-Cher
kessky regions, it may be inferred that between the Upper Sarmatian 
and the underlying rocks there is a structural unconformity, c,aused 
by the «diapin) folding, what is evidenced by the crushed rocks. 
Both investigators came to the conclusion that further deepening 
of the well was not promising. The well was abandoned, but later 
it flowed several times, e. g. in the middle of November 1915, 
when the well threw out up to 82 tons of oil during a feW mi
nutes. 

20. THE MOUNT NEFTIANAIA (the southern one). The pro
specting on this mountain was done in the sixties also by Novo_ 
siltsev; and then in 1911-1912 the Chernomorsko-Kuban Company 
sunk a hand-drilled hole on the northern slope of this mountain; 
the well reached a depth of 149-153 m., where showings of hea
vy oil were found such as coatings and small accumulations in the 
dark shaly clays (the Lower Sarmatian?); among the clays there 
was a flow of highly iodized water. The well was abandoned with
out having given any definite results. 

21. STRELKA was also investigated and prospected by NovosiI
tsev in the sixties. In 1912 the Maikop-Enem Company sunk a 
number of hand-drilled holes, which yielded small quantities of 
oil from a shallow.horizon. 
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Thus, of the 23 above cited localities of the Taman Peninsula 
carrying indications of oil, only five have been explored and deeper 
drilling has taken place only in the Kapustina ravine. As to the 
production of oil, there are no exact data with respect either to 
the Taman or the Kertch Peninsula. • 

THE COMPOSITION AND COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE OIL 

The characteristics of the oil obtained at different places of the 
region are not sufficiently ascertained, owing to the causes stated 
above, that is the lack or irregularity of information concerning 
former explorations. A well near the village of Djerjava produced 
a liquid green oil, specific gravity 0.800 .. The oil recovered from 
pits and shallow drill holes in Kop-Kocheghen was heavy, sp. gr. 
0.903-0.904. According to Potylitsyn, the oil obtained in Chonghelek 
in 1884 had a specific gravity 0.800 or 0.790, the heavier occu
ring nearer to the surface~ in 1895 the oil from the well 350 m. deep 
had a specific gravity 0.854, while the well 403 m. deep produ
ced oil of sp. gr; 0.887, that is the heavier oil lying deeper; the 
oil was of a brown colour and fluorescent, like the Baku oil. Accor
ding to Bogdanovich in 1915 green oil was extracted with sp. gr. 
0.875-0.890. On the Taman Peninsula oil in seeps is· thick and 
heavy; similar oil was found in shallow drill-holes at 149-153 m. 
on the southern Neftianaia mountain. However, in the Kapustina 
ravine the oil recovered from a deep hole at 298 m. horizon 
had sp. gr. 0.819, while that from the 540 m. horizon had 
sp. gr. 0.914. 

Thus, according to this scanty information, the oil on the Kertch 
Peninsula is in general a light one, and somewhat heavier on the 
Taman Peninsula; but on both the Peninsulas oil is distributed 
through the strata in conformity with its specific gravity, i. e. 
the heavier oil lies at deeper horizons. Thick and heavy oil, seep
ing on outcrops in pits and in shallow holes, constitutes an oil 
thickened and oxidised by the oxigen of the air. This oxidizing 
process gives rise also to the partings of streaks of hardep.ed oil. 
which is found in places in clays, and to the formation of asphalt on 
the Enikale cape (and on Tashlyiar). A commercial analysis of the 
petroleum of this region was performed only once (so far as is known) 
by Potylytsyn and Bernstein, viz. the analysis of the dark-brown 
oil with a green tint, obtained in Chonghelek, probably from the 
well 403 m. deep; this oil is fluorescent, its sp. gr. 0.888. 
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Fractional distillation gave the following results: 

Fractions. Yield per cent. Spec. gravity. 

1000 to 1500 3.2 0.7506 
• 1500 

.. 2000 6.10 0.7730 
2000 

.. 2500 10.7 0.8220 
2500 

.. 3000 26.7 0.8860 
3000 

.. 3200 8.7 0.9290 

At a temperature over 320° the distillation was accompanied by 
decomposition of the oil, thus only 55.7 per cent of the sample 
was distilled. 78.6 per cent of all the distillates (150°-300) are 
illuminating oils beginning from the colourless one (150°-200°) 
to the yellowish one (300°). This cut corresponded to kerosene and had 
a flash point 37.3°. The residuum was distilled in a stream of steam, 
by which process was produced a heavy yellow-brown oil carrying 
no paraffin. The oil of the Kapustina ravine,of a specific gravity 
0.816, subjected to a distillation up to 125° yield!? 26.87 per cent 
of cuts,-from 125° - 300° yields 53.5 per. ·cent of cuts and contains 
traces of paraffin. • 

Helmersen has seen the kerosene manufactured in Kertch from 
oil obtained by Gowen; this colourless and transparent kerosene with 
a feeble odour could not be fired by a burning match. 

The water extracted from the Chonghelek hole is. of yellowish 
colour, highly salty and alkaline; i~ has a feeble petroleum-like odour 
and contains iodine (0.1645 gr. of NaI per one liter); this water is 
almost identical to the water· of the Kuban oil field by its contents 
of iodine and its alkaline characteristic. 

SUMMARY 

According to their- geological age,. the deposits of petroleum 
occuring throughout both the Peninsulas are distributed as follows: 

THE KERTCH PENINSULA THE TAMAN PENINSULA. 

1.-P 0 s t - T e r t i a r y sed i men t s 

None Azovskaia Pekla. A precipice north 

None. 

of the Akhtanizovskaia stanitsa. The 
mount Boris and Gleb? The northern 
mount Neftianaia. 

2.-U P per P 1 i 0 c e n. 

The mount Boris and Gleb. Strelka. 
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3.-'-M i d die P I i 0 c e n e. 

None. None. 

'.-L 0 we r P Ii 0 c e n e. 

None. Tsym~ly. The K~pustinll ravine. 

5. Me 0 tic. 

The Burash basin. The Kapustina ravine. 

6. Upper Sarmatian. 

Cape EnikaIe. The EnikaIe an'i- . The Kapustina ravine. 
cline. Misyr? 

7. Mid dIe S arm a t ian. 

None. The Southern mount Neftianaia. 
The Kapustina ravine? 

8. Lower Sa r mat ian (t he up per c I a y s).· 

Djerjava. Djermay-Kashik. 
Kop-Kocheghen. Chonghelek; 
Chorelek. Yanysh-Takyl. 
Tashlyiar. Chuburtma-Sart. 
Kop-Sairamin. Nasyr. 

The mount Zelenaia. 
The southern mount Neftianaia 

Bliznetsy. The Karabetova mountain, 

9. Mid dIe M i 0 c e n e (S pan i 0 don and S p i ria 1 is). . 

Bulganak. Kuchuk-Kodjalar. Ai- Cape Kamenny. Fanagoriskaia'. 
man-Kuiu. The lower horizons of Girka. Pekla Chernomorskaia. Fonta
Kop-Kocheghen. Yanysh-Takyl and in novskaia. The Kapustina ravine? 
part the Chonghelek and Chorelek 
horizons. 

10. Lower Miocene and Upper Oligocene (the lower 
clay s. the M a ik 0 P bed s). 

Maly Tarkhan. Cape Tarkhansky. Ka
ralar. Kazan. Karmysh-kelechy. SuI
tanovka. Indications at Kopkeneghes. 
Kara. Mamat. Mud volcanoes of Tar
khan. Shiban. Akhtarka. Djou-Tepe. 
The gas seeps of Kerleut. 

Tsymbaly. The southern mount Nef
tianaia. The northern mount Neftianaia. 
Dubovy Rynok. Strelka. Temriuks
kaia. Gnilaia. 

The above table shows that in this region all the horizons of 
sedimentary rocks seem to be petroliferous, especially on theTa-

. man Peninsula, while oil is absent in the Pliocene, Post-Tertiary 
and Middle Sarmatian rocks on the Kertch Peninsula. No doubt, 
however, that in a part of deposits the oil is of secondary origin, 
having migrated into the younger strata from the older ones along 
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the fault' and thrust fissures, and owing to a contact of younger 
and older strata in the «diapiI'» folds. Among such secondary depo
sits, which are not promising, are to be included all the Post-Tertiary 
and Plioc,ene of the Taman peninsula, consi,sting of sands or clays 
with intercalations of fossil shells' which are impregnated' with 
oil that has migrated from the older sediments. It is doubtful also 
that a primary oil is to be found in the Meotic of the Burash basin 
and in the Upper Sarmatian of Cape Enikale and the Enikale val
ley,-as the cited deposits are related to .faults and thrusts, along 
which oil could rise from deeper horizons. The results of drilling 
in the Kapustina ravine have proven that both the above named 
stages do not carry commercial oil. The oil which is found in the 
Middle Sarmatian of the southern mount Naftianaia could hardly 
be classified as a primary one, as the main outcrops are related here 
to the Maikop beds, of which the care of the dome is composed; the 
oil could migrate from these beds and penetrate into the Sarmatian 
on the slopes of the mountain. A strong flow of oil from the Middle 
Sarmatian was encountered in the Kapustina ravine; however, Bog
danovich assumes with .great probability the presence of «diapiI'» 

- folding and the migration of oil from the Spaniodon beds. Thus, 
the oldest stages in the region constitute prospective receptacles 
of the primary oil-bearing horizons of commercial importance, 
that is'rt~e Lower Sarmatian, Spaniodon and Spirialis beds of 
the Middle Mioc~ne and the Maikop beds of the Lower Miocene
Oligocene. Most of the oil deposits are related to these stages, as 
it is seen in the above table. Therefore, they should be exaI;Ilined 
with respect to their lithological character to ascertain the prospec
tive commercial value of different horizons. 

The comparative table given in the geolog~cal part of this mo
nograph shows that" within the Kertch Peninsula the strata of 
greater thickness are found only in the Middle Miocene; owing 
to their perviousness these strata are apt to accumulate considerable 
amounts of oil, thus forming natural receptacles; such are the lime
stones, sands and sandstone of the Spaniodon beds and the diffe
rent limestones and sands of the Spirialis beds; in the Lower Mio
cene, that is in the Maikop beds, the interbedded layers af sand 
and marl that might serve as oil receptacles are scaried and thm. 

On the Taman Peninsula even the Middle Miocene, like the Lower 
Sarmatian and Maikop beds, is composed in its essential by clays; 
the only difference is the presence of intercalations of marl and 
porous limestone iIi the Spaniodon beds, while in the Spirialis 
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beds there are interbedded layers of sand and marl; these rocks 
may serve as oil reservoirs, but they are stratified into layers of 
small thickness. The shaly clays which predominate in the Lower 
Sarmatian and Maikop beds throughout the whole region, and 
in the Middle Miocene of the Taman Peninsula, are also more or 
less impregnated with oil. Helmersen has already stated that 
oil was seeped in streams by the clay extracted from Gowen's well 
in Chonghelek and Kashik; these clays impregnated with oil burn 
with a long flame when fired.oThe same clays are saturated, besides 
oil, with gases, the escape of which often causes difficulties in dril
ling operations, the collapse of casing and formation of clay plugs. 
However, these clays exude their oil very slowly. 

The said characteristics of the petroliferous rocks of the region 
explain all °the features brought forward during drilling opera
tions and the exploitation of wells and pits. These are some of tp.e 
features: rare and brief gushers, occuring only when the holes rea
ched an oil receptacle~a layer of sand or limestone, which is in 
most cases too thin and consequently gives up its oil very rapidly; 
the small production of the wells and pits, which is due to the 
slow drainage of oil from clays; the g~adual exhaustion of old 
pits, which are consequently abandoned; violent escapes of gas 
from wells, which are usually not accompanied by oil gushers; the 
failure of many drill-holes, which did not tap even thin beds-re
ceptacles for ° oil. 

Thus, the primary oil-bearing horizons, that have been disco
vered at outcrops and by prospecting and exploring, would appear not 
to be promising by their characteristics, as they do not promise 
easy exploitation of oil deposits possessing commercial importance. 
That would lead to the conclusion, that the region which at first 
sight seems to be very favourable, owing to the abundance of oil 
indications which long ago attracted investigators and oil pro
ducers, is actually of no considerable commercial importance. 

Happily this unfavourable conclusion has no sufficient basis, as 
is 'shown by the following consideration: 

1) Prospecting and exploration work has been carried on up 
to the present time without any consideration of the structural 
features of the country; the drill-holes were located without any 
geological guidance except surface indications of oil; such eviden
ces, however, are liable to deceive expectations for the following 
reasons: first, at the localities where oil has seeped on the surface 
during a long period of time, oil horizons may be drained off; se-
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. 
condly. the oil indications are found along the fault, and thrust
fault lines, near which drilling is generally not reliable. Then it 
should be mentioned that no' well was sunk suffici€:Dtly deep, that 
is, to a depth at which the whole series of oil-beari~g strata down 
to its bottbm would be penetrated by the hole; thus the lithologi
cal features of the series through its whole thickness are not asc,ertain
ed. In the lower part of the series there may exist large receptacles 
of a greater thickness, carrying considerable reserves of oil. Besi
des, there are no accurate drilling logs, giving char~cteristics of 
formations penetrated by the drill-holes or showing the Dumber and 
features of the petroliferous and water-bearing horizons, as well 
as other information, such as quantity and quality of the oil that 
was recovered, and reason of discontinuing the drilling operations. 
It is to be generally assumed and positively asserted with respect 
to prospecting inthe XIX century that all exploration work was 
conducted without any adequate guidance and records of all the 
features which are of particular importance when drilling in a new 
region; the holes were abandoned without sufficient reasons, only 
on account of accidental failures, or the disappointment of prospec
tors who hoped for 'Prompt success, such as a big gusher, etc. Con"; 
sidering all these facts we must infer that the exploration work 
which has hitherto been performed in the region, absolutely can 
not be accepted as an adequate basis for an unfavourable 'conclusion 
as to the commercial importance of the region. 

2) On the Kertch Peninsula the strata of the Mid$lle Miocene 
(Spaniodon and Spirialis beds) carry fairly large oil and gas recep
tacles or reservoirs. These very strata remained"however, unexplored 
in most of the localities which were mentioned above; this is due 
to errors in drilling operations,--the holes were located at sites 
where the strata of the Middle Miocene were eroded, having expos
ed the underlying Maikop clays, which are almost deprived of oil 
reservoirs. Only in the south-eastern corner of the Peninsula,-on 
Chonghelek,' 'Chorelek, Yanysh-Takyl and Kop-Kocheghen,-the 
Middle Miocene is not exposed, being buried under the clays of the 
Lower Sarmatian and partly also by the next overlying strata. It was 
just in this locality that old prospecting was most favourable,
producing gushers and large quantities of oil. On the Sart anticline 
the Middle Miocene is stratified probably on a deeper horizon 
and was not tapped by the drilling in the sixties, which was prema
turely stopped. On the eastern extremity of, the valley of Djerjava 
the Middle Miocene is also to a great degree buried, excepting one 
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hill; in this locality exploration work was likewise stopped pre
maturely. This leads to the conclusion that further prospecting 
and exploration schould be conducted in the localities cited, as 
well as in other synclinal valleys, where the Middle Miocene lies 
more or less deep and may not have lost its oil by outflowing on the 
surface. 

On the Taman' Penins'lla -this stage contains fewer oil reser
voirs; however, it also deserves further exploration,-for in the 
Kapustina ravine it was from the strata of this stage that oil was 
obtained, provided the information given by Bogdanovich is ac
curate. 

3) I~ the adjacent eastern regions of the - Kuban province, 
that is Anapsky, Eisky,-Kalouzhsky and Maikop regions, petroli
ferous, horizons, except those pelonging to the Lower Sarmatian, 
Spaniodon, Spiri~lis -and .Maikop beds, are also associated 'with 
the so called Foraminifera strata (Middle and Lower Oligocene) 
underlying the" Maikop beds. These strata were not tapped by test 
holes on the Taman and Kertch Peninsulas, although the occurence 
of-"Foraminifera str~a in this region is quite possible. Besides, an 
arm-shaped bed of sands highly saturated with light oil was disco
vered at the contact plane between the Foraminifera and Maikop 
beds; this bed has already yielded the main part of _the production 
of the Neftiano-Shirvansky area, viz. 760,000 tons during the pe
riod of 1909--1922. On the Kbadyzhinsky area the horizon of light 

. oil was encountered i~ 1915, lying in the clays of the footwall 
of the Maikop beds; one well produced from this horizon ·2200 tons 
of oil. The Maikop_ beds have not been completely penetrated by 
drill-holes either on the Taman or on the Kertch Peninsula. The 
presence of oil in the lower part of the beds is yet to be investigated; 
the presence of oil sands is inferred by comparison with the Maikop 
region. Both the Peninsulas are abundant with mud volcanoes, 
the eruptions of which are undoubtedly c!lused by hydrocarbon 
gases; this feature, as well as the distribution of mud volcanoes 
most frequently on the outcrops of the Maikop· beds in the anti
cline cor~s, leads to the conclusion that the lower horizons of the 
Maikop beds or the -underlying strata having no outcrops on the sur
face may be more prolific than all the exposed strata, that is, may 
form the rich oil and gas, reservoirs, which are the. primary sou~ces 
that gave rise to the mud volcanoes and their eruptions. 

4) Even should further exploration prove the absence of these 
deep and prolific oil-bearing horizons in this region, there remains. 
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however'a .question of practical importance,-the possible utilization 
of the upper (the Lower Sarmation) and lower (Maikop) clays, which 
are impregnated with oil; the latter might be recovered by distil
lation, the clays themselves serving as fuel; the clay production 
might be· developed on a large scale by the use of excavators for 
open mining. Abundant gases escaping from mud volcanoes and 
drill-holes may also find a practical application in connection with 
a new cracking process; these gases are said to contain 93-97 per 
cent of methane. In spite of abundant indications of oil, as well 
as prospecting and exploration at different times during a period 
of sixty years, this region has not been developed,-this being 
attributable to the failures experienced in prospecting ::p..d. explo
ration work, that was. conducted without any system; drill holes 
were abandoned uncompleted, .thu~ giving no proof of the..·occu.
rence of oil in a deposit and of its commercial importance. The 
oil producers were attracted by the prolific Baku and' Grozny fields. 
which diverted their attention from Kertch . and Taman, where 
exploration work is more complicated. Only just before the outbreak 
of the European war a British company undertook a thourough 
exploration of deeper horizons (the Kapustina ravine); however, 
the war and succeeding events have prevented completing the pro
specting. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE DISTRICT 

The Taman and Kertch Peninsulas form the western extremity 
of the rich oil-bearing belt of the Tertiary sediments. which stret
ches along the northern foothills of the Caucasus; within this belt 
there are producing oil fields, such as Old-Grozny, New-Grozny 
and a number of oil fields in the Kuban province; all th~se fields 
have been worked for many years. West of the Kertch Peninsula 
in the steppes of the Crimea oil-bearing formations seem to vanish; 
the Tertiary strata form in general a broad syncline in partly sunk 
below sea level; in this region, as well as in the belt of the South
Russian steppe& on low-lands of the rivers Dneper, Bug and Dne~ter. 
only the Pliocene is exposed on the surface, being stratified almost 
horizontally and without folding. There is no information proving 
the presence of petroliferous beds at deeper levels in this locality. 
However, on the other side of the Dnester river, approaching the 
Karpatian bow in Roumania, the Miocene and Paleogen again 
come to the surface, owing to the displacements of the Alpine phase 
(to which belongs also the last upheaval of the Caucasus); here again 
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we find the numerous and prolific i)il fields of Roumania and Ga
licia. 'Thus, the Kertch-Taman region lies on an intermediate area 
between the Karpathian region on one side and the North-Cauca
sian region on other side,-this position allowing us to consider ,the 
Kertch-Taman oil region as a promising one witIf respect to the 
occurence of oil of commercial value. ' 

On the other himd, the advantageous position of this region 
'on the two Peninsulas, between two seas,-with the' equipped har
bours of Theodosia, Kertch and Temriouk, with numerous bays, which 
facilitate the ,construction of new harbours, with' the railroad on the 
Kertch :peninsula. with a flat relief of the country and a hard soil, 
whic]1 al~ws' ail easy automotive traffic in every direction 1 and 
finally with 'humerous inhabited;lo<;al~.ties: !'i~~tt~J.:ed oyer the whole 
area of the region an~ w.arran1Jrig ~~suppli':of l!ilio:ur,-;:-all these 
features combine'! togeth~l' .mak~·the 'regien, 'eJlsily .accessible, 'as 

.' ~f adapted by nature~itself 'for the' exploitation of the, mineral depo
sits ap.~, their easy transportatibn, both northward .. to the seaports 
of the Sea of Azov and »y the Don river into the iriland. and s~uth
ward and westward .. to the seaports of the Black ,Sea and the Me
diterranean. This accessibility of the region may compensate for 
the lesser weiilth of the different oil fields, as well as for the 
greater cost of prospecting and exploration. 1) 

In addition to .oil and n~tural gas the region carries also in 
appreciable amounts other minerals, the exploitation of which may 
be developed partly by the oil and gas producers, partly as indepen
dent enterprises. A nuJ;fibe~ of investigations have shown that the 
mud and waters oftl).e mud volc'anoes contain certain quantities 
of boracic acid and iodine, the extraction of which may ·be a pro
fita~le operation (sefthe. reports of Izgaryshev and Sludsky); the 
reserves of mud are enormous. Then the iron ores are of considerable 
importance; there are' deposits lying in several synclinals of the 
Kertch ,Peninsula and in the western pap; of th,e Taman Peninsula 
that are related to the ore horizon of t4e~ Pliocene~ the ore lies near 
the~surface and thesea~hore; mining oeeration may be developed 
on a large scale by using excavators. The ore reserves on the Kertch 
Peninsula alone are estimated to be 900,000,000 tons; prior to the 
war these ores were mined for supplying the Taganrog and Kertch 
works. Further, in the south of the Kertch Peninsula, by the mount 

, . 
, 1) The cost of pipeline pumping of oil from Baku to Batum is ~ kopecs per 

-:'Pood,-consequently by ~o. much cheaper will be the ~xport of the Kertch-Taman 
oil. ... :- . 
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Opuk there 1S a deposit of native Ilulphur, ~hich deserves'tobe 
explored; indications of sulphur are also kno~n near the Chokrak 
lake. Numerous sulphurous springs and the mud of the mud volcanoes 
and, lakes should acquire importance for medicinal purposes, :while 
several large salt lakes are already being exploited for salt pr~duc
tion. Finally the strata of gypsum, cement marls and Kertch build
ing stone also present a certain value and are partly (marl, Kertch 
stone) eploited.· Uwing to the accessibility the of region the 
exploitation of all. these minerals may be developed on a very 

. large scale. . 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

. Geographv. The Berekei oil field is situated in the Caucasus 
on the very coast of the Caspian Sea, within the Daghestan Soviet 
Socialist Auton&mous Republic, about halfway between Grozny 
und Baku. The nearest railway .station is at a distance of 5 kim; 
from the field (the Berekei station of the North - Caucasus 
Railway). 

The territory on which the oil field is situated is a low coastal 
plain: . the nearest mountains begin 13 kIm. to the west. Oil has 
been produced here before, the exploitation being confined within 
the State property Berekeiskaya, Datcha. This property is shown 
in the accompanying map (fig. 1 and 2); it is bordered on the north 
by the Bugan-Chai river, on the west and s.outh by lands of the 
neighbouring villages, and by the Caspian sea on the east. Adjacent 
lands owned by private individuals were leased for oil production 
by the Nobel Brothers Co. and A. Mac Garvey (subsequentiy the 
founder of the most important North Caucasus Oil Company). 

Ways 0/ t:ommunicatio~ The distances of the Berekei Station 
from various points by rail are as follows: 

From Petrovsk . - 101 km. 
I> Grozny. 260 l) 

I> Baku •• 2{'~ l) 

I> Batum. 
• j 

. 1U~ » 
I> Tuapse .. 925 » ,. Derbent • · 29 ,. 
,. Rostov. · 996 l) 

Since the stream of goods, both {or the domestic market and 
for exportation, is directed I),orthward, Berekei oil is in this respect 

. in a more favourable position than Baku oil, and less favourable 
.. than Grozny. oil. As to water transportation (the Caspian sell and 
. ·ihe Volga river), Berekei is more favourably situated than Baku and 

Grozny. If the oil products are shipped from Berekei viaPe-
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trovsk, Berekei will have the advantage over Grozny in the' distance, 
the distances Grozny- Petrovsk and Berekei - Petrovsk being 
respectively 165 and 101 km. As compared with Baku, Berekei 
has the advantage, the distance from Petrovsk to Astrakhan being 
shorter than from Baku to. the latter port. • 

Although the se~ oU. Berekei is shallow and ships can not ap': 
proach the shore, nevertheless, when the oil field is developed: it 
would be possible to construct a wharf to load oil into ta~-stea
mers. This would materially reduce the cost of transportation of 
the oil to Volga and would place Berekei, so far as transportation 
is concerned, in an exceptionnaly advantageous position in compa
rison with Baku and Grozny . 

. When comparing the distances from Grozny ,Baku and Be rekei 
to' Astrakhan, it is to be taken into account that the cost of pipe 
line transporta.tion is as much again as the cost of water trans
portation; tb~refore, the distance Grozny-Petrovsk, which is 165 km., 
is equivalent,.as to cost ,of transportation, to 330 km. of sea-way. 
This granted, the distances from the following points to Astrakhan 
would be: . . 

From Petrovsk. • • • 779 km. 
» Berekei....... 512 » 
» Baku........ 768 » 

As to the export ways for the Berekei oil, it should be noted 
that after the construction of the Grozny-Tuapse pipe line the 
difference between the cost of trasportation from Berekei and 
Grozny will be materially reduced, because, when large quantities 
of the Berekei oil.have to be exported, the latter may be pumped 
through the Berekei-Grozny pipe line, which will have been con
structed, and further through the Grozny-Tuapse pipe line, which 
is now already under construction. 

It is therefore to be believed that the Berekei oil, as well as 
its products, will find ready markets both at home and abroad. 

Population. The majority of the population of Daghestan are 
Lezghins, who have long since been supplying labour to the Grozny 
oil fields. The inhabitants of Daghestan are well known as skilful 
armorers, and they are capable of the most highly qualified work. 
Consequently, there is no doubt that the Berekei fields will be fully 
supplied with labour. . 

The close proximity to the railway favourably 'solves the prob:
lem of transportation and communication facilities. In the pre-. 
war times there was a branch railway from the oil field to the Be:" 



rekei station. Now it would.be more economical to construct a mac
adam-highway, about 5 km. long . 

. Building materials: sand, clay, stone exist in abundanc~; this 
circumstance greatly reduces the operating costs . . 

Fig. t. Map of the Berekei region. 

General conditions of work. An unfavourable factor is the ma
laria much spread in the region, which reduces the efficiency 
~f labour. But· prophylactic measures and a, gradual draining of 

: the locality, clearing the latter of bushes and thickets, will consi
derably reduce the infection. 
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GEOLOGY AND OCCURENCE OF OIL 

More or less detailed data concerning the geology of the Be
rekei oil-bearing area may"be found in the works of D. V. Go I u
byatnikov and in more recent works of D. V. Goluoyatni
k ov cited at the end of the present paper. 

Below is given 'a schematic section of the formations (follow-' 
ing in descending order) involved in the st~atigraphy of the Be-· 
rekei oil-bearing area," 

1. Post-Tertiary formations, reaching a thickness of 10-12 me
ters, at the base of which lies quicksand with a considerable flow 
of water. 

Generally the sinking of shafts is greatly handicapped by 
this quicksand. preventing the shafts reaching the bed rock. 

2. Dark-brown, almost black clays with Spirialis. containing 
thin layers of sandstones and marls. At various depths moderate 
seeps of oil and gas have been encountered. This formation is re
ferred to the lower part of the Chokrak and Spirialis beds (the 
second Mediterranean 'stage. Middle Miocene); its thickness' is 
150-200 m. 

3. Strata of gray and dark clays and clay shales containing 
scales of fishes Mel e t t a c f: s a r din i t e s. relating to the Maikop 
beds and belonging to the Lowe(Miocene and Upper Oligocene. The 
strata underlying the Maikop bed have seemingly not been reached 
by drilling. therefore their thickness is not defined exactly for 
the area in questi9n; nevertheless. the thickness of the Maikop beds 
may be considerable. since according to prof. J. M. Gubkin. in 
some places .. as e. g. in the section along the Sulan river and in 
other points of Daghestan and the Black Mountains, as well as in 
the Naftalan region (Transcaucasia). the thickness of the Maikop' 
beds reaches 1000 m. In the upper 200 m. of the formation here 
discussed there are feeble seeps of oil and gas. 

As to an interbedded layer of grayish globigerina marl which 
has produced several big gushers yielding nearly 65,000 tons of 
oil. this layer seemingly lies within the Maikop beds and is younger 
than typical foraminifera beds of the Middle Oligocene. developed 
throughout the North Caucasus. Judging by the geological section 
of neighbouring localities. at the base of the globigerina horizon 
there lie the strata of shales which belong to the type of the 
Maikop clays, containing ferruginous concretions and intercala
tions. The horizons of the Middle and Lower Oligocene, as well 
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as of Eocen~ underlying the shales, likewise have not been tapped 
by dril1holes. 

There is reason to believe that a ~eper drilling through the 
above mentioned formations in the Berekei oil field may disclose 
loose sediments (sands and sandstones) which may serve as a re~ 
servoir for more or less considerable accumulations of oil. '. 

Fig. 2. Map of the Berekei oil field: i-wells; 2-railroad; :J--:.area 01 the 
Berekei oil property; li-pipe line. 

~ GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. As far as has been cleared up by the 
geological work done in this region, the main structural feature 
of Berekei is an anticline trending in a northwestern direction, 
the axis of which passes through the plot of the group .XXIX. 

The north eastern flank of the anticline dips at an angle of 
28°-30°; the south-western flank has not been sufficiently 
explored so far. 
, Occurence %il. By drilling operations four horizons have been 

proved to be petroliferous; however, they are not uniformly satu
rated with oil. In the Spirialis beds and gray shales underlying 
them a thick oil was encountered at various depths, the oil being. 
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thicker in the horizons nearer the surface. There were small seeps 
of no commercial importance. 

Considerable quantities of· oil were obtained from the globi
gerina horizon encountered at the depth of 393-457 m. In some 
wells this horizon \ produced a number of gushers; otlier wells 
yielded only «showings» of oil but no flowing oil. This as well as 
the absence of oil In a number of wells may be attributable to 
the' fact that water has not been shut off. In the central part of 
the plot XXIX, in' a well sunk by O. A. Benkendorf, a periodical 
gusher has been brought up from the globigerina horizon at a 
depth of 393 m. This gusher yielded about 163 tons of oil per 
day. In the well No.2 of the Nobel Bros. Co. the same horizon at 
a depth of 412 m. produced a gusher yielding 49 t. per day. Up to 
January 1st 1907 this gusher yielded 8,200 tons of oil. The well 
No.1 of Nobel Bros Co. likewise a gusher, yielded a daily average 
of about 49 t.; during the period from May 1903 to January 1st 
1905 the well produced 32,760 tons of oil, etc. The results obtai
ned in exploiting this new area should be regarded as exceedingly 
proving, inasmuch as 15-20 years ago efficient methods of deve
lopment were unknown (for instance, a well 925 m. deep was 
regarded as a record) and the importance of water exclusion was 
not sufficiently understood, the methods of shutting off' being 
unsatisfactory . 

Besides the horizoo.s mentioned, which have been tapped 
by drill-holes, oil may be present at the base of the ferrugino'us 
clays, among the strata underlying the globigerina horizon; s,till 
more promising are the beds of yellow sand overlain by the ferru
ginous clays. Along the Yangichai river inflammable hydrocarbon 
gases issue from this sand. 

Water-bearing strata are one of the chief impediments to de
velopment of the Berekei oil field; the difficulty of shutting off 
strong flows of hot water was one of 'the main reasons owing to 

.. which the oil companies lost interest in this area and abandoned 
~-it many (15-20) years prior to the nationalizati,on of the oil in

dustry. Moreover. there was no stimulus to overcome the difficul-
ties. on account of the low prices of oil and the competiti~n of, Baku 
and Grozny. which presented no such difficulties as those encoun-
tered at Berekei. . " ' 

These are the water".bearing strata in the Berekei oil fields: 
1. Upper fif~)l w!lte~ at the depth of 6-11 m. The flow is 

considerable; the watel:'. is used for boilers. ' 
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2. First water-bearing horizon with salt water .at the deptq 
of 96 to 149 m. The water overflowed in many of the wells .. 

3. Second water-bearing horizon at a depth of 213 to 299 m., 
4. Third water-bearing horizon at the depth of 427-448 m • . 

Fig. 3. Derrick and hors3-tramvay in Berekei. 

The latter is the most considerable water horizon, so much the 
more detrimental, as it lies immediately below the globigerina 
stratum yielding gushers. 

Seeps 0/ gas. Hydrocarbon gases issue not only from wells, 
but directly from the soil, especially near the station «Ogni» of 
the North Caucasus railway: The gas is utilized by the glassworks 
«Daghestanskie Ogni) constructed in this locality. The geologiclj.l 
survey made by V; D. Go I'u by a t n i k 0 v has positively . . 
confirmed that these gas seeps are associated with an anticlinal 
upheaval of strata. Thus, along the Darvag-chai river, west of 
the station. Mamed-kala, there are outcrops of formations of the 
Second Mediterranean stage with Spa n i 0 don t-e 11 a p u I-
e h ell a~ dipping to SW 2380 at an angle ,of 29~. At a distance 
of 1.5 km. northeast of the gas seeps. o,t' .th&'«Dagh.estanskie Ogni), 
in a railway cuiting, there are ou~~rops ·oJ dl:ltk .~laYs of the same 
st~ge, dipp~ng"to ~E 54° at ,an angle. of 35-°} The «Daghestanski~' 
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Ogni» are situated on a line trending strikewise between the two 
above said outcrops. The construction department of the «Da
ghestanskie Ogni» proposes to sink a deep well with!n the area 
where gas seeps are found. ' 

THE COMPOSITION AND COMMERCIAL VALUE 
OF THE OIL 

The quality of the oils of the Berekei field varies in connection 
with the horizons from which they are obtained. The characteris
tics of the oil of the upper horizons are as follows (K. V. Khari
chkov. On composition and commercial value of oils of the Rus
sian oil fields. 1902); sp. gravity-0.9056 (at 15° C); colour-black, 
without a greenish shade; flash point (after Marteno:-Pensky)-42° C, 
fire point 9~0 C. The results of fractional distillation are as follows: 

... >. ..., ., ..... 
5 ~ Flasch 

Fractions .., . to point. -;0-
.~ = I:i. ;..8 rI2 

Below 1500C . . • • 0.~5 0.7U Below zero. 
150 to 2000 C. 12.~0 0.791 170 C 
200 to 2200 C. 6.20 0.811 31.50 C 
220 to 2500 C. 7.20 0.831 U.ooC 
250 to 2700 C. 6.00 0.8~8 

270 to 3000 C. 5.10 0.867 750 C 
300 to 3100 C. 2.~0 

Fractions 150-270° have sp. gravity 0.820 and flash point 27°. 
To raise the flash point to 30°, a kerosene of spec. gravity 0.822 is 
prepared, its yield being 31.8%.- On raising the spec. gravity to 
0.8246, the yield of kerosene increases to 34%. So high a yield 
of kerosene with high specific gravity is due to the fact that the 
residuum amounting to 60 per cent has a very high sp. gravity 
(0.9486), its flash point being 128°. A fractional ·distillation was 
carried out with a view to ascertain the fitness of the residuum for 
the manufacturing of lubricating oils; the results were satisfactory. 
The first «cutS», about 23 per cent, were of the nature of solar oil; 
the next «~utS», after being treated by sulfuric acid, yield a yellow 
oil having sp. gravity 0.9275 and Engler viscosity' of about 5 mi
nutes. Accordtng-to the distillation results, the following «cuts~ are 
obtained from the heavy Berekei oil: . 



Kerosene 
SoIaI' oils ... 
Spindle oil . . ; ~ . 

.Engine oil .•.• : 
Cylinder oil. • • . • 
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Sp. gravity 

iI.82'o7 
0.860 
o . 903----0.910 
o . 92()'-'{).927 

Yield (per cent). 

3'0.00 
17.00 

'0.60 
6.10 _ 

16.00 
Tar (hard goudron) . • . • 

o .939-0.950 
1.012 18.00 

4.30 Losses •••.•..••• 

The fractionation of the oil obtained from the globigerina 
horizon (sp. gravity 0.8648-0.8741) yields the following results: 

Benzine ••••.••.•... 
Ligroin. ~ . 
Kerosene •• 
Lubricants.. • . . . . . . . • 

1 . 57 per cent 
5 . 85-10 . 50 per cent 

29 • 42-3'0. 50 »» 
56.85-60.70 I) » 

PROSPECTING AND EXPLORATION 

In the pre-war times the development of the Berekei oil fields 
was carried on pretty intensely. At begfnning oil was extracted by 
natives from hand-dug wells and used for locai domestic purposes, 
and it was not until 1896 that commercial exploitation was begun. 
The main factor controlling the industry was naturally the demand, 
which entirely depended on the prices. 

The prices of the Baku crude oil were as follows (in kopeks 
per pood): 

1896. 
1897. 
1898. 
1899. 
1900 ..• 
1901 . 
1902. 
1903. 
190'0. 
1905. 
1906. 
1907 . 
1908. 
1909. 

.fl. 

1910 .•.•.•...•• 

7.8 
7.7 
9.7 

13.7 
15.7 
8.2 
6.7 
9.1 

14.7 
19.9 
25.6 
27.1 
21. 6 
21.0 
15.0 

The rather low prices of oil and primitive methods of work 
(adopte4 from Baku, wher~ the richness of the oiJ:..fields compensa
ted for all the deficiencies of equipment and production methods), 
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as well as some specific local conditions, not only tended to ham
per the development of the Berekei area but stopped the work 
altogether. These particular conditions were: 

1) The lack of outcrops of old~r bed rocks and the impossi
bility of obtaining artifical exposures on this swampy area, what 
impeded the study of the geology of the country and accounted 
for a high percentage of unsuccessful wells. . 

2) Ignorance of methods of shutting off water, owing to w,hich 
many wells that might be producers were classed as failures. Mal
aria was an 'unfavourable factor, but with the development of 
the work it would have gradually decreased, as the improv~ment 
of the living conditions would have gradually reduced the cases 
to a minimum. 

prilling was first begun here by V. I. Kozlyakovsky who ob
tained at a depth of 115 m. ejections of water, mud and oil. After 
that I. I. Lubimov has sunk two hand-drilled wells to a depth 
of about 100 m.; gas and small quantities of a thick oil were ob
tained. Balabanov. obtained a small flow of a thick oil at a depth 
of 128 m. In a well of O. A. Benkendorf ,two JIows of heavy oil 
were encountered at a depth of 128-160, yielding up to 1.1 t. 
daily. At length, well No.1 of the Nobel Bros. Co. began to flow 
on November 29th 1902 from a depth of 408 m., yielding nearly 
49 tons of pure oil per day; its total production was about 47,500 tons. 
The coming in of this gusher attracted the attention of several 
large oil companies to Berekei; the Nobel Bros. Co. has developed 
active operations, being followed by the Caspian and Black Sea 
Oil Company, Shibaiev Society, A. Mac Garvey, etc. 

In the summer of 1904 the well No.3 sunk by Balabanov, 
onplot No. 48, began to spout hot salt water from a depth of 472 m., 
no exploitable oil bwng obtained and the water gusher preventing 
further drilling. The water had a temperature of 47° C and depo
sited a sediment of salt on casing near its mouth the salt ra
pid;y forming a thick crust. Another gusher having similar cha
racteristics struck in the well No. I, belonging to A. Mac Garvey, 
which flowed from a 'depth of 480 m.; the drilling being deepened, 
the gusher became stronger. 

Water troubles and lack of experience in shutting off water, 
as well as general economical conditions, brought the Berekei field 
to a standstill. The concerns which were operating there gradually 
began to curtail up their operations, and before the nationalization 
the district was already abandoned. 
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During the whole of this period about 78 wells were drilled, 
ranging in depth from 85 to 582 m. The following table taken 
from the Reports of the Caucasus Mining Direction for the years' 
1907-1911., gives data pertaining to the exploitation of the Be
rekei oil fields: 

1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 

NJlmber of producing wells .. 28 {'6 33 U 28 
Wells in process of drilling .. 12 32 1 

Production (tons); 
By nowing. ....... 3,O07.{. 1,338.8 1',052.3 8{'7.7 
By bailing ••••.••• 81.9 {'{'.2 37.8 70.8 

Total production. • • • 9,061.8 3,089.3 1,383.0 1,090.1 918.5 603 

The average depth of wells (me-
ters) . .... . . . . . . 318 222 166 183 228 

THE KA YAKENT OIL FIELD 

The Kayakent oil field is located so close to the Berekei oil 
field that some authors (A. A. I van 0 v. The geology of the 
Berekei-Kayakent oil bearing district. 1906) do not admit any pro
nounced difference between the two areas in respect of their geo
logical features and prefer to consider them as one Berekei-Kaya
kent oil district. 

The Kayakent oil field is· situated near the railway station 
of the same name, which is at a distance of but 19 km. from the 
station Berekei. . 

The Kayakent oil field includes four groupes of oil pits which 
are located on a line extending 3000 NW_120° SE for a distance 
of 6 km. 

The Kayakent group comprises several pits with cold sul
phurous water with floating films of thick oil. 

At a distance of 107 m. from these wells there is a small lake 
of hot slightly sulphurous water. 

The Bashlin group is situated 0.5 km. southeast ·of the Kaya
kent group; its numerous pHs (about 100); about 1 m. deep, have 
seeps of heavy oil together with water. 

The Neut-Kutan or Nap-Kutan group is situated 200 m. south
east of the Bashlin group. There were about 12 pits the depth 
of which varies from 6 to 11 m. Sp. gravity of oil--O.900; colour
dark-green. The line connecting :the Bashlin and. Neut-Kutan 
groups, being extended in a southeastern direction, passes through 
~ 
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the outlets of the Kara-Kaitag hot mineral waters, thus indicating 
a geotectonic connection between· the two. • 

In 1899-1901. the Anglo-Russian Company, a British con
cern, was operating on the Neut-Kutan areas. The company dril
led 7 wells. The well No.1 penetrated five beds impreg~ated with 
oil. Seeps of gas were observed at the depth of 415 m.; baIling gave 
the following daily productions: 

February 5 th 1900 6.2 tons 
I) 6 "th I) 1.9 I) 

I) 'l'th I) 0.98 » 
I) 16 th » 5.2 I)" 

» 17 th I) 1.3 I) 

» 18 th I) 2.6 I) 

The well was commenced with a diameter of 10" and finished 
with that of 4" 

Well No. 2 located close to No.1 encountered the first oil horizon 
at the depth of 25.9-29.8 m.; the second oil horizon was encoun
tered at the depth 42--44 m., in sands. The third oil horizon was 
reached at the depth of 131 m. in arenaceous shales overlying simd
stone impregnated with oil. The fourth oil horizon-at a depth" 
of 168 to 169 m., in bluish shale, with a strong escape of gas. The. 
fifth oil horizon-at the depth of 225 m., lying in the same rock. 
From this horizon took place an ejection of oil and gas. The sixth 
oil horizon-at the depth of 332-36() m., in dark argillaceous 
shales. The total depth of the well is 419 m., with an initial dia
meter of 16" and a final one of 5". 

Well No. 5 is located near the Nos. 1 and 2, east of them 
and seemingly nearer the axis of 'the anticline than the Nos. 
1 and 2. The first and second oil horizons were encountered, but 
farther drilling was stopped on account of technical difficulties 
met with in attempting to bore deeper. The initial diameter of the 
well was 26". the final one-14". 

Well No.3 was drilled in a locality called Dipsus-Kutan, in 
which the fourth group of pits is situated, 0.5 km. SW of the 
group Neut - Kutan and at a distance of 0.5 km. from the Dipsus 
medicinal mineralized mud. No petroliferous beds were encountered 
by this well. At the depth of 54 m. water appeared from sands; 
at the depth of 183 m. gas was struck, at the depth of 393 m.
gas and oil. From 393 to 416 m.-sand; water and sand were spouted 
to a height of 6 m. 
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Well No.8, the drilling of which was ,stopped at a depth of 64 m. 
in dark-brown shales, produced oil during several years, yielding 
over 16. 3 tons of oil per month. 

The deepest well No. 4 was drilled by the Anglo-Russian Com
pany in a ·locality caUed Ullu-Isti-Su, within the area of the 3rd 

~', ", ~ , • .,......,. . ', 'f, ".'- ',' '''.: (1 

, 

Fig. ~. omc~ at Berekei. 

group of pits, 1.5 km. from the Kara-Kaitag mineral waters. This 
well was started Jan. 13th 1900 with a diameter of casing of 14" 
and stopped March 14th 1901 with a ' diameter 6", at the depth 
of 666 m. Altogether there were discovered 5 arenaceous and argil
laceous layers impregnated with oil, all belonging to the Medi
terranean stage. The well was stopped in the Spirialis beds; here 
oil spouted from the well, but no records as to the. output are now 
available. 

In the remaining wells Nos, 6 and 7 flows of oil. were. likewise 
encountered. 
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The analysis of the data pertaining to the sections of wellS has 

led D. V. Golubyatnikov (Bull. Geol. Com., vol. XXI, 1902, No.4) 
to the conclusion that «there are no adequate data for the final 
solution 'of the question relating the reliability of the oil-bearing 
tracts near the station Kayakent: besides a thorough study of the 
neighbouring country shallow shafts should be sunk for the deter
mination of the structure of strata; the mantle rock is not thick 
and such shafts would not involve considerable expenses. Test 
holes should be sunk down the dip and ar~p.g the strike of the 
strata; the number of holes to be drilled depends on the geological 
structure of the .latter. Little information as to the attitude of the 
beds was obtained from the test wells of the British Company, be
cause the wells were sunk near the oil seeps which were observed 
in the old hand-dug pits, which were located almost in one line. 
The petrological chara~ter of the rocks does not exclude the possi
bility of encountering arenaceous beds saturated with oib. 

Thus, the- Kayakent area, like that of Berekei, has given posi
tive e~idences of the presence of oil in paying quantities. The 
lack of experienced geological guidance in making trial borings • 
was the reason why the latter did not yield adequate data for ascer
taining the geology of the region. Further progress of exploration 
and development was stopped, first, on account of the general 
economical situation, which offered no incentive for the develop
ment of a new region, and, secondly, by those difficulties of a 
technical nature which the development of new fields . had to 
encounter and which the technology of that time was not equal 
to cope with. But the results of previous dd.lling operations both 
in Berekei and Kayakent fields are in no way discouraging and 
they are only waiting for an opportunity which may facilitate 
their development. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE DISTRICT 

As has been stated above, the Berekei oil contains a pretty 
considerable quantity of benzine, up to 6 per cent; in reality the 
benzine content of the crude oil will be even higher, when the im
proved hermetical apparatus prevents evaporation losses, which 
were inavoidable in the past. The kerosene content reaches 30 per 

. cent and even more; lubricating, engine and cylinder oils-22 per cent. 
The kerosene of the Berekei region will find a rather ready 

market in the interior of the country, but the consideration of 
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the trade prospects for the next years to come makes it necessary 
to provide for the exportation of benzine and lubricating oils .. In 
order to secure a market for the oil products, it is essential that 
the latter should be cheaper in the districts of their consumption 
than the·competing products. The low prices of oil products de
pend on the cost of production and the amount of additional 
expenses such as transportation expenses, storage, trade expen
ses, etc. 

So far as has been ascertained by the prospecting operations, 
which are far from being completed, the Berekei and Kayakent 
oil fields have wells of moderate depth, the average depth not 
exceeding 320 m. and the daily yield reaching 49 t. per well. At 
the present time it .is quite possible to adopt the most modern 
methods of drilling and of oil production, which will secure at least 
as cheap a production of oil as in the neighbouring regions of Baku 
and Grozny. 

As to additional expenses, the Berekei and Kayakent oil 
fields are more favourably situated than Baku and Grozny in res
pect of the domestic market and somewhat less favourably in 
respect of the foreign market. 

Baku, Grozny, Emba and Berekei oil products are sent to 
the centers of domestic market by various routes, via Astrakhan; 
the further transportation via the Volga River and its tributaries 
is alike for the oil products of all the four districts. It is therefore 
only in the distance from the oil fields to Astrakhan, that the geo
graphical advantage lies. The estimate of this advantage (in ko
peks per pood) is as follows: 

Grozny. Baku. 
Pipe·line transportation Grozny-Petrowsk and 
Dossol'-Rakushi • • . . • . . • • • • . • .• 1 . 50 
Storage in the port. • • • . . • . . . • . .. 0 . 80 
Loading on steamers • • . • • . . • • . . .. 0 . 35 

. Transportation from place of loading to Astrakhan 3. 00 6 . 00 
Total. • • • • • . • • • • • • . • . • • • •• 5 . 65 6 . 00 

Berekei. Emba. 

2.00 
0.80 
0.35 

5.008·00 
5.00 11 .15 

The data pertaining to transportation cost are taken from 
J. Piotrovsky's article «Transportation of oil products to the Volga 
River during the next season of navigatioDl) (Petroleum Bulletin, 
1925 M 7). 

Consequently, the advantage which the Berekei oil fields have 
over any other producing regions, as regards the home market, 
amounts to 0.65-6.15 kop. per pood. 
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As to the foreign market, the Berekei oil fields are' in a les~ 
. favourable situation. Admitting that in a short time the pipe 
lines Grozny-Tuapse and Baku-Batum will be laid down and' 
that the crude oil will be conveyed from'l;Jerekei to Groiny or Baku 
by rail and thence piped to the seaports, the cost of the Berekei 
oils at the latter pof.ts'\Vill be composed ot" the following consti...;: 
tuents: 

, Grozny Baku 
Transportation by rail from Berekei to Grozny ...... " 
Same to Baku. • • . • . • • . • . . • . . . .' -- ... 

, .. 
Piping Baku-Batum . • . ..:0,' .:- ~ • 00 
Piping Grozny-Tuapse • . . . .. . . . . .. 3 .00" 

Berekei. 
7.97 
7.73 
~. 00 

It may be seen from the above table that the transportation 
cost of crude oil from Berekei to Tuapse will amount to 10.97 ko
pecks, as compared with 3.00 kop. for the Grozny oil, and from 
Berekei to Batum-to 11.73 kop., as compared with 4.00 kop. 
for the BakU oil. Although Baku and Grozny have undeniable 
advantages over Berekei as to export, this does not clear the 
destiny of the Berekei oil field, since the output of all the oil 
producing regions of the USSR is easily marketable abroad; the 
question will be therefore no~ of the possibility of competition 
with ,Baku and Grozny, but of the possibility of exportation when 
the freight to the exporting sea-ports amounts to 10.97 kop. per 
pood. ' 

The Grozny crude oil is easily marketed abroad, the freight 
to Novorossisk being as high as 11.40 kop., at prices exceeding 
the cost of oil; it is therefore clear that, the freight for the Berekei 
oil amounting to 11 kop., the latter, on being refined at a sea ter
minal, will find a profitable sale. Moreover, the railway rate for 
goods to be exported may possibly be reduced; lastly, if the ,dis
trict is developed on a large scale, it will not be impossible to l~y 
down a pipe line about 250 km. long, joining Berekei with Gro~y ~:' . 
This would involve an expenditure of about 7,000,000 roubles, but' ,,' 
the cost of transporting oil products from Berekei to Novorossisk, 
would then not exceed 4.5 kop. per pood. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The oil fields of the Tillis region . are situated within the 
extent of the Kakhetia ridge, mostly in the valleys of the Alazan 
and lora j'ivers (left-hand tributaries of the Kura river). The J(a
khetia ridge is a watershed between the said rivers and extends 
for 160-170 km. from SE to NW, joining in the northwest the 
main Caucasus range and ending in the south east .near the Lagbe 
river. 

The Alazan valley is one of the most prosperous and densely 
populated localities of Georgia; but towards ESE the valley passes 
into arid steppes: the Great Shiraki steppe in the north and the 
Small Shiraki and Eldar steppes in the south. In these steppes 
there are present a few indications of oil which are more or less 
of importance. . 

Some distance away from the latter indications· of oil there 
is a locality caJIed Chatma, situated west of the ShiraH steppe 
on the right bank of the lora river. The central portion of this 
'locality is occupied by the bed of a dried lake Kodjeris. There are 
also ~ome oil seeps to be found. 

Other showings of oil are encountered in the neighbourllood of 
Tillis, notably within the boundaries of the former districts of 

• Dushet, Gori and Akhalkalaki. 
:: :. :~Within the former province of Elizabethpol (now Gandja) 
ther~ lies the Naftalan oil field situated at a distance of 20 km. 
'from the station Gheran of the Transcaucasian railway and at 
a distance of 45 km. from Gandja. . 

THE KAKHETIAN OR ALAZAN VALLEY 

The Alazan valley, or the Interior Kakhetia, begins near 
the confluence of the Ilto and Alazan rivers, from. the village 
Akhmety. The portions of the valley adjacent t~ the foot of the 
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Kakhetian ridge are covered with orchards, while the . strips of 
land in close proximity to the hillsides are covered with wineyards. 
Along the river there extend maize plantations and wheat fields, 
sloping towards the river banks. The exceeding abundance of ve
getation and its variety make this valley perhaps the richest lo
cality in Transcaucasia. The middle part of the valley is covered 
at many places with leafed woods. South of the Gurdjani village 
the valley somewhat widens and reaches 16 km. in width at its 
southern border near the village of Tsarskie Kolodtsy. 
. The Kakhetian (Gambory-Tsivi) ridge bordering the valley 
from the west is likewise known for its copious vegetation. The 
northern extremity of the ridge is narrow and cut by gorges; the 
middle part of the ridge widens considerably, its summits (up 
to 2000 m. high) are devoid of forests; beginning from the mountain 
Saimterio, the ridge· grows markedly lower, ramifies and winds 
southeastwards. 

The Kakhetian ridge is crossed by two macadam highways: 
one leads via Udjarmi-Gambory to Telav, and the other' from 
Kachreti to Bakurtsikhe via Chalaubani. Besides there is a number 
of cattle paths such as, for example, from Sagaredjo to 
Telav, etc. 

As to the, ways of communication in the valley itself, there 
passes a macadam highway along it, linking Tiflis with Signakh, 
as well as a way connecting Sagaredjo and Tillis. 

Of the most important inhabited localities of this rather 
densely populated territory, the following towns are to be men
tioned: Tionety, Telav and Signakh. 

In accordance with the natural resourc~s of the Kakhetian 
valley, the principal occupations of the people are agriculture, 
horticulture (especially the growing of grapes) and cattle-breeding. 

While describing the natural resources of the Kakhetian region 
from the point of view ot its future possibilities in the oil industry 
it.is necessary to mention the presence of a few other minerals. The 
lignite deposit in the neighbourhood of Gambory, embedded in 
sandstones of the upper part of the Turdo river, has. evidently 
no commercial value for the time being. . 

But there are numerous and large deposits of building ma
terials: stones which may be used for making rubble and for the 
construction of street pavements and macadam highways; diffe
.rent kinds of clays, sand, gravel, limestone, tuffs, gypsus, mill
stone; grit, etc. 



Fig. 1. Map of the Tiflis-Gandja (formerly Elisabethpol) region. "i-Oil deposits. 
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Geology.-The Post-Tertiary, Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks 
are involved in the geology of the Kakhetian region, Tertiary 
rocks being developed most of all. 

The following is a generalized. section of the formations of the 
region, according to A. N. Ria bin i n, geologist. 

I. Post-Tertiary. 

II. Tertiary. 

a) Upper Miocene. Middle Sarmatian. 
1. Oolitic shell limestone, clays and flaggy sand

stones containing a fauna typical to the Middle 
Sarmatian. . 

'2. Beds with Cry p tom act rap e s a n-
s e r is. 

b) Lower Miocene and Oligocene: 

1. Laminated highly ferruginous mineralized clays. 
2. Bluish-gray and dark-gray marls and sandstones. 
3. Volcanic tuffs. . 
4. Black and bluish-gray marls interbedded with 

calcareous and flinty sandstones. 
5. Gray and yellow coarse-grained sandstones in 

thick strata. 
6. Red and yellow marls, yellow and laminated 

sandstones with interstratified layers of. coal. 
7. Greenish-gray marls and glauconitic sandstones. 
8. Blue marls and sandstones. 

c) Eocene. 

1. Black clays. 
2. Banded formation with orbitoides and bryozoa. 
3. A series of white and. whitish-yellow marls 

interbedded with red and green marls, carrying 
petroleum; glauconitic yellow calcareous sand
stones with orbitoides. nullipora and bryozoa. 

lII. Cretaceous. 

Senonian. 
White, yellow. pink, violet. and red clayey 
limestones interbedded with . chloritic clays, car
rying dendrites of manganese and veins of calc~te. 
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Showings of oil are associated almost exclusively with- the 
Tertiary sediments, being encountered in rocks which range, In 
age from the Akchagyl, or Upper Miocene, to the Eocene. The most, 
pronounced indications of petroleum are observed in the Eocene, 
notably in compact calcareous sandstones and micaceous clays 
of the Upper Eocene and marls and limestones of the Middle Eocene. 

Photograph by A. Riabinin. 

Fig. 2. Tsiva range in the region of the upper course of the Turgo 
river (the northern slopes). 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE is exceedingly complicated and 
consists of a number of anticlines seemingly of the «diapif» type, 
which are complicated' by secondary folding and faulting. 

Along the axial line of the Kakhetian ridge outcrops of igneous 
rocks are observed. 

Occurence of oil. As has been stated above, along the Kakhe
tian ridge there are scattered numerous oil seeps. Those-of them are 
~f greater importance which are associated with, eroded and 
fractured rocks of the Paleogene and are accompanied byinflam
mabIe gas and salt water. 

Of the numerous surface indications of oil the following are 
to be mentioned: 

1. In the neighbourhood of the village Ildokani (Ildokani 
anticline), along the right-hand tributaries of the Ilto river, viz.-
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along the banks of the Anis-Khevi river,-oil seeps fmm a series 
of blue sandstones, as well as along the Naftis-Khevi river-from 
dark-gray calcareous sandstones (on the southern flank of the 
anticline named above). There is found also an oil seepage on the bank 
of the Ghighian-Khevi river (a tributary to the river lIto), from 
sandy shales' alternating with layers of sand and sandstone. Wells 
were once sunk in this locality. I 

2. In the· neighbourhood of the village of Zemo-Khodasheni, 
along the Rike river and its small tributaries and in the basin 
01 Bochorma and Kochebani riyers (the right bank of the lora 
river) oil seepages are found in two localities: a) in the upper part 
of a right-:hand tributary of the Alazan river c;:alled Yolais-Khevi,
apparently from a formation of steeply-dipping bluish-white and 
red marls and gray limestones, and b) in the upper part of the 
left-hand tributaries of the Rike river: Krintskhlivianis-Khevi, 
Naftis-Khevi, Tsikadis-Khevi and others,-from sandstones in
terbedded with marls,-as well as on a right-hand tributary of. 
the Rike called Vatauris-Tskhali-fromplue calcareous sandsto-,' , 
nes .and marls. 

3~ South of the monastery Shua-Mta, near the river Turdo,
from a conglomeratic series. 

4. Along the Kizis-Khevi river (a right-hand tributary of 
Alazan). ' 

5. On the Dampal-Tskhali river (a left-hand' tributary of 
the lora river). 

6. At the junction,oJ.the Dampal-Tskhali river with the 10ra 
river, on the right-hand bank, near the Udjarmo deposit of Glau
ber's salt (the Mukhravan village). 

7. On the Cheremis-Khevi river and itsiributaries: Naftis
Khevi, Vedzis-Khevi and Tkhili-Khevi, along the strike of the 
same series of blue sandstones"and clays. . 

8. Near the G~rdjoany village from Post-Tertiary conglome
rates, oil being derived seemingly from the underlying Tertiary 
strata. 

9. In various localities near the village of Pkhoveli. 
Prospection and exploitation. The surface indications of oil in 

the Tiflis and· f. Elisabethpol Provinces, especially in the 
localities adjacent to the Kakhetian ridge have long since attracted 
the attention of the local population and have like~se interested, 
to some. extent, industrial circles. In places even oil production 
was established but in the majority of cases the extracted oil was 
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used only within the boundaries of the region being utilized, instead 
of its usual couimercial application, for purposes in . connection 
with the customs of the people, and sometimes even for medicinal 
purposes; the reason for the latter being the curative properties 
inherent or ascribed to petroleum «<Naftalam>, in thef. Elizabeth
pol Province). _Oil pits w~re leased by the government for 
exploitation long before the seventies. The production of oil in 
the Signakh 
district a Ion e 
reached 25 tons 
per annum. On 
the abolition, in 
1872, ,· of the 
exclusive lease 
system, which 
was common in 
all the oil fields 
of the Caucasus, 
there came a 
marked revival 
of the prospect
ing and deve
lopment of the 
said fields; the 
Tiflis and Eli
zabethpol 0 i I 
fields were also 
affected; for 
example, in the 

Photograph by A. Riabinin . 

Fig. 3. 'l'siva range near the village of Sagaredjo (the 
southern slopes) . . 

Little Shiraki valley there were sunk (by Simens) between 1869 
and 1877 not less than 180 small drill holes, varying in depth from 
6 m. to 100 m.; the aggregate output of 62 of these wells amounted 
in 1876 to 2,100,000 liters, which averages a daily yield , of 
100 liters per well. 

The Baku region was invariably the center of the oil indu~try 
in Transcaucasia, to which the attention of oil men as well as of 
the government was always attracted; nevertheless, the Mining 
Department realized the importimce of investigations ill other 
parts of Transcaucasia, inc1udin~ the petroliferous deposits . of 
the Tiflis province. The investigations were conducted, begin
ning from the nineties of the last ce-ntury, first by the ' geo~ogica" 
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parties of the Caucasus Mining Board, and then, from 1901, by 
the Geological Commitee. At the same time many investigations 
were made on behalf of private persons and companies. Such was 
the work done in the Tiflis province by G. A b i c h, the 
academician, by L M u c k, a geologist from Galicia, by 
G. I. Litevsky, mining engineer, by K. P. Kalitsky, 
E. H 0 f f man n, A. S t a hI and many other geologists: some 
of them did not publish the reports on their investigations. 

The interest, which private initiative took in the prospecting 
for oil in the Tiflis province, may be gauged to some extent 
by the number of prospecting permits issued by the Government. 
Thus, in 1914 the Tiflis Administration of State Properties issued 
111 permits for oil prospecting in various districts of the Tiflis 
Government; in connection with this the amount of extracted oil 
reached 591 tons. 

The Kakhetian oil fields were developed on a small scale long 
before the geological investigations and prospecting for oil wen~ 
undertaken. Oil was extracted from pits and shallow hand
dug wells in the Gambory ridge near Bochorma, and conveyed in 
raw leather sacks to a small refinery. The quality of the extracted 
oil was so high that, according, to Litevsky, a mining engineer, 
the yield 'of kerosene reached 47 per cent, notwithstanding_ the 
primitive plan of the Bochorma refinery. Pits from which oil was 
extracted (on the road from the village Zemokhodaslieni to Bo~lior
rna and Gambory) were shallow and yielded from 240 to 1600kg. 
per well daily. This production almost ceased upon the construc
tion of the railway from Baku to Tiflis, 'owing to a rapid decline 
in the market prices of kerosene. It was not until 1896 that this 
oil field attracted the attention of business people, in connec
tion with investigations performed by Tow n sen d,. an English 
geologist, and A. F. S t a h 11). The presence of two parallel an
ticlines crossing the rivers Rike and Krintskhlivianis-Khevi ri
vers was disclosed, while a well drilled here in 1899 to a depth 
of 24 m. discovered a light oil of a very high grade. In spite of 
very favourable reports of the above named experts, the foreign 
capitalists who backed the said exploitation work abstained from 
further operations in this area, for reasons of economical nature, 
and chiefly on account of the insufficient capacity of the Transcauca
sian railroad. Later, in 1901 the Bochorma oil fields were examined 

1) The author of the first geological map of Persia .. 
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by I. M u c k, a mlDlDg engineer from Galicia, who ascertained 
the presence of four anticlines, carrying petroleum. Three of them 
were investigated by I. Muck. In connection with his favourable ' 
report, a well was sunk, which struck a shallow oil-horizon; the well 
flowed at a high gas pressure. Owing to its small diameter, .the 
well was drilled only 'to a depth of 143 m., which was insufficient, 

Photograph by A. Riabinin. 

Fig. 4. Series ot gray marls and calcareous sandstones in the region 
of the upper course of the Orvili river. 

for, according to the estimation of Muck, oil could not have heen 
encountered at a depth of less than 320-430 meters. 1ft the autumn 
of 1903 another well was sunk on the southern, flank of the southern 
anticline, with an init,ial diameter of 16 in.; this well was driven to 
a depth of 254 m. A flow of oil with strQng escapes of gas was en
cQuntered at 218 m. in a gray sandstone 2 m. thick. Oil was like
wise met with in overlying, and underlying horizons. 

Apart from these tests a shallow hand-dug well was sunk near 
the village Ildokani, which began to flow from a depth of about 
107 m. . 

Muck classifies the investigated ar~aequalling nearly 3277 
hectars as ' undeniably oil-bearing, it being but a small portion 
of a vast territory in which oil seeps have been found in many 
points. 
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Should any oil production on a commercial scale be started in 
the Kakhetia oil fields, the situation of the latter in the center of 
Transcaucasia, nearer the Black Sea ports, would present material 
advantages over'the Baku district, so far as transportation is concer
ned. 

Summarizing the general results of explorations and prospec
ting, I. Muck expressed the opinion that (<in the investigated area 
there are present all the conditions which in other localities, under 
similar circumstances; have given excellent results» and further 
that «the district 1) embracing an oil-bearing area 9-10 km. long 
by more than 1 % km. wide, where extend three or four or probably 
even more parallel anticlines, which may likewise be regardered 
as oil-bearing, has a promising future and is capable of a pros
perous industrial development». 

Despite explorations accomplished by prominent geologists, 
the oil deposits of the f. Tiflis government still remain insufficiently 
explored, and their commercial value so far cannot be estimated. 
To that aim systematical deep drilling operations should be con
ducted. All information concerning oil~ occurence in this region that 
has so far been published shows that the areas deserving to be parti
cularly investigated are situated in the vicinity of Zemo-Khoda
sheni, Ildokani, Pkhoveli, further in Shiraki, Eldar and Tsnoris
Tskhali. The development of these oil fields was suspended owing 
only to the lack of proper technical guidance in drilling operations, 
as well as to the want of capital necessary to proceed with the 
further development of the operations. ' 

The rest of the oil fields referred to above are not described 
here, no data pertaining to the drilling operations conducted on 
them being t.vailable. Some analyses of the oil obtained in the 
Zemo-Khodasheni area are given below: 

The composition and commercial palue oj the oil. Chemical ana
lises of the samples of oil ,taken from the ,Zemo Khodasheni 
oilfield, made in the laboratory of the Nobel Bros Co.: 

Specific gravity at 15° C .. 
Flash point alter Brenken. 
B. S. (water, /land. etc.) . 

1st sample from a 
depth of 197 m. 

0.88~3 
~Oo 

5.8% 

1) In the neighbourhood of Zemo-Khodasheni. 

2nd sample from 'a 
depth of 250 m. 

0.886~ 

32° 
~.3% 
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Distillation in a IltJllk up to 285" C. 

Below 125° C • . 
125° C to 285· C . 
Flash point . • . 
Residue .•..• 

5.87~; sp. gr. 0.7373 
. . 32.'5~; sp. gr. 0.8183 

28.5° C. 
. . 61.68~; sp. gr. 0.9'05 

P1'opertiu 01 the 1'esidue. 

6.60~; sp. gr. 0.7315 
32.62~; sp. gr. 0.8196 

29.0· C. 
60.30~; sp. gr. 0.9'15 

Flash point, after Br. 170·, after P. 138· C. after Br. 170· C., after P. 1". C. 
Cold test. . " • . . . .. 10· C. 10· C. 

Distillation in a IltJllk up to 200' C. 

Below 120· C 
120'-200· C. . . . . • . . . 
Residue •..•......• 

3.38~; sp. gr. 0.7275" '.10~; sp. gr. 0.7231 
16.16~; sp. gr. 0.7797 15.02~; sp. gr. 0.7761 
80.35~; sp. gr. 0.9161 SO.81~; sp. gr. 0.9US 

P1'operties 01 the 1'esidue. 

FI h . t { after Br. 106· C. 
as pOlO •• :...... after P. 90. C. 

Viscosity after Engler 50· 3.00 
Sulphur content O.2"~ 
Paraffin content . . • . . O. 3'0~ 

after Br. 108· C. 
after P. ,S8· C. 

2.S' 
0.31~ 

O.'O~ 

The determination of sulphur content was made after Lidov, 
that of paraffin content after Zalozetsky. 

The above analises show that samples of oil yield about 32 per 
cent of kerosene. 

THE GREAT AND LITTLE SHIRAKI STEPPES 

The Shiraki steppe is an eastern prolongation of the Kakhe
tian valley and represents an elevated (lat plain (averaging about 
700 m. above sea-level) with raised northern and southern borders. 
It is bordered' by the locali~y called Tsarskie Kolodtsy in the west, 
the Alazan river in the east; in the south-west it joins the Eldar 
steppe. The climate of the Shiraki steppe is hot and arid; that of 
the Eldar steppe is more humid. Being devoid of woods, the Shi
raki steppe produces nevertheless good crops of wheat and excellent 
hay, whereas the Eldar steppe is less favourable for cultivating 
grain. ' 

Geology. After A. N. Ria bin i n, a geologist, the follo
wing formations are developed in the Shiraki steppe: 

I . Post-Tertiary. 
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II. Tertiary: 

a) Upper and Middle Pliocene. 
·The Apsheronian . and Akchagyl series, containing 

the following rocks: 
1. Thick conglomerates, yellow Clay and sands 

wit~ H eli x s p. 
2. Loose yellow and green ~a:J,lds' iitter!;tratified 

with conglomerates, sandstones and" GJays. 
3. Sandstones and clays of bhiislrgray to bluish

yellow colour, partly ferruginous, with gypsum; 
conglomerates; these beds 'C1Jntain a typical AK
chagyl fauna: Car diu m do m bra, M a c
t r a K a r a bug as i<;'a, 'P 0 tam i Q e s 
cas p ius, etc. .:'. 

b) Upper Miocene. 
A fresh-water series, which is referred by the above 

/ named geologist to this stage, is divided into two hori 
zons: 

1. The horizon of conglomerates and clays, or beds 
with U n i 0 f I abe 1 1 a t u s. 

2. The horizon of arenaceous and argillaceous se
diments with fresh-water and land fauna; this 
horizon carries oil; sandstones of this formation 
contain the so called Shiraki oil-bearing horizon 
(or the first horizon). 

Upper Sarmatian. 
1. Red clays with Hip par ion, 
2. Beds with Mac t rae asp i a. With these 

beds the second, or Eldar, oil-bearing horizon 
is associated. 

III. Cretaceous. Hard crystalline or semicrystalline, white 
and pink limestones, red and whitish-green clayey limestones. 

THE GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE of the Shiraki area is not suffi
ciently investigated. A. Ria bin i n gives only the following infor
mation in this connection: the Cretaceous limestones are thrown into 
anticlines trending northwestward, their flanks dipping NE 15° 
and SW 2450 at an angle of 40°-45°. The Upper Miocene beds 
which rest unconformably . on the Cretaceous limestones overlap 
the latter on all sides, and are also strongly disturbed. The forma-
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tions referred to are folded to form an antic)ine of diapir type; its 
axis trends northwestward. Only the northern flank of the anti.,. 
cline extends within this area. 

Occurrence 0/ oil. There are, numerous oil indications in the 
Chiraki steppe: The 
mQst important oil seeps 
tlre~fouI\d in.the follo
wing loc~iitie;~ . ," . 

MlashiS:Khevl~i" 
seeps from sana stones 
avd clays of the Uf~r , 
Sarmatian; Mirzaany 
(at the foot of the' 
northern slope of the 

'mou 'n tai n Kvahebi;' 
Mta) -from clays and 
blue sandstones of the, 
same stage; Nabambrebi 
(all the above groups 
are situated west of the 
village of Tsarskie Ko
lodtsy); near the stream 
Tsnoris - Tskhali ' (south 
of the village Tsarskie 
Kolodtsy), in th~ vici
nity of Gkushebis-Ta:vi, 
etc. 

Within the Little 
Shiraki steppe oil seeps 
are found in the locality 
Kala-Dara. 

Within the Eldar 
steppe oil seeps are 

Photograph by A, Riabinin, 

Fig. 5. Rock formation with orbitoides on the 
Shavkabe river. 

known in the locality Kiasaman, 32 km. south of the village' of 
Tsarskie Kolodtsy. , 

Near the stream Tsnoris-Tskhali, in Great Shiraki, at the foot 
of the mountain Gkushebis-Tavi, cOIl!posed' of , conglomerates inter
bedded with sandstones, there are oil seeps , and kir '1) deposits· in 
different places. 

1) KiI'-Russian name given to petroleum solidified on exposure. 

/ 
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,The whole area of the' Little Shiraki steppe is to 'be' classified 
as a proven oil bearing area on the surface of which there' 
are numerous kir outcrops. Oil was extracted here from" hand
dug pits as far back as the sexties of the last century: In 1869 the 
oil-bearing area was leased by Simens Bros., 'whereupon the oil 
production by wells' was started. 'As has been already stated,180 
shallow wells were sunk on this area, ranging'from 6 to 100 m:.iIt' 
depth, the total production of 62 wells amounted . in 1876 to 
2,100,000 liters, the average daily yield being about 100 liters 
per well. A small oil refining plant was erected. The oil produc
.tion and refinery' operations were discontinued here in con
sequence of the development of the petroleum industry in the 
Baku region. . 

As to the locality Kiasaman,' in the Eldar steppe, which is 
'Ctmnected with the village of Tsarskie Kolodtsy by a road pas
sing by the spring Nazarlebi, the most important seeps are found 
there in two pOlnt~ 1) on the left hand bank of the lora river, and 
particularly, 2) two kilometers northeast of the latter place. Oil 
pits dug in clays were located in places where fractured Sarmatian 
'sandstones are' spread. They were 15 in number, each about 4 me
ters deep, and yielded daily about 80 kg. ,of oil. 

The oil-bearing strata, cited abov~, are concentrated in two 
main horizons: 

I. The first, upper-horizon is the Shiraki oil-bearing horizon, 
embedded in the fresh-water. sediments of the Upper Miocene, is 
composed of gyp~eous coar~e-grained sandstones, alternating with 
conglomerates and clays; it is observed in the vicinity of the 
mountain Gkushebis-Tavi, on the stream Tsnoris-Tskhali and 
in the Little Shiraki steppe. 

n. The ~econd, or lower-horizon is the Eldar horizon, consist
ing of clays and shell sandstones of the Upper Sarmatian, was . 
discovered in the Eldar steppe .near the locality Kiasaman, on the 
left bank of the river lora and in the neighbourhood of the village 
Mirzaany. The oil deposits along the Mlashis-Khevi river on the 
localities Nabambrebi and Mlashis-Khevi are related to the 
Eldar horizon: . • 

Commercial p'tzlue 0/ the oil. The oil extracted in the Shiraki 
steppes has the following characteristics: specific gravity 0.875-

·0.910; distillation ~ves 6 per cent of benzine, 24 per cent of kero
sene and 65 per cent of res~duum. 
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THE CHATMA OIL FIE~D 

The lo~ality Chatm:t, ~f the Signakh district is situated to 
the tight of th~lora river, close to the boundary :of the f. Eii
zlibethpol· provin'ce, . at a distance of about 15 km.fron;l the 
s~a~~oIi'~oili oLt~e;.T!a~scaucasian railway. by a good > higllway. 
It IS sltuated 8~ . kin: southeast of .Tiflis.· 'The Chatmasteppe ., 

r~otograph ·by 11.. Riabinin. 

Fig. 6. Islets of the Akchaghylsandstones in a semi-desert souto 
of the mountains Nazarl.ebi 

serves as a winter pasturage; it is a plain covered with a .thick 
argillaceous alluvium and surrounded on all sides by mountains;.. 
,Aladjighi and Katar ridges on the north, Kodjeris and Tiulki
Tapa mountains on the east and the Cheban-Dag .ridge on the 
eastwest . . In the center of the district there is a 'driell reed-grown lake 
Kodjeris; forests are almost entirely abser,t and 'grasses are very 
scarce. ' Obtaining drinking wat~r in sufficient quantities is not .an 
easy task. . 

Geology. The geologist K. P. K'a' l its k'y gives the follow
ing section of the formations involved id the geology of the Chatma 

. district: . 
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.A. Recent. 

B. Tertiary. 
a) Akchagyl: 

1. Conglomerates, sands and clays. .-
2. Clays, and sands with layers of fossib> . b ar

diu m ,d 0 m bra, Car d i u·ip.c u m'u c h i
cum, Car diu m t r ina c ria. 

3. Sandstones and sands, clays, conglomerates (Break
Akchagyl beds rest unconformably on the Upper 
Sarmatiim strata). .. 

b) Upper Sarmatian .• - : 
4. Clays: green, red, gray and yeTIow'With rare layers" 

of sands and loose sandstones. .. - " ... ". . 
5. Green and gray clays ~ with frag~elits: of i>Ta

nor b i ssp. Sandstones occur more frequently. 
6. Sandstones predominate over green clays. Sand

stones are in part petroliferous (the first oil
bearing horizon). Intercalations of lignite. 

c) Middle Sarmatian. 
7. Brownish-gray clays and sandstones. 
8. Same clays with intercalations of limestone and 

calcite. Clays are included between thick strata 
of sandstones (the second oil-bearing horizon). 

9. Brownish-gray clays without intercalations of 
limestones and calcite. 

10. politic limestone with Mac t rap 0 n d e r 0 s a, 
Car diu m Fit ton i, Car diu m 0. b s 0-

let u m, etc. 
d) Deposits of unknown age. 

11. Very hard limestone filled with mactras. 
12. Green and red clays interbedded with sands and" 

. sandstones. Intercalations of lignite. 
(Break, unconformity). 

13. Sandstones and clays, unfossiliferous (break). 
e) The lower portion of the Mediterranean stage. 

14. Light-gray shaly clays, laminated. Big calcareous 
concretions with Cry p t 0 don sin u 0. sus 
and S p i ria 1 i ssp. This formation devoid 
O.f sands and sandstO.nes, forms the crest of the Chatma 
anticline. 
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It "should be noted that the geological structure_of the Chatma 
area is exceedingly complicated. 

The Chatma field is cut by a fault .. which divides the. oil~ 
bearing area into two parts: an anticline lies in the northwestern 
part, while a monocline is confined in the southeastern part. Accord
ing to . the sect!on referred to above, the oil-bearing horizons 
are related to the Upper and Middle Sarmatian. 

Photograph by A. Rlabinin. 

Fig.' cures of the Cretaceous sandstones and the castle of Tamara in the 
Karagach mountains, near Tsarskie Kolodtsy. 

Occurence of oil. THE FIRST HORISON. In the locality Ki
durma there are several oil pits, sunk in the base of a north· 
ward dipping sandstone impregnated with oil. -Liquid oil accom
panied -by gas accumulates in the pits. Formerly kir was mined 
here. . 

Paatov's oil property is located at the foot of the Katar ridge. 
Beside pits there were 27 wells, ranging in depth from 9 to 30 m., 
from the majority of which thick oil was extracted in fairly con
siderable quantities. Layers of kir are also found here. 

In Kapichi there are 5 beds of petroliferous sandstones, some 
of which were exploited by means of hand-dug pits. On the easj: 

2~ 
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the Qil-bearing strata of Kapichi are concealed under clayey allu
vium find there are no positive indications as to their further con-
tinuation. ' 

When the Chatma Oil Field Co., Ltd, an English Company, 
operated in the district Polpoitebi, a well No.2 was drilled which 
aimed to enco1:lnter oil-bearing beds of Kapichi. However, this 
attempt did not meet with success: neither oil nor beds were "encoun
tered, because at the locating of the well the turn of beds in the 
mountain Kodjeris was not taken into consideration, as well as 
the change of strike of the Upper Sarmatian beds of the Katar 
ridge, which are overlain by the Akchagyl of Kodjeris. In reality, 
the sandstones of Kapichi lie some distance away and, under such 
circumstances, could evidently not have been 'encountered,' .even 
had the well in question been sunk considerably deeper. • ~ . 

The oil-bearing sandstones of Tiulki-Tapa '; are identified 
with those of Kidpurma, of Paatov's property and of Kapichi. 
Oil-seepages are observed in depressions at a distance of 215-
325 m. south west of the summit of Tiulki-Tapa. 

THE SECOHD HORIZON. Oil seeps on the Aladjighi ridge 
and on Polpoitebi refer to the second horizon which is com
posed of grayish-yellow clays with a good many thin layers of 
limestone and calcite; this horizon is overlain and underlain by 
thick layers of sandstone; 

Oil seeps are numerous; oil oozes from beneath the limestones, 
most important showings of oil being observed in Polpoitebi. 
In that locality a well No.1 was sunk by the above named English 
company; the well discovered an oil-bearing horizon which, ho
wever, was but slightly saturated. 

Prospecting. Primitive methods" were used for extracting oil 
from pits and shallow wells. Pits and two wells, 12 and 21.5 meters 
deep, on Paatov's property gave a total yield of 2,410-3,200 kg. 
of petroleum per month. The well No.2, drilled in Polpoitebi for 
testing the first horizon, and sunk to a depth of 215 m., gave. 
as already stated, no satisfactory results. owing to the entirely 
wrong location of the well. _ 

The composition and commercial "alue oj the oil. The distil
lation of the Chatma oil gives the following products: 'gasoline, 
benzine, kerosene and lubricating oils; the two latter considerably 
predominating. Seven !lamples of oil taken from Paatov's property 
and the locality Kapichi were sent to Mr. William Ramsay, in 
England. Analises made by the latter gave the following results: 
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water 2 to' 16 per cent: specific gravity of crude oil at .IS" C 
from 0.9278 to 0.9883: flash point 15.5° to 17.2° C. 

Fractions. 
Below 150· C. 

150-275· C. 
275-300· C. 

%% 
~.8·-7.2 

18::-19.8 
'.5-H 

Sp. gravity. 

0.7229-0.7'52 
0.8118-0.8223 
0.875~.8869 

The analises of the Chatma oil made by the laboratory of Ti
flis gave the following results: 

Fractions. 
Below 150· C. • 
150·-275· C. 
275·-300· C . 

Residue 
-,' 
.~ 

%% 
3.9 
25.~ 

17.5 
52.2 

Sp. gravity. 
0.7532 
0.8"5 
0.9075 

THE NAFTALAN OIL FIELD 

The Naftalan (or Gheran) oil field. is situated 20 km. south 
. of the Gheran station of the Transcaucasian railway, and 48 km. 
southeast of the town of Gandja (Elizabethpol), between the right 
hand tributaries of 
the Kura river, 
Kara • Chai and 
Incha - Chai. The 
locality represents 
a shallow depres
sion· surrounded 
on the east, south 
and west by ele
vations of a mo
derate height and 
cut by a small 
creek Naftalanka. 

-

t?1~ ........... 

~ ~ 
UIlllIl { l2J 2 

Fig. 8. Generalized section of the Nartalan oil field 
(in a latitudinal direction): i-the Akchaghyl strata; 

2-the beds overlyng Akchaghyl. 

The presence of petroleum in this locality was known in an
Cient times: petroleum was obtained here in small quantities from 
shallow pits and was utilized not as fuel, illuminant or lub
ricant. but for medicinal purposes. 

Geology. The sediments involved in the geology of the Naf
talan oil field belong. according to Prof. J. G u b kin to the 
Akchagyl unconformably overlying the Maikop beds;, the latter 
belong in part to the Lower MioceIl,e and in part to t~e Upper 
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Oligocene. The Akchagyl is represented by coarse-grained sands. 
conglomerates and white and gray clays. The Maikop underlying 
the Akchagyl may be divided into the following four horizons: 

1. Dark-gray bituminous clays interbedded with sandstones. 
of a total thickness of about 200 m. 

2. Argillaceous beds, with layers of hard flinty marl, about 
150 m. thick. ' 

3. A horizon with numerous layers of sands and sandstones, 
each one exceeding 10 m. in thickness;. the total aggregate thick
ness of the horizon is approximately 200 m. 

4. A thick series of clays without any porous beds (such as 
sands and sandstones). The' total thickness of the series reaches 
400 m. 

The geological structure of the Naftalan oil field may be de
scribed as follows: the Akchagyl beds are folded into a dome-sha
ped anticline trending almost longitudinally (SW 1900-NE 10°). 
The said anticline consists of two parallel minor anticlines. The 
eastern flanks of -the latter dip SE 100°-110° at an angle of 10°_ 
15°, the western flanks dip steeper at an angl~ of 20°-30°. 

The Maikop beds which underlie the Akchagyl are thrown 
into folds which trend almost latitudinally (SW 2500-NE 70°). 

Both these folded systems cross each other at an angle of 60 0. 

According to Prof. J. G u b kin, the Naftalan dome-like fold 
was formed in the course of the Akchagyl and Maikop disturbances 
which have influenced· one another. . 

It may be of interest to test by deep drilling the third hori
zon (mentioned above) of the Maikop series, which contains nu 
merous beds of sands and sandstones. This horizon is of interest 
because it lies between two thick strata of bituminous clays a~d 
is overlain by thick clays which protect it from exhaustion. 

Prospecting. Oil production in the Naftalan oil field was 
undertaken by Mr. Veger, an engineer; up to .ten shallow wells 
of a small diameter were drilled by hand. Later (1890 and thereaf
ter) several deeper wells were sunk and plants were erected for 
the manufacture of lubricating oils, as well as of the so called (lnaf
talan,. to which curative properties were ascribed. 

According to Pro f. J. G u b kin, the Naftalan depression 
is a locality worthy of being tested by deep holes. A properly loca
ted well sunk to a depth of at least 650 m. will ascertain the pre
sence of oil and in a favourable case an area of more than 3000 
hectan may be developed. 
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The composition and commercial palue oj the oil... The oil 
obtained by Mr. 'Veger from shallow horizons has the following 
characteristics: 

Sp. gravity. • • 0.960 
Flash point. . . . . . . .. no'c. 
Cold test . . . • . • • . .. 20'C. 

The crude oil was of a dark-green colour, free of acids and paraf
fin. Combustion is perfect, no cinder, ashes. A continuous distil
lation yielded: 

loight oils. • . 35 per cent. 
Cylinder oils . . . . . . .. 45 per cent. 
Petroleum tar. . . . . ., 20 per cent. 

Specific gravity of light oils: 0.895-0.940. 
In past years Mr. Yeger recovered at least 24.6 tons of petro

leum per month; light oils. about 8 tons, were used as fuel. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE DISTRICT 
I 

As to the conclusions which may be drawn with reference to 
the commercial importance of the Tiflis-Gandja (Elisabethpol) 
oil region on the basis of the available data, it should be stated, that 
although the region is to be regarded as being positively petro
liferous. nevertheless the question concerning its commercial im· 
portance may only be solved after the area is tested by deep dril-

. ling, conducted under proper geological and technical guidance: 
The results of the exploration work accomplished so far, as 

well as. to a still higher degree. general economical conditions 
undeniably certify that. far from deserving inattentive or even 
unfavourable treatment atthe hands of oil men and of the Govern
ment. this region is of much interest from the point of view of both 
the oil industry and the economic development of Transcaucasia. 

As already stated. this inattentive and somewhat unfriendly 
• treatment was dictated by general economical considerations. and 

first of all. by the anticipation ofinsufficient transportation facili
ties and the competition of the Baku di~trict. Moreover. the. con
sideration of the detriment which might arise to the Baku inte
rests in the ~vent of the development of the new oil areas. was 
a restraining factor, inasmuch as there was the question of attrac
ting capital owned by those directly interested in Baku. Con
sequently. capitals went either to Baku or not unfrequently to 
even more remote regions. notwithstanding the hazardous outlays 
for geological researches and prospecting, to say nothing of the 



less fa:vourable conditions of starting operations and of their 
further development. 

As far as the district here discussed is concerned, besides the 
favourable conditions of a technical nature (but few water-bear
ing horizons, or eve~ the abs~nce of them) and the high quality 
of the oil, with considerable yields of benzine (up to 25 per cent) 
and kerosene (up to 32 per cent and more),-the proximity to the 
Black Sea should be considered. The distance from this district 
to Batum is on an average 480 km. shorter than the distance from 
Baku to the latter port. The advantages of such a situation, com
pared, with that of Baku, in the event of· the development of the 
oil industry, are readily seen, both, as to keeping down the tran
sportation expenses in general and, particularly, as to the sale 
of oil products on foreign markets and even home markets border
ing the Black Sea. 

In this connection there arises the question of the transportation 
of the oil or its products to the main of the Transcaucasian railway. 

As has been already stated, the region, as a whole, has rela
tively good transportation and communication facilities (mac
adam highways and other earthen roads), the distance of different 
oil fields from the railway line varying from 20 to 120 km. It should 
be added that before the outbreak of the European war, projects 
were prepared of .constructing two new railway lines; ·one of the 
latter should have connected, among others, Zemo-Khodasheni 
and Tiflis, and the other should have crossed the Shiraki steppe, 
which at that time was being rapidly peopled with ,colonists. It is 
to be believed that under the present circumstances these pro
jects, being correlated with the general development of the coun
try, are more likely to be realized. 

For the oil industry as such, should it arise in the dIstrict, 
the transportation problem may be easily solved by laying down 
pipe-lines, to link up the oil fields either with the railway line, 
or with the kerosene pipe-line, or with the projected Baku-Batum 
crude oil pipe-line. . • 

The possibility of connecting Zemo-Khodasheni with the 
railway line by means of an oil pipe-line was foreseen in the be
ginning of this century, when wells were being drilled' near Zemo
Khodasheni. It was then decided that the pipe-line would not 
exceed 60 km., in length. whereas the natural slope of, the country 
surface might be utilized on two thirds of the line, with the instal
lation of but small power plants. 



· . 
As to the various oil fields of the wide area under discussion, 

it should be noted that the conditions of oil occurence and the 
properties of the oil in them are different. Whereas the oil reserves 
of some fields, for example of those in the Shiraki steppes, are seemin
gly larger than in Kakhetia, the oil of t;he latter is of a higher 
quality. There are no adequate data for making any accurate 
estimations of the oil reserves of each of the fields discussed above; 
to estimate their relative importance is therefore a matter of great 
diificulty; it may only be said without any hesitation that each 
of them deserves a detailed investigation with a view of ascertain
ing its commercial importance. 
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INTRODUCTION 

. Oil' deposits and indications of oil are known to exist in the 
following districts on the eastern coast of the Caspian Sea: 1) .'the. 
Manghyshlak Peninsula; 2) the Island of Cheleken; 3) the, dist
rict of the Nefte-dag and Boia-dag mountains,on tile mainland 
shore, east of the Cheleken Island; 4) the district. of the -village 
Chikishlar, near the frontier between U. S. S. R. and Persia. . 

The Manghyshlak district is the northernmost one, and that 
of Chikishlar is the southernmgSt distrIct. All the districts named 
are described in the following pages in their sequence from north 

. b w~h. " n 

1.- TI;IE MANGHYSHLAK PENINSULA 

General description 

The first reliable information relating to the Manghyshlak 
oil appeared in the special press' not long before the outbreak of 
the Great War, and this was seemingly the principal reason why 
the 'Manghyshlak oil district failed to attract the attention of 
exploring and industrial interests. Geological conditions control
ling oil deposits in this district and their commercial importa~ce 
are, so far, wholly unknown; consequently; in outlining the indu
strial prospects of the region it is. essentially important that all 
the natural resources and general economic conditions of the re
gion should' 'be taken into account. 

GEOGRAPHY. The Manghyshlak Peninsula was formerly a part 
of the Mangyshlak district of the Transcaspian region; now it 
is within the boundaries of the Adaievsky district of the Autono
mous Sdciallst Soviet Republic of Kossaks (Kirghise), This part 
of, the' e~steil\ coast of the Caspian Sea is most projected westward 
and 'yery :sharply outlined, borderin~ the Sea on the north, west 
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and· south. The central part of the Peninsula lies at the intersection 
of 44° northern latitude and '22° eastern longitude (from Pulkovo). 

OROGRAPHY. The Peninsula is a flattened and fairly elevated 
country, raised tip to 200 m. above sea-level; its monotonous lands
cape is varied by two parallel ridges, - Kara-tau and Ak-tau, 
which extend from northwest to southeast along the Peninsula, 
for a distance of about 120 km., and attain at places 750 m. of
absolute altitude. Their slopes are dissected by pumerous steeply 
sloping gorges and ravines, through which rapid torrents of water 
rush down in springtime: when the snow is melting; these torrents, 
however, disaffear at the foot· of the mountains dwindling in the 
sands that cover the plains of the Peninsula. The latter are dis
sected by long, wide, branched valleys, which open into the sea 
or undl."ained salt lakes, the level of the latter usually being below 
the level of the Caspian. No permanent streams of water exist in 
these valleys: only in springtime, when the snow is melted, there 
are to be found in places accumulations of water, which disa.ppear 
in summer, leaving salt lands. Rare springs are the only fresh
water sources in the region of the Kara-tau and Ak-tau mountains: 
in plains fresh water can be obtained only by sinking deep wells. 
The latter are very numerous, but most of them 'Contain either 
salt alkaline water or water carrying sulphuretted hydrogen or. 
at the best, saltish water: only few wells, which are very deep. 
yield fresh water. 

NAVIGATION. The Caspian sea off the Mangyshlak shore is far 
from being equally navigable along the .whole extent of the lat
ter: the Cape of Tub-Karagan, on the northwestern extremity of 
the Peninsula, is a point north of which the sea is exceedingly 
shallow and inaccessible for sea-ships, whereas south of that point 
the sea is deeper, so that the bays existing here,-viz., the Ale
xandrovsky and Kendyrli (Alexander-bay and Kinderli) Bays 
rpovide anchorage for sea ships, although not quite convenient and 
open to sea winds. Moreover,' the part of the sea lying north of 
the above named cape has a lower salinity of the water; this to .. 
gether with a~ more severe climate in this part of th~. sea leads to 
the freezing of the bays to a more or less considerable extent off 
their shores,-for a period of time from the middle' of December 
to the middle of March. South of the Tub-Karagan Cape the bays 
freeze only sometimes when the winter is exceptionally cold: 

THE CLIMATE of the Peninsula roay be termed a distinctly 
continental and severe one. According to the data of ~he Meteoro-
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logical station at the Fort Uritsky (forIl)erly Alexandrovsky), 
which is situated on the northwestern extremity of the Peninsula, 
the average yearly temperature is+ 10.9°C, the absolute maximum 
and «rlnimum being respectively+41°C and-24.5°C (the annual 
range equals 65.5°). The. average annual amount of rainfall at 
this station is estimated at only 173 mm., the months having the 
maximum and minimum rainfall being respectively December 
(22 mm.) and July (only 8 mm.). The prevailing winds are easterly, 
and they are exceedingly dry. The snow falls in December and lies 
until the end of February or the beginning of March. 

Such climatic conditions render the Manghyshlak Peninsula 
a very severe country, which affords no facilities for civilized life. 
Only in small and more humid valleys on the Kara-tau and Ak-tau 
mountains may be .found in summer time, in addition to grass, 
single trees; all the rest of the Peninsula is absolutely devoid of 
trees and covered with grass only early in spring, prior to the sum
mer heat. The glowing sunrays rapidly burn the grass and there 
remain only a few species of Artemisia as the only representatives of 
plants, covering the arid sun-cracked clayey ground of the Penin
sula for thousands of kilometers. 

THE NATIVE POPULATION of the Peninsula consists of Kirghises 
(Cossacks), nomads, engaged in cattle-raising. Russians live only 
in the Uritsky fortress (formerly Alexandrovsky) and the Niko
laevsky village, located near the latter; the total number of Rus
sians at the outbreak of the Great War did not exceed 3,000; now, 
however, this number has probably decreased, inasmuch as in 
1923 the Russian population of the Uritsky Fortress was estimated 
at 1,235, instead of 1,700. The total population of the former Man
ghyshlak district the, area of which is over 220,000 square km., was 
at that time estimated at about 77,000, the density being about 
0.3 per square kilometer. There is n9 manufacturing industry with
in the territory' of the peninsula. Cereals are imported from the 
European part of Russia by sea via Astrakhan, or from Krasnovodsk, 
likewise by sea or even from Khiva (Khoresm) by caravans 
of camels. On the sea-shore there are considerable fisheries, in 
which Russians and partly Kirghises are engaged. Fish is not only 
consumed locally, but shipped also to Astrakhan, fish and live:: 
stock ~roducts being the sole exports. Almost all commodities of 
life, exclusive of fishe,ry products, have to be imported. 

, WAYS OF COMMUNICATION. Overland traffic between the Man
ghyshlak district and Khiva is conducted (on the backs of camels) 



Fig. 2. Map of the Manghyshlak Peninsula. {-oil fields; 2-main wells. 

over the ancient caravan route leading southeastward; the length 
of the latter from the Urltsky Fortress to Kunia-Ourghench, an 
important commercial center of Khiva, is about 820 km. The whole 
of the sea trade is run through the Urltsky fortress, which has 
a convenient natural harbour, 8.5 m. deep in its middle part, and 
is situated at a distance of nearly 270 km. from Astr:aklian, 320 km. 
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from Petrovsk (Makhach-Kala), a sea port on the western shore 
of the Caspian, at the point where the North-Caucasian railway 
approaches the sea, 630 km. from Krasnovodsk, the main port on 
the eastern shore of the Caspian and a terminus of the Mid-Asiatic 
railway. In the pre-war time steamers made, regular trips once 
a week from ~strakhan, via, the Uritsky fortress, to Krasnovodsk 
and backwards. Trips of the Caspian steamers, owned by the State 
are at present run by another route; notably from Petrovsk via 
th~ Uritsky Fortress to Astrakhan and back, but only three times 
a month, so that there is no regular communication between the 
Uritsky Fortress and Krasnovodsk. 

Geology and· occurence 01 oil 

Manghyshlak may by no means be considered tQ be a thou
roughly investigated territory, as regards its geology. Owing to 
its vast area and the difficulties encountered in making surveys, 
the investigations of the Peninsula are of an essentially itinerary 
character; every new expedition therefore furnishes additional 
information, which is ·materially new, as compared with that gai
ned by previous expeditions. Anyhow, it may be deemed a proven 
fact that sediments greatly varying in age are involved in the 
geology of the Pepinsula, namely. those referred to the Triassic 
(possible even Permian). Jurassic (Lower, Middle and ,Upper 
Jurassic), Cretaceous (Lower and Upper Cretaceous), Tertiary (Pa
leogene and Neogene) and Post-Tertiary (distinctly developed 
sediments of the Aralo-Caspian transgression). :The following is 
a generalized geological section of the Manghyshlak Peninsula 
(comprising its mountainous portion).' 

1. The schists, which are the oldest sediments in the region, 
are mostly argillaceous~ in places strongly metamorphosed and 
replaced by chloritic shales. 

To all probability they belong to the Triassic period, possibly 
even to the Permian period. 

2. Overlying the foregoing formation are strongly altered 
clayey 'sandstones, and in places quartzite-like sandstones an~ 
black carbonaceous limestones. The fauna which was found in the 
latter proves that they belong to the Werfenian stage 'of the ~ow-; 
er Triassic. 

3. Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments unconformably over
lyjng the above mentioned strata may be divided as follows: 
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a) Variegated mostly argillaceous series with coal layers and 
vegetal remains. 

b) The main coal-bearing series, consisting 6f gray clays and 
yellowish and gray sandstones~ with ~oal layers; in the upper part 
of the series there are layers which contain marine fossils and be
long seemingly to the Bathonian stage. 

c) Arenaceous and argillaceous beds. with a typical marine 
fauna of the Lower, Middle and Upper Callovian and Lower Oxford. 

d) Sandstones with a marine fauna of the Upper Oxford and 
Lower Kimmeridgian. 

e) Coarse limestone, which is to be referred; according to the 
fauna which it contains, to different horizons ranging from Port

. land (Upper Jurassic) to Lower Valanginian (Lower Cretaceous). 
f) Sandstones and sands . some of which are unfossiliferous 

and some contain fossils; their age cannot be accurately stated as 
yet, but at any rate they belong to the Neocomian (the Lower 
Cretaceous), which is suggested also by a very persistent horizon, 
with Trigonia (Trigonia limestone); the latter horizon, as well 
as the underlying sandstones and sands, are to be especially mark
ed on account of oil indications being associated with them in one 
of the Manghyshlak oil fields (Taspas), as will be shown later. 

g) Coarse-grained sandstones with some ammonites typical 
for'the Aptian. . 

h) The series of shales with marly concretions (septaria clays)~ 
containing ammonites and other fossils of the intermediate hori
zons between Aptian and Gault (the Lower Cretaceous). 

i) The series of sandstones which are characterized by the 
presence of concretions and are interbedded with arenaceous clays; 
it contains a' faun~ of the Gault; the latte~ fauna should be seem
ingly referred to different zones; oil indications in the second Man
ghyshlak oil field (Mynsu-Almaz) are .associated with these horizons. 

k) Glauconitic sandstones and marls which are rich in phos
phorites represent· only the lower h.orizon of the Upper Cre
taceous (Cenomanian). 

1) Farther upward follow,S a compact white chalk which 
~asses .into greenish marls aIX,d is referred to 'the Turonian. 

m) Pure writing chalk, very rich in fossils belonging to the 
... Senonian. 

'n) The section of the Upper Cretaceous beds is crowned by 
limestones containing bryozoa, with flint intercalatio'ns carrying' 
fossils of the Danian ,stage. 



4. The Tertiary sediments apparently lie unconformably. on . 
the Cretaceous beds; moreover, two or even three unconformities 
may be discerned in the Tertiary beds; the latter are divided as 
follows: . 

a) The Paleocene yellow sands bearing pebbles of the Ceno
manian phosphorite (secondary deposits) and a peculiar fauna of 
oysters, sea-urchins, etc. 

b) Glauconiti~ an,d chalk-like marls and nummulitic lime
stone of the Eocene, which seem to overlie unconformably the 
above mentioned sands. 

c) Dark shales, sandy marls, sa~dstones, manganiferous sands 
(with few intercalations of manganese ore) and shales with scales of 
M eletta, belonging to the Oligocene. 

d) Unconformably overlying the latter are Spaniodontf'lla 
sands, marls, clays and sands with Pholas' and the Sarmatian 
clays and limestones (the Middle and Upper Miocene). 

e) The uppermost formation of the Tertiary consists of the 
limestones of the Pontian stage (the Pliocene). 

5. The sediments of the Aralo-Caspian sea transgression are 
mostly arenaceous rocks. 

Thus, the general stratigraphy of the Peninsula is exceedingly 
complicated and very variable with regard to the fauna and li
thological characteristics of the rocks. It should be noted that the 
core of the ridges Kara-tau and Ak-tau consists of the oldest rocks 
(the Mesozoic), whereas the peneplain of the Peninsula is composed 
chiefly of the younger strata of the Neogene and the Aralo-Caspian. 
However, important corrections have been made in this scheme 
on the basis of the latest detailed investigations, which have dis
covered the exposures of the Mesozoic rocks (the Jurassic and Cre
taceous) also outside of the mountainous part of the region. The 
geological structure of Manghyshlak is likewise more intricate 
than it was formerly believed, and is at present to be regarded 
as a complicated anticlinal system accompanied by flexures and 
even faults, the strata having been subjected to the most intense 
deformation in the mountainous part of the Peninsula. 

The first vague information concerning the showings of oil 
in Manghyshlak appeared in periodicals in the early nineties, and . 
was based on the report' of Colonel N ass i b ian t s, who had'; 
made a topographical survey on the Peninsula. The said informa
tion. refers to the locality near the Karasiaz wells, in the interior 
portion of the Peninsula. In 1910 that locality was visited by Mr. 
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M. B" B a i, Ii run a s, geologist, whose description is hitherto 
th~ sole source from which the data pertaining to the geology of 
that field may be derived; the- following description is based on 
these data. 

The most convenient road leading to the Karasiaz water wells 
(if it were generally possible to speak of conveniences of camel- ' 
back transportation and ride through a dry country) is the above 
mentioned caravan route from the Uritsky FortreSIi to Kunia
Urghench; the distance between the said wells and the Fortress by 
this_ route being approximately 180 km. Besides, the pavigable 
Alexander-Bay already referred to lies at a shore line point 
which is the nearest to the Karasiaz wells; the distance between 
the latter and the shore is only 85 km. But the Alexander-Bay so 
far is not connected by a regular steamship line with any sea port~ 
and the surrounding country is deprived of cultured population; 
thus, the said Bay cannot be chosen as a starting point for an expe
dition to be sent inland. According to «The Caspian pilot guide» 
(1908) the greatest deptn of the bay, in the middle of it, does 
not exceed 10.5 m. 

The Karasiaz water wells are located in a broad anticlinal 
valley which is formed by the Cretaceous beds and extends from 
west-northwest to east-southeast; but east of the wells the'·valley 
trends southeastward. ' 

The oil indications were discovered, however, 20 km. southeast 
of the Karasiaz wells, near the so called Tebpai grave, in the loca
lity of Taspas. This locality is situated in the anticlinal valley 
already referred to, but owing to an extensive development of the 
arenacious and clayey soil, the bed rocks are here almost entirely 
concealed; the sands were formed probably by the desintegration 
of the Cretaceous sandy rocks. The locality Taspas is a sandy plain 
covered with small hills; numerous wells 'yield fairly tolerable' 
water at comparatively shallow depths. Near the Tebpai grave in 
small ravines and in the ridge rising' above the plain, there are 
outcrops of the limestone bed with trigonias of the Neocomian 

• age, underlying which are sands _and sandstones belonging like
wise to the Lower Cretaceous; the latter strata, as well as those 

• with trigonias, are impregnated with a- bitumen called by the 
• Kirghise «karamai», which means «black tallow». The thickness 
of the rocks impregnated with_this solidified bitumen (kir) attains 
in outcrops 4 m., the strata dipping northeastward at a very low 
angle (4°_5°). 
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In summer; when it is extremely hot, the sandstones are heated 
and the bitumen melts and flows down the outcrops; but no fluid 
petroleum proper is known to occur here; furthermore, despite the 
most thourough search, the above named explorer failed to trace 
any other indications of oil in the neighbourhood of the Tebpai 
grave. On the other hand, M. V. ·Baiarunas does not consider 
it impossible that some shows of oil may be found under circumstan
ces more favourable than those which existed when he visited 
this locality. While referring to the possibility of discovering 
petroleum by test drilling along the dip of the strata at some di
stance from the outcrop, he emphasizes the necessity of a prelimi
nary detailed geological survey. 

A similar outcrop of rocks impregnated with «kin> ",vas disco
vered by the same geologist at a point lying considerably nearer 
to the Uritsky Fortress, viz., about 37 km. southeast of the latter. 
At a distance of 26 km. from the Fortress there is a wide depres
sion Khanga-Baba bordered on the north and east by a rather 
high acclivity. A broad valley of Tubedjik-Mynsu-Almaz joins 
the depression from the northeast; at about 5 km. from the 
mouth of the valley the latter is divided into two main sys
tems: that of Tubedjik, which runs from the north in an almost 
straight direction, and that of Mynsu-Almaz, running from the 
northeast. In the slope on the right-hand bank of the Mynsu-Almaz 
valley, near the mouth of the latter, there are exposed sands con
taining Spaniodontella (the ~ocene), which are underlain by sand
stones impregnaied with bitumen (the same «karamai») and con
taining spherical concretions. In M. B. Baiarunas's opinion the 
bituminous matter could not have penetrated those sandstones, 
unless it had been raised along fissures from deeper horizons. Nume
rous ammonites (different' species of Hoplites), excellently preserv- -
ed, have been found in the spherical concretions, demonstrating 
that the strata should be referred to the Gault (the Lower Creta
ceous). 

The geological structure of this locality cannot be considered 
to be sufficiently ascertained. There is no doubt that the Tertiary 
Spaniodontella beds rest unconformably on the eroded surface of 
the Cretaceous strata; the latter are more strongly disturbed than 
the former and . even fractured by faults; the, faulting, however, 
involves at places the Spaniodontella beds as well, which means 
sequent disturbance along the old fissures. The main structural 
feature' of the Kbanga-Baba depression is a northwestward-tren-
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ding anticlinal uplift of strata, on the crest of which there are 
outcropping Gault beds with Hop lites. The faults dissecting the 
Cretaceous beds are approximately parallel with the strike of the 
latter, the displacement of faults attaining 20 m. These data, howe
ver. apply to the Khanga-Baba region as a whole, no detailed infor
mation being available. concerning the structure of the "locality 
where the oil indications are encountered. 

Future possibilities of the district 

The. foregoing. gives. full information concerning all the avail
able data pertaining to the oil indic~tions in Manghyshlak. No 
prospecting for oil .has been done in that area thus far, and the 
commercial importance of it is wholly unknown. It may be infer
red from the above discussion that the Manghyshlak oil is associat
ed with geological horizons different from those bearing oil in 
the Caucasian oil fields as well as in other Transcaspian fields, 
which will be described later. The sands and sandstones impreg. 
nated with the solidified bitumen «karamai» are overlain in Taspas 
by a layer of limestone with trigonias ofthe Neocomian age; furth· 
ermore, the comparison of this section with those of other localities 
of Manghyshlak 'shows with certainty that the arenaceous hori
zons under question belong also to the Lower Cretaceous. On the 
other hand, rocks of the Mynsu-Almaz fold are referred to consider
ably younger horizons of the Gault, although' they apparently 
resemble the rocks outcropping at Taspas, as far as the presence 
of the bitumen is concerned. It "is notewortIiy that, in spite of the 
fact that both the latter and former horizons are fairly widespread. 
in Manghyshlak, no more indications have /been so far encountered 
in any of them. It may be therefore presumed that in: both fields 
here discussed the on is found not· ins i t u. -The question as 
to whence the oil which. penetrated those beds had been derived, 
and in what strata it lies in situ. cannot be definitely answered; 
but. since to the best of our knowledge there is no oil in the Ter
tiary strata of Manghyshlak. it may be rather presumed that it 
originated in older strata, namely in the Lower Cretaceous or pos
sibly even in the Jurassic; should that be the case, a .certain ana
logy may be observed between the Manghyshlak oil fields and 
those of the Ural and Emba regions. The peculiarities of the anti
clinal structure which have been noted in both fields are of course 
favourable circumstances. At any rate, the Manghyshlak area is 
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worthy of being further searched for oil; both fields described above, 
which have not hitherto attracted the attention of oilprod'ucers, 
deserve to be thoroughly investigated. As to other mineral resour-

. ces of the Manghyshlak, there have been reported deposits of lig-. 
nitej copper, iron and manganese ores and phosphorites, chiefly 

. in the Kara-Tau mountains, but none of these deposits have been 
exploited thus far. It is highly probable that the begimiing of the 
production of oil,. should it really take place, will be an incentive 
for the development of the exploitation of the rest of the mineral 
resources, which under the present circumstances can hardly at
tract the attention of industrial interests. Moreover, the salt lakes 
in the coastal strip of Manghyshlak are saturate 4 , witii salt, the 
latter being even exploited on a small scale. There is no' timber 
wood in the Peninsula, but stone, sand and lime, "necessary for 
building' purposes, can be easily obtained. Labour may be drawn 
from local Kirghise as well as from the Russian inhabitants of the 
Uritsky fortress; some of the Kirghise are quite fit for regular work, 
as they are used t6 be employed in fisheries not only on the shore 
of Manghyshlak, but also in the region of the Lower Volga. 
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bd by V. P. Semenov-Tian-Shansky. XIX. 1913. 
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\ . 
2. THE ' ISI,.AND OF CHELEKEN 

General description 

The oil-bearing district of the Island of Cheleken is of an 
. undoubted commercial importance. Oil had been extracted by

the native inhabitants in a very primitive manner many years 
before the Island was annexed by Russia; but it, was not until tQe 

Photograph by v. Sokolov. 

Fig. 3. General view of the town of Krasnovodsk from. the sea shore. 

seventies of the last century that the commercial production of oil 
may be said to have begun. The bibliography on the geology of the 
Island and on its oil productioJl contains numerous works; in the 
first decade of the presen~ century the Island was' thoroughly inve-' 
stigated on behaH of the Geological Committee. with the partici
pation of prominent" geologists such as V. Ve b e rand K. K a
lit sky. The result is that the geology and petroleum resources of 
the Island have been investigated better than in any oil field of 
the eastern coast of the Caspian. and indeed better than · in many 
other oil fields of the U. S. S. R., including those -which are of 
the highest commercial importance. 



GEOGRAPHY. Cheleken belonged formerly to the Krasnovodsk 
district9f the Transcaspian region; now it is a part of the S. S. R. 
of Turkmenistan. It is the largest island in the Caspian sea and 
is situated at the intersection of coordinates 39°30'northern lati
tude and 23° eastern longitude (from Pulkovo); it Iles off the Asiatic 
coast, close to the latter,· blocking from the south the passage to 
the large Krasnovodsk Bay. The town of Krasnovodsk is situated 
on the northern shore of the Bay at a distance of about 50 km. 
from Cheleken. .Krasnovodsk is a terminal of the Mid-Asiatic 
railway. the most important town on the eastern coast of the Cas
pian and the administrative center of the district •. The Island, 
with an area. of about 500 square km., has a curious 'oval shape, 
extending from west-southwest to east-northeast;' :two sandy spits 
projecting into the sea join the western border ot tl:l:e. Island, thus 
continuing its shore line . 

. OROGRAPHY. The western, or seaward, side of the Isiarid is ele
vated, and a belt of ,hills made up of the exposed country rocks 
attains 5 km. in width and extends thence along the longitudinal 
axis of the Island to the east-northeast, where it gradually grows 
lower and finally dwindles in the sands without reaching the sea
shore. from which it is at a considerable dlstance. The highest sum
mits are in the Chokhrak ridge, in the middle portion of tlIe Island. 
The vast areas of th~ northwestern, eastern and southeastern por
tions of the Island are occupied by sands, both wind-driven (of 
the type of barchanes) and more or less stationary sands,-and by 
salt lands. Wind-driven sands lie, as a rule, on the peripheIJ' of 
the Island, near the sea-shore, while stationary sands and sandy 
hillocks are spread nearer to the central part of the Island; salt 
lands encircle the central part occupied by the outcropping country 
rocks. 

There is almost no vegetation on the Island. In springtime only 
small bushes and grass appear on sands near the shores, but both 
bushes and grass are scorched in summer. 

Although Cheleken does not differ essentially, as to climate, 
from' the eastern coast of the Caspian, the latter region having the 
appearance of an arid ·desert, the Island is nevertheless rich in 
underground waters. the presence of which is evidenced by numer
ous springs, whose water soaks not only salt lowlands, but even 
clayey slopes of the elevation Chokhrak. However, the water of 
most springs is highly mineralized with chlorine salts predominat
ing in it. being unsuitable for drinking. Furthermore, there is 
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a number of hot springs with a-temperature reaching ~a~C' (in the 
locality Kharaz). Only one group of springs, ~istinguish~ by the 
exudation of gaseous hydrocarbons, yields water which is'compar
atively poor in salts (the amount of salts being 1.77. per cent) 
and may be drunk by animals. These latter springs are visited by 
wild «djeirans» -<antelopes) and are therefore called (cdjeiran springSl). 
Almost all the Cheleken springs are brought to existence by fault
ing (fissure springs), and on)y the «djeiran springSl> are of the. ordin-

Photograph by V. Sokolov. 

Fig. ~. The sea-shore of the town of Krasnovodsk. 

ary hillside type. The only large lake on the Island is the so called 
oRosovy Porsu-Gheb>, the water of which is also distinguished by 
a comparatively low salinity (3.91 per cent); gaseous hydrocarbons 
likewise issue from this lake. It is quite natural under such condi" 
tions that hand-dug wells usually yield' a saltish water which often 
has the odour of petroleum. The best water wells existed on the 
southern shore of the western portion of the Island, where ,the main 
storage tanks of petroleum were also located. Nevertheless" sea
water had to be artificially evaporated, to satisfy the needs of the 
petroleum industry. 

CLIMATE. The situation of the Island in a close neighbourhood to 
the vast desert areas of the Transcaspian region accounts for its 

28 
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mark~ly c.ontinental climate, while the influEmce of· the sea is 
scarcely perceptible. The average amiual temperature for Cheleken 
may be referred as + 15.6°C (according to the data of the Meteoro
logic Station in ·the Mikhailovsky Bay-Uzun-Ada, as on the Che
leken there have been no continuous observations for a number 
of years), th~ absolute maximum and minimum being respectively 
+43.6°C and -11.8°C, which corresponds to an annual range of_ 
55.4°C. The average yearly rainfall is equal, in the above mentioned 
Uzun-Ada, to a quite insignificant amountofl05 mm., the months 
with maximum rainfall being March and April (21 mm. in each 
mon th), while the total amount of rainfall for the four summer 
months (June-September) is only 4 mm.; there are practically 
no rains on Cheleken in summer, but stormy showers :rpay occur 
in very rare cases. The snow cover is absolutely insignificant. 
During the .summer, when the amount of -rainfall is the smallest, 

. there prevail easterly winds, which blow from the vast Trans
... ·;caspian deserts and are, therefore, extremely hot and dry. 
• NAVIGATION. The spits extending from the western shore north
. ward and southward form two bays, which are well protected 

from the side of the open sea; the northern bay, which is a part 
of the large Balkhan Bay, is called Kertyke, while the southern 
one is named Karakul-Daria 1). 

The entrance into the Kertyke Bay, located north of the latter, 
is 3.5 - 4 m. deep, while the deepest places in the Bay itself 
are found in the middle of it, nearer the spit and amount to about 
6.5 m. The Karakul-Daria Bay is deeper, its greatest depth being 
almost 13 m., and it is more accessible for sea-ships. 

Although there are sandbanks east and west of the northern 
shore of this Bay, still on the meridian of the Chokhrak mountain 
there is a depth of 3.5 m. at a distance of about 1 kIn. from the 
shore, and it is just in that place, where the depth reaches 3.5-
4.5 m., that the ships usually anchor. Several wharves have been· 
constructed here by Nobel Bros. and other companies for loading 
oil into the ships. Eastward of the northern and southern shores of 
the Island the sea becomes extremely shallow, and the straits 
which separate Tcheleken from the mainland and connect the two . 

1) These bays are named so in Russian mars and in the .Caspian pilot guide»; 
hoth names are apparently corrupted Turkomanic, words: Kert-Yakha and Kara
Ghel, both words being the names of the Turkomanic villages situated on the 
shores of the bays. 
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Bays are inaccessible not only for ships, but even for· boats with 
a deep draught. , . 

POPULATION. The native population of Cllelekeri was SC{lrce and 
consisted of Turkomans, who dwelled in three villages. Their chief 
.occupation was, long since, the extraction of oil from hand-dug 
wells; the bulk of the production was exported to 'Russia. They 
were engaged also in fisheries and in the salt industry. 

During the last decades,while the, oil industry was being 
developed, a population of newcomers grew on the Island, who 
were engaged in the oil industry. The living conditions on Cheleken 
are far from peing convenient for a European, inasmuc4' as most 
of life commodities have to be brought into the country, chiefly 
from Baku: . 

WAYS OF COMMUNICATION. The nearest town to the Island and 
the administrative center is Krasnovodsk. The communication 
with the latter was maintained by Turkomanic sailing boats ,and
steamers owned by Nobel Bros., through the Northern Chefekfl#-. 
Bay (Kertyke). 

The Island has never been connected by regular steamship 
lines with other ports of the Caspian; in the pre-war time the com
munication with the Island was carried onl by ships belonging to 
the companies which were operating on Cheleken Island, and among 
them first of all by ships of Nobel Bros. 

Geology and occurence 01 oil 

Exceedingly numerous oil indications and the existence of 
a primitive oil production, which dated from ancient times, were 
the reasons why this Island became, long ago, a center of atten
tion of Russian geologists. We may quote a long list of articles 
describing its geology, which have been published during a number 

. of decades, beginning from the thirties of the last century up to 
the present time. In 1907 a detailed geologic survey of the Island 
was undertaken by the Geological Committee, on the basis of the 
map on a 1/21000 scale (1 inch to 250 sazhens), with the partici
pation of V. V e b e rand K. K a lit sky. As a result of the 
w.ork of those eminent geologists, several papers were published, 
thoroughly elucidating the geology of the Island as well as the 
occurence of oll. The following description is based on the data 
contained in the works just referred to, which are the most com
plete and ~ccurate. 

2* 



GENERALIZED GEOLOGICAL SECTION OF THE ISLAND OF CHELEKEN 
Geological age of strata. Thickness, Lit hoi 0 g 1 c a I C h a r act e r. Oceurence of 011. Sy- Division. S tag e. meters. 

stem. 

Sediments with Car-
Transition roeks dlwn edule. Graylsh-yellow sands, gray In deeper horizons. Unknown. Not containing oil. 
below the recent 

(Q.) Ancient terrestrial Yellowish gray sands, often with reddish shade, with 
s:- deposits. layen of pinkish marls. ff max. Not containing oil. .. 

Ancient Caspian se- Sands: a thin layer of gravel at the base. Not less than In the western part of 
OIl the Island contains aceu_ a .. dlments. 8. mulations of oil. .. - a .. .. Beds with Cordlcu- Sands pure and clayey: pinkish marls, mud-volcano Unknown. Oil-bearing, but of no .. .. la fiuminalls • breccias. commercial value . .. 0 .. -~ 
" _0 Upper division of Gray and reddlch marls and gray micaceous sands: fU. Oil-bearing, but of'no 

C! 
r;.,- the Baku stage. with a characteristic layer of gravel at the base. commercial value. .. .. Reddish marls alternating with sands; characteristic 
0 Lower division of horizons are: black shall' clay; marl fllled with shells Oil-bearing, but of no 
~ the Baku stage. Dldacna catlllus; beds with Nerltina lIturata: a very 16i. commercial value. 

variable Bryozoa horizon at the base. 
---

Upper Apsheronl- Reddish marl: at the base a horizon filled with 16. Not containing oil. an. drelssencias. . 

Middle Apshero- A thick formation of black shaly clay; sand, reddish Oil-bearing, but of no Do marl: shell horizon exceedingly variable In lateral extent. 175. ... nlan • commercial value. .. I!: .. a Dense, gray to reddish marl, with a thin Intercalation 
s:- a .. Lower Apsheronl- of Band (asbes?); black sbaly clay, sands with Streptoce- Oil- bearing and can .. rella Sokolovl; black sbaly clay, tbln layers of sandstone 207 • have some moderate com-.. lID 

.. an. . and more compact dark-coloured marl lying almost at tbe mercial value. OIl 0 - 0 - base of the Apsberone. .. .. -.. I!: ~ } Light-gray shaly marls, with a bed of black shall' Pumice intercalations .. Fish beds. clay and tbree layers of pumice asbes at tbe base. f 07~ are oil-bearing, but of no 
Eo< commercial value. 

o. Brick-red marls Interbedded with gray and green Not less than Oil-bearing and of po-~ Red-coloured series . 
I!: • ands. . 820. sitive commercial value. 

I 
Paleosenl' (Pg?). Rocks of the AU- Green Umestones, very hard calcareous sandstones, Unknown. Not containing oil. ruI ran lie, ol1ve-coloured 'lIal}, cla}'s, 
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The outcrops of country rocks are found on the Island, almost 
exclusively in its central' elevated part, which borders :he sea 
only on the west and is separated from the latter on all other sides 
by a strip of sands and salt lands. Thus, the country rocks crop 
out only in a few places of the eastern shore, while along the west
ern shore the bed rocks are exposed in steeps of moderate height, 

Photograph by V. Veber and K. Kalltsky. 

Fig. 5. The western shore of the Cheleken Island. 

beneath the mantle of sands. All the country rocks of Tcheleken 
belong to the Pliocene, i. e., to the uppermost horizon of the Ter
tiary, and to the still younger Quarternary system (Postplioce.ne), 
with the exception of only one place, situated between the western 
extremity of the Chokhrak mountains and the locality Alignl, 
on the sea-shore, in which place there are developed «;llive-coloured 
shaly clays, hard calcareous sandstones and bright green limesto
nes; the age af all these rocks is not established, but they may be 
referred, with a fair degree of certainty, to the lower series of the 
Tertiary system, the Paleogene . . In compiling the following gene
ralized geological section of Tcheleken we have availed ourselves 
()f the works of V. Veber and K. Kalitsky, 'with such alterations 
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as are necessary, for the ideas concerning the stratigraphical atti
tude of some beds have. been changed since the works referred to 
were published for the first time (1909-1911). ,-

We will discuss in some detail the formations cited in the 
accompanying section, especially those of them that are of impor-

, tance in regard to the occurence of oil on the Islan<l. From this 
viewpoint the youngest arenaceous deposits containing Car diu m 
e d u I e,. which form spits and low sandy shores on the periphery 
of the northern, eastern and southern parts of the Island, are of n() 
interest for us 1). The same may be said of the ancient continental. 
sediments, which lie stratigraphically higher than beds with Cax:
dium edule and have a rather limited lateral extent. The ancient 
Caspian sands, of which only isolated patches remain in various 
places on the Island, have been impregnated with, oil originated 
in other strata, and thus converted into «kin> sandstones, but these 
rocks are likewise of no commercial value altogether. These beds 
are unconformably overlying older sediments. Beds with Cor b i cuI a 
flu min a lis have been preserved on Cheleken only in three places 
of its western portion and exhibit some deformation, dipping in 
one place at an angle of about 5°. This formation contains several 
layers of <<kin> sandstones, but is of no commercial importance. 
The Corbicula beds are likewise separated from older strata by an 
unconformity . 

The Baku beds are divided into two divisions-the Lower and 
Upper divisions,-have a rather wide extent on Cheleken; they 
border the central elevated portion mainly on the south and east. 
The Upper Baku beds are bituminous, but yet of no commercial 
importance; although the Lower Baku beds contain oil in situ, 
its commercial value is negligible, because the sands are everywhere 
outcropping and loosing the oil. The Upper Baku beds unconfor
mably lie on the Lower Baku beds; both are disturbed. They are 
separated from older strata by an unconformity. 

The sediments of the Apsheronian stage, with which the Ter
tiary system of rocks commences, here are divided into three divi
sions: the Upper, Middle and Lower Apsheronian; they have still 
wider lateral extent than the Baku beds and lie more or less paral
lel with the latter, between them and the central elevated part of 

1) These sediments may contain slightly bituminous sands, if the material 
of which the latter are composed has been derived from some older bituminous 
rocks washed out by sea water; but it is quite evident that no such bituminous 
sediments can be of any commercial value. 
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the Island. All the three divisiolls are disturbed, the disturbance 
being in places very consideral;>le. Unconformities are observed 
within the Apsheronian stage, notably between the upper and mid
dle divisions and the middle and lower ones, as well as between 
the Lower Apsheronian and the Fish beds underlying it. Three 
beds of black shaly clays and reddish and gray marls separating 
them are characteristic for the Apsheronian and serve as 'good 
key rocks at drilling operations. With regard to oil, the upper di
vision is not petroliferous; the middle division contains two oil
bearing sandy beds, which, however,- are always exposed and are 
therefore of no commercial value at the present time; but formerly 
the upper bed was exploited in, many places by Turkomans; the 
Lower Apsheronian is also petroliferous, and in some places the 
oil-bearing beds are not exposed on the surface and may have a mo
derate commercial value: Nobel Bros. have extracted oil from 
these beds by bailing. 

Further downward there are the Fish beds with an abundance 
of verterbrae of fishes,-identified, as to the age, with the Akcha
ghyl stage; the Fish beds lie in many places still nearer the central 
range, than the Apsheronian; in the northeastern part of the ele
vations they alternate laterally with the red-coloured rocks, but 
upon the whole they do not occupy extensive areas. The deforma
tion of these rocks is very considerable, while no unconformity 
could be found separating them from the underlying red .. coloured 
rocks, although such unconformity would be quite natural between 
rocks belonging to markedly different facies. Three layers of fine 
pumice ashes and a black shaly clay are characteristic horizons 
and key rocks. The layers of ashes are bituminous, but of no com
mercial importance. 

The rocks of the red-coloured formation occupy the largest 
area, as compare~ with other country rocks, and form the whole 
of the central elevated portion of the Island; moreover, they like
wise extend along the borders of the latter and occupy at least 
half of the' whole area of exposed rocks. This formation is a very 
characteristic, as to its aspect, persistent, banded formation of 
brick-red, marls, alternating with gray or greenish-gray sands and. 
loosely consolidated sandstones. Marly and sandy beds are variable 
in lateral extent and their mutual relations unceasingly alternate; 
thus, although the formation is very characteristic as a whole, no 
separate horizons within it can be chosen to serve as key rocks in 
drilling or geological field work. The formation is greatly deformed 
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and broken by faulting. As it is unfossiliferous, the determination 
of its age is difficult, but in view of the stratigraphical correlations 
it shall be regardered as identical with the productive series of the 
Apsheron Peninsula. Oil is found in sands of the uppermost part 
of the .formation, and this is the only horizon of a commercial 
importance within: the Island, which has even yielded gushers. 

Photograph by v. Veber and K: Kalitsky. 

Fig. 6. The northern slope of the elevation Chokhrak on the Cheleken 
Island. . 

The average thickness of the horizon is 1.8 m. The rocks of the 
red-coloured formation are widely outcropping and broken by 
intense faulting, owing to which they are far from being uniformly. 
petroliferous throughout their extent; besides, the said formation 
contain only a few oil-bearing horizons, as it has just been stated. 
The most favourable conditions in regard to oil occurence are in 
the western part of the interior tract of the island, approximately 
delimited by the line connecting Kur-Tepe and Gheok-Chulba 
hills, because the superficial beds of this tract are composed, chiefly, 
of the Baku and Apsheronian sediments, while the Fish and Red
coloured beds lie at deeper horizons. Most of the drilling for Qil 
was done within this tract. 
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Finally, the sediments of the Aligul locality are delimited 
on all sides by faults and are themselves strongly' disformed; they 
consist of curious green argillaceous and calcareous rocks and 
sandstones and do not contain any fossils enabling one to determine 
their age. However, a comparison of these rocks with the, cor
responding, members of the geological section on the Apsheron 
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Photograph by v. Vcber and K. Kalitsky~ 

Fig. 7. Salt land on the Island of Cheleken. ' 

'Peninsula shows that the sediments in question should be referred 
to the Lower Tertiary (Paleogene) beds: namely to the Oligocene, 
which is characterized on the Apsheron P~minsula by teeth of Lamna. 
The Aligul beds carrying no oil lie at the base of the whole series of 
sedimentary rocks of Cheleken. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. While describing the stratigraphy of 
Cheleken. we have noted numerous nnconforniities, which serve to 
evidence the reiterated activities of orogenic forces. In' fact, the 
'geological structure of Cheleken is very complicated, represen~ing 
a combination of such different forms, that it cannot be characte
rized by one salient feature predominating throughout the' Island. 
Despite a small geological period of time, during ,which the rocks 
'of t he Island were deposited, the strata have been undergone at 
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least seven times a more or 'less considerable deforma
tion. The strongest deformations took place after the sedimen
tation of the Baku beds, thus determining the complicated struc
ture of Cheleken; the last displacements occured after the beds 
with Cor b i cui a flu min a lis had been deposited in 
the region' of the still existing mud volcano of Aligul. Upon the' 
whole, taking into consideration the attitude of the Apsheronian 
and Baku beds, bordering the exposed rocks of the interior portion 
of the Island, the main structural feature of the latter may be 
defined, with a considerable degree of certainty, as an anticlinal 
dome-like uplift which is strettched from SW to NE. But the strata 
are so intensely broken by faulting within a relatively limited area 
of this ~ome, that it may be said that nothing has been left of 
this dome; it cannot be definitely stated after all whether an inde
pendent elongated dome has ever existed on Cheleken or the dome
shape structure of the Baku strata on the periphery of the Island 
is due to the uplift of. the central part produced by step-faulting. 
With regard to the structural deformations in the central part of 
the Island, the words of V. N. Ve be r may be cited, who says that 
«(there is no undisturbed spot: all is broken and separate pieces have 
sunk differently in respect to each othen>; N. And r us 0 v compared 
Cheleken with a broken plate. It is impossible to plot all faults 
even on a detailed map; only the principal faults are shown on 
the accompanying map. 

There are, in general, two predominating directions of faulting 
on Cheleken: a northeasterly direction (parallel to the longer axis 
of the Island) and a northwesterly one, which runs transversely, 
or rather diagonally; the latter direction is common mainly to 
the western part of the area with exposed rocks. ,The above de
scribed structural features of Cheleken cannot be considered to have 
been produced l?y plicative, contractive forces acting in the earth's 
shell; the structure may be rather associated with a deeply buried 
intrusion of magma, which failed to reach the land surface, having 
cooled and solidified within the crust; this intrusion has given rise 
to an uplift of overlying sedimentary rocks. 

Such an explariation of the geological structure of Cheleken 
has bee~ first held by K. Kalitsky, who backs his opinion by a num
ber of convincing consid'erations. Anyhow, the intensive faulting, 
which has broken the Red-coloured formation, appears as a very 
unfavourable factor with regard to the occurence of oil, inasmu,th , 
as the only petroliferous horizon of commercial importance is asso-
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dated with the said formation. In fact, owing to faulting, the oil
bearing strata have been cut into isolated oil pools, each of which 
had to qe affected necessarily in a very different manner. For 
example, some pools may have been enclosed between two fault 
planes without any connection with the land surface; consequently, 
their oil reserve could be preserved; but it may happen that an 

Photograph by K. Kalitsky. 

Fig. 8. Oil-bearing beds of the Baku stage broken by f~ulting, on the 
western shore of the Island of Cheleken. 

oil pdol is leaned upon a fault plane only by one edge, its other one 
being exposed; in such a case the water rising along the' fa1,llt fis
sure might have driven the oi~ out of the bed. Leaving aside any 
other possible cases, it is only, necessary to no.te that, as a result 
of a strikingly complicated structure, oil is very unequally dis
tributed on Cheleken . .As stated above, the most favourable conditions 
are confined to the western portion of the Is~and between th~ sea
shore in the west and a line connecting the Kur-Tepe and Gheok
Chulba hills in the east~ However,particular details of the ,geolo-

" gical structure control the occurence of oil in different plots of 
, ·this tract. Moreover, there are considerable surface indications of 

oil in. the' so called Zachokhrachie, along the eastern 'and north-
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eastern slopes of the Chokhrak elevation; but the oil-bearing rocks of 
thr Red-coloured seriiS are largely exposed, so that commercial 
oil may hardly be expected to exist there. 

All that has been said above concerning occurence of oil has 
been based on the following general statement put forth by the 
geologists who have investigated Cheleken in detail, viz., V. Ve
b e rand K. K a lit sky: on Cheleken commercial oil is found 
in strata containing primary deposits of oil; deformations of the 
said strata have influenced rather unfavourably with respect of 
occurence of oil. It is to be mentioned that a contradictory opinion 
has been expressed in literature by A. I van 0 v, concerning the 
origin of Cheleken oil, which has led to an animated controversy. 
The said geologist holds that the Cheleken oil has migrated 
along the structural faults and fissures from great depths, over 
1600-1700 m .• and saturated sandy beds which were adjacent to 
those fissures. thus forming secondary deposits of oil. It is clear 
that. should this view be proven. the practical results would be 
greatly different from what has been stated above. But at the pre
sent time it is justifiable to regard such an explanation as an 
expression of very old schemes. in the destruction of ~hich the 
attainments of V. Ve b e rand K. K a lit sky have played 
such an important rOle. 

OZOKERITE. A high paraffin content of the Cheleken oil acco- . 
unts for the presence of numerous deposits ofozokerite (mineral wax). 
which was exploited long since. Ozokerite is a derivative of paraf
fin oils. which is formed in nature after the oil has lost its lighter 
components. It is therefore quite natural that the Cheleken depo
sits of ozokerite have a distinct character of veins, inasmuch as 
fissures are greatly developed in the Island and a paraffin base oil 
has migrated along these fissures. According to K. K a lit sky, 
veins of ozokerite form an intermediate link between oil reservoirs 
of the deep horizons and «kin> covers on the surface. The best depo
sits of ozokerite are found therefore in the western"portion of the 
Island, where the oil-bearing rocks (the uppermost portion of the 
Red-coloured formation) lie at a depth of many tens of meters, 
so that ozokerite veins extend throughout the whole thickness of 
the overlying rocks, sealing, along with wall rock breccia, fissures 
which were once unfilled. Ozokerite was exploited just in this por
tion of the Island, the number of developed deposits being about 
twenty. The ozokerite deposits of Miut, Koshlar, Meshed, etc., 
within the boundaries of properties formerly held by Nobel Bros., 
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are of the greatest interest. Many wells drilled for oil in the west
ern part of the Island have encountered ozokerite~ On the contrary,. 
the prospecting for ozokerite i~ the eastern part of the Island, 
Zachokhrachie, was unfavourable, because the oil-bearing strata 
are there too much exposed and the ozokerite veins are not exten-:
sive. Moreover, the ozokerite of Zachokhrachie contains su~h fine-
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Fig. 9. Map pf the producing oil field of the western portion of the 
Island' Cheleken; i-wells; 2-tracts on which oil has been extracted on a 

commercial scale; 3-extraction of ozokerite. 

grained sand that the latter would not settle at the melting of 
ozokerite, whereas the ozokerite of the western region has much 
higher qualities 1). 

There are two w ate r-b ear i n g h 0 r i z 0 n s in the 
producing oil field. The upper one is embedded in the rocks of the, 
Baku and A,psheronian stages and yields a salt water with a tempe
rature up to 25°C. This horizon has to be penetrated when drilling 
for oil. The lower water horizon lies some meters below the product
ive horizon of the Red-coloured formation and has a wide lateral 
extent within the latter. It contains a water which has a high tem-

1) However, it should be noted that during the European War there was star
ted an exploitation of ozokerite beds, forming the uppermost part of the exposed 
rocks carrying a paraffin oil, in the eastern portion of the Island (the locality Da 
~~. . 
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perature and carries sulphuretted hydrogen together with small 
quantities of hydrocarbon gases; this horizon is so copious in water, 
that the latter flows out of wells. 

. Prospecting and exploitation. 

The Turkomans who inhabit /Cheleken were longe since 
engaged in the extraction of oil from shallow hand-dug wells. 
As reported by E. E i c h w a I d, I. B I a ram b erg and 
F elk n e r, there were in the thirties of the last century over 
3000 oil pits on Cheleken, reaching 40 to 60 m. in depth; oil 
floated on the surface of warm salt or sulphurous water. The output 
of the wells' was not considerable; only the most prolific among 
them yielded 150 to 300 kg. of oil per day, while not more than 
20 kg. a month could be extracted from many small pits. The oil 
so extracted was of a different quality and belonged to two main 
varieties: dark-coloured and light-coloured oil. The principal oil 
market was Persia, to which country over 1,'500 tons of oil were 
exported yearly. Beside the oil, black and white ozokerite was 
produced for illuminating purposes, being used for the manu
facture of candles; various authors applied different names to this 
ozokerite, such as nefte-deghil, 'nefte-dakhil, nefte-ghil, etc. It 
may be mentioned that Cheleken was referred to in the Russian 
literature of those times, as «Neftianoi ostrov» (Oil Island), the idea 
of its richness in petroleum being very popular in _Russia. 

Under such circumstances it is quite naturaf that, at an in
creased interest in petroleum in the early seventies in Russia, the 
general excitement could not have failed to· influence Cheleken 
as an oil producing region~ One of the chief pioneers of the Cheleken 
oil industry was S. P a I ash k 0 v sky, an engineer, who found 
of interest a considerable paraffin content of the Cheleken oil. He 
carried on drilling during the period from 1877 to 1883, but unfor
tunately the wells were sunk largely in the plac~s·.where surface 
indications of oil were located; no geological ~yestigationS hp.d 
been, conducted; drilling results were not, nor could be successful, 
inspite of heavy expenditures. Moreover, the wells sunk by S. P a
I ash k 0 v sky were shallow (about 7~0 m. deep),_ the deep
est one was only about 170 m. deep. Nearly at the same 'Period 
of time Nobel Bros., a well known concern, started operations on 
Cheleken, which proved to be much more successful. They began 
by drilling in the western, most reliable, portion of the Island, and 
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on the property Kara-kyn No.1 brought in a gusher from a depth 
of only 38-40 m. Wells were not equally productive, and while 
some of them yield~d by overflow a daily output of 3 to 6.5 tons, 
others outburst periodically, ejecting to 160 tons per twenty four 
hours. The above named concern started the extraction of oil in 
1876, and for about 20· years they were the sole oil producers on 

Fig. 10. A producing oil field on Cheleken. 

Cheleken. During this period they did much toward the improve
ment of the methods of oil production. The oil was export~d prin
~ipally to Baku for manufacturing kerosene, paraffin, etc. From 
the middle of the nineties new oil producers came in and pro
specting operationa greatly revived. But drilling of wild-cat wells 
10cate4, . w,ithouf J'~ference to structural features of the country 

"failed-to gives\ic~essful results, and by the middle of the nineties 
the pub1ic interest in Cheleken slackened again, although Nobel 
Bros. continued to 'produce a fairly stl!.ble but moderate output, 
ranging to several thousand tons per annum. Besides that concern, 
two or three companies operated on the Island; 'Yells were rather 
shallow and did not exceed 215 meters in depth, the average daily 
()utput being about 8 tons per-well. 
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The end of 1907 was marked, by the coming in of a gusher 
No. 40 on the Kara-kyn property of Nobel ,Bros. The gusher spouted 

- daily about 278 tons of oil, and about 90 tons .of water and mud. 
In 1908 a stronger gusher was brought in on Gadjinsky's property 
in the locality Kara-gush, within' the area of the unsuccesful. ope
rations carried on by Palashkovsky. This well spouted from a depth 
of 170 m. to a height of about 80 m. and yielded over 8,000 tons 
of oil per day. This gusher was followed by others, and Cheleken 
once more attracted the attention of oil producers. As a result, the 
production curve began to rise rapidly from 1909, and in 1911 the 
development of the Cheleken oil industry reached its maxim urn. 
In 1911,17 oil companies were operating, which possessed 66 wells; 
but only five companies were actually oil producers, explo iting 
30 producing wells, the total daily output being approximately 
820 tons. However, during the subsequent years the production 
began to' decline steadily and many companies stopped their ope
rations. Only three oil producers remained: Nobel Bros., Gad
jinsky and Wischau, who controlled the whole production. In 
January 1917, that is to say a little before tlie February Revolution, 
there were 37 producing wells on the Island, with an average to
tal production of only 110.5 tons. During the Civil War in Russia 
the equipment of the productive fields was greatly damaged and 
by 1923 there were on the Island only 12 producing wells (flow
ing and bailed), which yielded 600-620 tons of oil per month. 

No data relating to Cheleken are to be found in the pub
lished oil statistics for the latter years. 

The following table contains figures rel.ating to the produc
tion of petroleum on Cheleken for the period 1891-1924 (in thous
ands of tons). 

1891 1892 1893 
2.9 3.2 ~.9 

1901 't902 1903 
8.2 6.5 3.2 

1911 1912 1913 
217.8212.9 127.7 

189~ 1895 1896 1897 1898 1899 1900 
1.3 1.~ 1.5· 1.~ 5.6 6.5 8.2 

190~ 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 
9.8 1'.7 9.8 13.1· 19.6 '9.1 157.2 

191~ 1915 1916 1917 1923 192~ 
81.9 65.5 '9.1 22.9 5.7 5.2. 

The composition and commercial valzle 01 oil 

A characteristic feature of the Cheleken oil is a high paraffin con
tent. The analysis made in 1895 by our eminent expert K. K~ a ric h
.k 0 v was one of the first analyses of the Cheleken oil and possibly even 
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the very first; according to it, this oil contains 5 per cent of pa
raffin (an average of a number of analyses). Therefore, this oil. 
which is a black fluid with a comparatively high viscosity and 
a specific gravity of 0.8686 (at+ 15°C), becomes thicker at+9°C, 
being like to an ointment; the oil ,entirely solidifies at + 2°C. The 
result of a fractionation is as follows: 

Fractions. 

1) Below 200·C 
2) 200"to 250'C 
3) 250"to 270'C 
') 270"to 310'C 

Yield (Pot cent). • 

2.8 
11.9 

7.6 
6.6 

Total 28.9 per cent. 

Specific gravity. 

0.772i 
0.7961 
0.8100 
0.8228 

It is worth mentioning that corresponding fractions· of the 
Baku oil have somewhat higher specific gravities. 

Residuum after the distillation up to 310°C (71.1 per cent) 
reminds by its consistency a thick ointment; 'its specific gravity 
is 0.9033; this residuum corresponds to the product which is known 
in America as petrolatum. This leads K. K h 'a ric h k 0 v to 
believe that the Cheleken oil must be utilized chiefly for the manu
facture of vaseline and paraffin wax. The samples examined by the 
above named chemist had been obtained from' the test' well of the 
Transcaspian railway. 

In 1897 F. M a i e v sky published an analysis of oil obo; 
bined at a shallow depth from the well No.4 sunk by ~obel Bros; 
on the Kara-kyn property. The results closely resemble those Cited 
above; on being agitated w;ith sulphuric acid the oil yielded 5- per 
cent of black crude wax. wherefrom 2.67 per cent_ of refined pa
raffin were extracted, 'with a melting point or 50°C. A few years 
later (1901 and 1902) K. K h a ric h k 0 v, already mentioDed, 
published data pertaining to the examination of an oil of a some
what different type (derived from the property held by Mr. Kozmin): 
the latter oil belongs to the group of oils which are lighter and have 
a higher content' of volatile constituents, viz.: 

Fractions. 
1) Below tOO'C 
2) tOO· to 150°C 
3) 150· to 270'C 
'I 2700 to 300°C 
5) Residue 

Yield (per cent). 
0.25 (benzine) 
1. 75 (Jigroin) 

27.90 (kerosene) 
8.00 

60.00, with a specific gravity 
0.9078. 
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Th~ latter do not resemble vaseline and have a liq~id· consiste~
cy. This .oil contained only 1 per cent of paraffin. 

A very high paraffin content (9.89 per cent) has been report
ed by I. S t r i j 0 v (1903) for the oil extracted from the well 
of the Cheleken-Daghestan Co. at a depth of 85---87 m.;· the oil 
solidified at+10°C, its residuum being a crude vaseline. Itisnote
worthy that shallower horizons in the same well contained semi
fluidozokerite. On the other hand, analyses of lighter oils are avail
able, for example, the analysis of the oil made by .W. G e r y 
(1908); the oil was derived from a gusher of Gadjinsky's, from a . 
depth of tlbout 170 m. The oil had a specific gravity of 0.8493 (at 
15°C) and yielded at fractional distillation the following distil
lates: 

Fractions. 
1.) Below 100°C 
2) 100° to 125°C 
3) 125° to 275°C 
4) Residue 

Yiela (per cent). 
10.1 (benzine) 
4.9 (ligroin) 

27.0 (kerosene) 
56.5 per cent 

The speci,fic gravity of the residuum was 0.9063; it solidi
fied at+ 17 .5°C, resembling then vaseline; the paraffin content 
was 10.1t..per cent. 

It may be seen from what has been stated above that there 
are apparently two different types of oil on Cheleken; to one type 
~elongs a heavy oil which is charachterized by a higher paraf
fin ~ontent compared with the lighter oil belonging to the other 
type. The lighter oil is found at a greater depth than the heavier 
one, and this fact corresponds with the general principle, according 
to which an oil lying near the surface of the earth easily loses its 
lighter components, thus becoming heavier. . 

Future possibilities 0/ the district. 

At the periods when Cheleken attracted considerable attention 
some exaggerated estimates of its possibilities were published in 
the press; some even held that Cheleken could claim to be of an im
portance equal ~o that of Baku. On the other hand, the failure 
. of a hasty and irregular prospect drilling led to quite contradictory 
and likewise extreme conclusions. However, the results of impb.rtial 
geological investigations of the island, made by V. V e b e rand 
K. P. K a lit sky on behalf of the Geological Committee, show 
that neither of these extreme opinions is correct, the truth lying 
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somewhere in the middle. There may be no question of comparing 
the Cheleken oil region with that of Baku for the following rea
sons: firstly, the aggregate thickness of the productive beds tepre-I 
sents a very small portion of the general geological column of the· 
Island; secondly, an extremely complicated struct.ure of the:country 
is rather unfavourable for the preservation of large subterraneari 
reserves of oil; thirdly, the most valuable field has but a mode .. 
rate area. Nevertheless, the presence of oil' in payIng quaIitities 
cannot be doubted, the oil being, moreover, of· a rather high grade, 
which enables the extraction of such valuable constituents as pa
raffin and vaseline. Considering, therefore, that such valuable pro
ducts may be manufactured from the Cheleken oil, besides the usual 
volatile and inflammable constituents, it should be admitted 
that the oil under discussion is worthy of occupying a definite place 
in the oil industry of this couritry. . 

The desolate character of the Island, want of w~ter, lack of 
labour. absence of victuals and timber are adver~e circumstances' 
for the development of industry on Cheleken. Nevertheless, owing 
to the conveniences of transportation by water and. the presence' of 
protected bays, the said difficulties can be overcome, inasmuch 
as it has been possible, for a number of decades, to cope with them. 
The development of the oi~ industry on the Island largely depends 
on the further study of the geology of the latter,- together with 
a study of the former drilling results; such investigations should 
be conducted with an aim to expand productive areas within' the 
central portion of the Island, which is made up of country rocks, as 
well as in the periphery of the Island, where the productive strata 
are cOncealed under different covering rocks •. The development of 
the oil industry will, no doubt,. facilitate the mining of ozokerite, 
which can seemingly be conducted on a commercial scale. 

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

A complete, almost exhaustive list of the literature referring to 'Cheleken, 
• together with digests of papers, is found in the work of V. V e b e rand K. K a-

1 it 8 k y .Cheleken. (1911). While recommending that list to those who may 
wish to possess an adequate notion of the tichness of the literature on Cheleken, we 
dte below only the most important sources, which are necessary for a study of the 
geology of the oil fields. . 

1. A", P .. I van 0 v. The Chelekenoil fields..--NeftiilnoeDyelo Nos. 6, 'l, 
and 9. 1903. 

3* 
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2. K. K ali t sky. On occurence of oil on Cheleken Island.-Transactions 
of the Geological Commitee, No. 59. 1910. . 

3. V. Ve b era n d K. K.a lit sky. Cheleken.-Ibidem, No. 63.1911. 
(0. K. K a lit sky. Cheleken.-Natural Resources of Russia. vol. IV. No. 22. 

Petroleum and ozokerite .. 1918. . 
. This brief account contain a list of references, which firstJy supplements 

the list included in the book published in 1911 and secondly enumerates papers 
i~ued after the publication of the latter work. 

5. K. K ali t sky. The Transcaspian oil region.-The Petroleum and 
Oil-Shale Industry. Nos. 7-8. 1922. 

3. NEFTE-DAG AND BOIA-DAG 

General description 

GEOGRAPHY. East of the Cheleken Island, on the Asiatic coast 
of the Caspian Sea, amid a low coastal plain there are two isolated 
mountains,-Nefte-Dag (the oil mountain) and Boia-Dag, the for
mer lying northwest of the latter. The country around them is 
a desert which abounds in salt lands and is devoid of fresh water 
and vegetation. The shortest distance from Nefte-Dag to the sea 
shore is about 37 km., while Boia-Dag is about 55 km. distant from 
the sea-shore. But the beach belt is exceedingly shallow. abounding 
in sandy islands and sand:banks; the shore is almost desolate and 
inaccessible for sea-ships. Salt lands or «shors» are spread over 
the coastal plain, alternating with areas of sands, and reach very 
considerable dimensions. These salt lands, as well as the whole tract 
adjacent to Nefte-Dag, have been a part of the bottom of the Cas
pian Sea at a relatively recent time, which may be 'inferred from. 
the presence of shells of marine mollusk Cardium edule. ' 

WAYS OF COMMUNICATION. The shortest way to Nefte-Dag is 
via Balla-Ishem, a small station of the Mid-Asiatic railway, with 
no population but the station personnel. Balla-Ishem is connected! 
with Nefte-Dag by a highway 34 km. long, leading to the south
west from the station; the latter is situated at a distance of 166 km. 
from Krasnovodsk, a terminus of the above named railway on 
the Caspian sea-shore. A horse-tramway existed once between the 
said station and Nefte-Dag, but more than fifteen years ago it was. 
partly taken away and remained only fora distance of 23 km ... 
from the station to the rock salt mines. From these mines up tOo 
Nefte-Dag the traffic was conducted either on carts having extra • 
wide wheel rims to prevent them from sinking into the 10Qse salt soil, 
or else by caravan on camel backs. During th~ years of the Civil.War 
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-the tramroad was -complet~ly ruined, but, owing to the interest 
which the Mid-Asiatic Railway took in Nefte-Dag in quite recent 
years, the road has again become more or less fit for traffic. The 
section of the" road under discussion, which is nearest to the Balla
Ishem station, passes through a gently undulated" desert plain co
vered With gravel and small bushes. This desert gradually passes 
into a sandy desert with low sandy hillocks covered with a scarce 
vegetation; still farther there are flat salt lands covered with salt 

Photograp~ by V. Sokolov. 

Fig. U. General -view of Nefte-Dag from north-west. 

:eflorescence, whiCh extend to Nefte-Dag. The other way to Nefte
Dag leads from the station Djebel, of the same railway, and is 
somewhat longer than the first. But Djebel"holds some advantages 
over Balla-Ishem. ,because it is nearer than the latter to Krasno
vodsk (134 km.). has a village with a post and telegraph office; 
there may be found men, camels an,d · horses, and provisions may 
be made; there is good drinking water. This route,howe
ver, is devoid of any modern means of transportation and is pass
able only by caravans, as it traverses a clayey and desolate 
salt plain. . 

The most convenient way to Boia-Dag leads from the same sta
tion Balla-Ishem and is,4O km.long. The track, which is practicable 

- , . 
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also only for pack transportation by caravan, has a general south
southeasterly direction. and first traverses sands with a scanty 
vegetation and then enters an immense desolate salina. Nearer the 
Boia-Dag the track once more enters . sandy and clayey spaces, which 
are richer in plienoniena of plant and animal life, but the mountain is 
surrounded by a 'belt of the same salt lands which continuously 
concentrate salt brought in by the streams of salt or, generally. 
mineralized water~ which run from Boia-Dag and en<fby dwindling 
in ~alt lands. The shortest distance between Boia-Dag and Nefte-Dag 
is relatively moderate and does not exceed 50 km., but no permanent 
tracks suitable for transportation exist in that desolate salt land. 

OROGRAPHY. Although the absolute altitude of Nefte-Dag 
is very moderate (only 71 m.), its situation on a plain accounts 
for its silhouette being distinctfy visible from a great . distance, 
ev:~n from the station Balla-Ishem, when the air is clear. The moun
tain extends about 4 km. in a southwest to northeast direction 
and has a flattened gentle relief with ·a scarcely descernible sum
mit. However, its slopes, particularly. the northern pne, are precipi
tous and cut by deep rayines having steep walls. The northwestern 
part of the mountain presents fue most dissected relief, but on 
the whole Nefte-Dag Cannot be classified as being intensively ero
ded •. A very high salinity of the soil and an arid climate account 
for the exceedingly poor .vegetation, which is found, mainly, on 
the sands of both alluvial mantle and country rocks, which are 
easily leached out. . 

In general, Boia-Dag is .not,. much different from Nefte-Dag 
by its nature. The mountain is a'u, elevation which extends in a 
latitudinal direction for about 6 km. and is about 3 km. wide; it is 
made up of argillaceous rocks. Streams of salt water run down the 
elevation and end by dwindling in flat salt lands which border it. 
Boia-Dag is intensely dissected; its relief is rather complicated, 
especially in its central part. In'the western portion there projects 
an isolated summit-Kara-Burun, which is a huge stone column, 
representing a neck of an ancient mud and gas volcano. On Boya
Dag there are deposits of a ferruginous substance distingished 
by its variegated colours. The substance is utilized for the prepara
tion of paints and is called by Turkomans «Kara-boia», and the 
name of the mountain itself is due to the fact that its highest point 
is a sandy hillock impregnated with «Kara-boia». 

CLIMATE, W~th regard to the climate of the area surrounding 
the mounta'ins under consideration, only all that has bee~ previously 
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said relating to the climate of Cheleken may be repeated, inas~uch . 
as the discussion of the climate in the former district could not, 
be based on any data other than those of the previously mentioned 
meteorological station in the Mikbailovsky Bay. Authors who 
wrote about the mountains' here discussed· re'corded the unusually 
strong winds driving clouds of dust and producing striking dust-

Photograph by v. Sokolov. 

Fig. 12. Environs of Nefte-Dag ~~d Boia-Dag; rubble desert near the 
station Balla-Ishem; on the horizon-:-mountain Bolshoi Balkhan. 

storms. There prevail, apparen:tly, dry easterly winds, which affect 
some phenomena of the physical geology, for example, .the super
ficial distribution of sands. Westerly winds blowing from tpe se~ 
contain by far more moistllre, but they blow infrequently and 
c~nnot markedly mitigate the arid continental climate of the country~ 

POPULATION. There is no permanent native population in close 
vicinity to the two mountains, the native inhabitants, the Turkomans, 
living nearer the railway-line and the mountains Bolshoi Balkhan 
and Maly Balkhafl. The country is desolate 01]. account of lack of 
water and the absence of 'pasturage for cattle. There was a tempo
rary working popUlation at Nefte-Dag at the end of the last century, 
when prospecting operations were going on • . Bllt after the latter 

. were suspended. the population dissapeared,s that. ten years 
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said relating to the climate of Cheleken may be repeated, inas~uch 
as the discussion of the climate in the former district could not 
be based on any data other than those of the previously mentioned 
meteorological station in the Mikhailovsky Bay. Authors who 
wrote about the mountains' here discussed· recorded the unusually 
s!rong winds driving clouds of dust and producing striking dust-
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Fig. 12. Environs of Nefte-Da:g ~~d Boia-Dag; rubble desert near the 
station BaIla-lshem; on the horizon-mountain Bolshoi Balkhan. 

storms. There prevail, apparently, dry easterly winds, which affect 
some phenomena of the physical geology, for example, .the super
ficial distribution of sands. Westerly winds blowing from the se~ 
contain by far more moist\lre, but they blow infrequently and 
cannot markedly mitigate the arid continental climate of the country. 

POPULATION. There is no permanent native population in close 
vicinity to the two mountains, the native inhabitants, the Turkomans, 
living nearer the railway-line and the mountains Bolshoi Balkhan 
and Maly Balkhan. The country is desolate o~ account of lack of 
water and the absence of 'pasturage for cattle. There was a tempo
rary working population at Nefte-Dag at the end of the last century, 
when prospecting operations were going on.·Bp.t after the latter 
were susI>ended. the population dissapeared. s that ten years 
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later barkhanes of sand were formed within the rapidly ruined build
ings, filling them up to the ceiling. It is hardly necessary to mention 
that the materials necessary for those buildings ha<J to be brought 
from outside the country, and, generally speaking, it was very dif
ficult to get timber in the district, S9 much. so, indeed, that the 
buildings at the salt mines in the locality Bala-KJlO.dja had to be 
erected of slabs of rock salt. . 

Nelte-Dag] 

GEOLOGY. Owing to a multitude of surface.. oil indi
cations in close vicinity to the railway line, Nefte-Dag has more 
than "Once attracted the attention of investigators and oil producers, 
and the number of literary references to that mountain is estimated 
at more than fifteen articles. In 1908 and 1912 the mountain was 
thoroughly investigated by K. Ka lit sky, who' prepared a geo
logical map of it on a scale of 1:10,500. The results of the work of 
this eminent oil geologist were published in the Transactions of 
the Geological Commitee, 1914, from which the following descrip
tion has been drawn, the work mentioned being the most recent 
an accurate and at the same time most authoritative. . 

We are not going to describe here recent sediments, which include 
barkhane sands" salt lands «(shors»), <<kin) covers and those diffe
fent products of desintegration of country rocks, which lie in situ; we 
only 'have to note that the country rocks have the following sequen<:.,e 
(beginning with the youngest ones) . 

. 1. Ancient Caspian sediments (the Quarternary system, Post
pliocene). 

2. Rocks of the Baku stage (the Quarternary system, Post
pliocene), consisting of two divisions: the upper division and the 
lower one. . 

3. Rocks of the Apsheronian stage (the Tertiary system, Plio
cene). consisting of two divisions~ the middle division and 
the lower one; the latter is. in its turn. divided into three' 
groups. . 

Below are described in a more detailed mann~r tbe charac~ 
teristic features of each of the above said subdivisions and their 
rOle in regard to occurence of oil. 

The Ancient Caspian deposits represented. chiefly. by fos
siliferous sandy rocks have not been preserved but as a few pat
ches of remnants. on the elevation of Nefte-Dag. They lie almost 
horisontally. and are in places impregnated with oil and converted 
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-into extensive «kiI'» covers. In regard to occurence of oil the ancient 
Caspian deposits are of no commercial importance. 

The upper division of the Baku stage is represented.by a gra
vel; in which some fossils are found that enable the determination 
,of its age. The grav~l lie longs to the top- of the Upper Baku b.eds, 
but occurs qnly':o.n file periphery of "the 'Nefte-Dag elevation and 

Photograph by V. Sokolov. 

Fi g. 13.' Environs of Nefte-Dag and Boia-Dag: Il\ount~n Bolshoi 
Balkhan.· . 

has nothing to do. with occurence of oil. The lower division of thi~ 
stage underlies the Upper Baku gravel and begins, in its complete 
form, with cl:~,yey sands and, pure sands which are underlain by 
thick plastic clays of ~ brow~ish-graycolour, overlyiI).g a bed of 
sand. Further dow~ there are alternating clays and sands, the 
former predominating, and within the~ a thick reddish clay is 
distinguishable which' contains Did a c naB a e r i' and ~sembles 
a similar stratum on the Cheleken Island. At the base of the Lower 
Baku neds there lies a • layer -of gravel,' which is traceable around 
the whole Nefte-Dag and, being very resistant to destrudive'agen
ties, encircles' tliat mountain by an elleptical ring of diminutive 
ridges and hillocks. But such a complete section is observed only 
in th~ northwestern portion of the mountain, while'in th~ remaining 
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portions the Lower Baku strata, encircling the mountain, are con:" 
cealed to a considerable extent by salt soil and sands. These strata 
are deformed and in places broken by faulting; they are separated 
from the Upper Baku beds by an· uriconformity. They are petroli-

. ferous in only one place, in the western portion of the mountain. 
where a big fault' trending in a latitudinal direction brought them 
into contact with the Apsheronian beds. However, the accumula
tion of oil in these strata is, no doubt, of a secondary character and 
is relate~ with considerable outflows of 011 on the surface, where 
wide kir covers have been formed. 

The top of the middle division of the Apsheronian is represen
ted by alternating clays and sands of grayish shales. Underlying 
the latter are green and reddish clays with intercalations of sands, the 

. clays resting on strongly argillaceous fossiliferous sands interbed
ded with pure sands. Still farther down there ijes a yellow shell 
rock with embedded layers of gravel, and clays alternating with 
clayey sands, underlying which is a compact marl with an abundant 
Jauna; owing to its hardness, it is readily distinguished in the re
lief of the locality. The Middle Apsheronian is thrown into a 
multitude of faults, which divide it into separate portions. which are 
either in contact with each other or are separated by other sedi
ments. However. the distribution of these portions clearly exhibits 
the general annular aspect. These separate portions, or fields. lie 
within the belt of the Baku rocks, between the latter and the central 
portion of the mountain; they underlie unconformably the Baku 
beds and have a general dip from the center toward the periphery 
of the Nefte-Dag elevation. Sands and marls of the Middle Apshe
ronian are in places impregnated with oil; the saturation was a 
secondary process and took place at different periods of time; thus 
the rocks in question form indurated, as well as soft and still not 
compacted <oon> covers. 

The rocks of the Lower Apsheronian may be divided into three 
groups. Th~ upper one is made up of a series of alternating sands, 
clays and marls. containing layers of gravel· and rounded frag
ments of shell~. 'Apsheronian fossils and even ammonites, crinoids, 
etc., originating at a place at least as distant as Maly Balkhan. 
The beds of this series overlie the likewise Apsheronian strata, in 
many places without any reference to the strike of the latter; they 
are distinguished by their inconstant lateral extent, rapidly thin
ning out along their strike as well as down their dip; they. have 
winding edge lines which do not conform' to the strike. It may 



Fig. U.-Geological map of _Nefte:Dag Jafter K. Kalitsky): i-Ancient -Caspian sediments; '2-the Baku stage; 3-the 
middle division of the Apsheronian stage; -4-alluvium; 5-clay with ferruginous laminae; \6-gray marl with Adelina 
voluta (4-6 belong to the lower division of the Apsheronian stage); 7)-covers of kir; 8 - outcrops of the oil~bearing 

strata; 9-faults; i0-hand-dug wells; 11-driIl holes. I-IV-oilregioDs. 
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be inferred from the foregoing description of this series that it'was 
deposited by an Apsheronian river or, in general, by a permanent 
of periodical st~eam. This series extends around the central ele
vation, being exposed on wide but irregularly shaped tracts, and, 
is extensivelly broken by faulting; in general, its strata are dipping 
from the centre toward the periphery. Sands of this series are petroli
ferous in many places, in the northern and northeastern portions 
of the mountain and are frequently converted into soft kir covers 
of relatively recent origin: K. Kalitsky believes this to be a se-
condary saturation with oil. , 

The middle, or second, group of the Lower Apsheronian is 
represented by a bedded dark coloured clay with 'a reddish shade, 
abounding with thin ferruginous partings. The clay overlies a black 
compact marl, which is quite similar to that of the Lower Apshe
ronian of Cheleken and is the uppermost horizon of the lower group. 
It is underlain by a compact light-coloured marl (greenish to light
gray) with ~mall ferruginous concretions and fossils (A del i:n a v 0-

1 uta). At last on the south-eastern and north-western s'lopes of the 
central elevation there are observed thin bituminous sands embedded 
in. the marls of the Lower group. Sediments of both these groups 
are widely spread over Nefte-Dag. The lower marls occupying chief
ly the central elevation, whereas the middle clay' encircles them 
on their periphery and reaches on the South-West and North-East 
the very 'edges of the mountain, where it outcrops beneath the al
luvium. Both groups are greatly disturbed. Having been subjected to 
extensive faulting these beds, are cut into strikingly shaped plots, 
bu.t as a rule there prevails the previously indicated dip, viz.,
the strata dip from the central elevation toward the periphery. 
The clay of the middle group is naturally of no value as an oil re
servoir. while the lower marls are impregnated with bitumen to' 
a certain depth on the northeastern extremity of the central eleva
tion, in those places where they underlie the wide cover of the An-
cient Caspian sands. impregnated with kir. ' 

, The marls of the lower group of the Lower Apsheroniim lie at 
the base of the section of the country rocks composing Nefte-Dag. 
Under them the so-called <<blue clays» were encountered at the bottom 
of only one well (Simonov's well No.1). which was the deepest 
(296 m.). 'These <<blue clays» are believed by K. K ali t sky 
to be nothing else but the equiValent of the Chel~ken Fish beds. 
The section of Cheleken and Nefte-Dag thus closely resemble each 
other, except that the strata with Corbicula fluminalis and the 
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Upper Apsheronian are lacking in the section of Nefte-Dag. K. K a
J its k Y holds, therefore, as being quite possible that the Fish 
beds of the latter mountain may overlie the beds of the red-coloured 
formation, which contains commercial quantities of oil on CheleK~n 
and is identical to the productive formation of the Apsheron Pell
insula. 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. A quite definite idea of the geological 
structure of Nefte-Dag may be derived from the remarks previously 

so 
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Fig. i5. Generalized section of Nefte-Dag from north-west to south-east (after 
K. Kalitsky): I-the Baku stage (upper division): 2-the Baku stage (lower 
division); 3-middle division of the Apsheronian stage; ~lower division of the 
Apsheronian stage (alluvium); 5--the lower division of the Apsheronian stage 
(clay and marl); 6-red-coloured formation. Faults are not shown on the map. 

owing to the lack of adequate data., 

made concerning the attitude of the $eparate stratigraphical groups 
of beds. In' fact~ the oldest strata lie in the central part of Nefte-Dag 
and are surrounded ~n their margins .by younger beds,-the gene
ral dip of. the strata being from the center .toward the margins, 
which corresponds toa structural form representing a short 
domelike' anticline, somewhat elongated in a southwest-northeast 
direction. But this essentially simple structure is strongly comp
licated by a multitude of. faults. striking in yarious dire
ctions, which, however, approach the latitudinal or northwes
terly one. The strata composing the mountain have been most 
thoroughly broken into pieces by this faulting. The chief field of 
actfvity of forces causing faulting was the central, elevated portion 
of the mountain; but the faulting likewise involves the periphery 
of the latter and even the adjacent plain. where, however, it, soon 
dies out .. so that the Lower Baku beds encircle the, mountain like 
a continuous ring. It cannot .be doubted that the falllts were pro
duced at different periods of time and that the subsequent faulting 
occurred along the old fault planes, having. however, a dimi 
nished slip. 

OCCURRENCE OF OIL. The oil indications relating to each of the 
geological groups have already been described above. K. K ali t s~ 
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k Y distinguishes on Nefte-Dag four se'parate field's in which sho
wings of oil are concentrated, such as 'oil seeps, «kin> coverings, 
bituminous rocks, etc. Three of these fields are located on the north
ern part of the annular valley encircling the. main elevation, and 
are outlined on the periphery by an- elliptical belt of the Lower 
Baku gravels. The' fourth field lies on the northeastern extremity 
of the central elevation, ov:er which extends a continuous cover of 
«kif». This latier field is remarkable for the springs, which issue 
within the field and in the 'vicinity of it. Oil and inflammable 
gases issue from the springs together with the water: th~y are~ in 
part, hot. Moreover, mud volcanoes, ejecting oil and gases, exist in 
this field. A feature peculiar to all the fields consists in that the 
oil is of secondary origin. According to K. K ali t sky, the 
outflows of oil from the depths to the surface took place at the 
time of the intense deformation which Nefte-Dag underwent. Ex
tensive outflows of oil on flat areas have formed kir covers and 
facilitated the downward penetration of oil into heading portiOns 
of the underlying rocks, provided the latter were sufficiently dry 
to receive the oil.' It is noteworthy that the southern portion of 
Nefte-Dag is much poorer compared with the northern one in re
gard to indications of oil .. 

PROSPECTING AND EXPLOITATION. The following is a brief. 
account of all prospe'cting' and development work carried on in the oil 
fields of Nefte-Dag. In the western, or first. field there were many 
years ago numerous wells, which were dug by the Turkomans and 
ranged in depth from 10 to 15 m., yielding from 80 to 100 kg. of,oil 
per day. One of the wells, 30 m. deep, is reported to have yielded 
about 500 kg. of oil per day. The oil extracted was exported to 
Merv and Khiva, where it was used for illuminating purposes and 
even for curing domestic animals. 

During the period 1882-1887 test drilling was conducted 
on behalf of the Transcaspian Railway. by Konshin and Simonov, 
engineers~ within the 2nd and 3rd fields. at the places of the mqst 
copious surface indications of oil. north and northeast of the main 
elevation. Five wells_ were sunk in all. one in the 2 and field (Simo
nov's well No.3) and four in the 3rd. The former was 113 mo" deep 
and penetrated alluvial deposits of the Lower Apsheronian., It 
yielded at- trial bailing about 50 tons of oil during 45 days. which 
makes a little over one ton per twenty four hours. Seemingly this 
well continued flowing later~, and a cover of kir was observed 
around it by }{.. K a lit sky. as well as a pool of liquid oil with-
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in the cover. Two wells sunk by Mr. K 0 n s h in were 130 m. and 
160 m. deep and likewise penetrated alluvial deposits of the Lowe~ 
Apsheronian, the well No.1 having been stopped, probably, in tpe 
middle division of the Lower Apsheronian. This well was drilled 
through three . oil-bearing horizons and yielded in 1882 from the 
third one a daily output of 9.8 tons, in 1883-about 6.5 t. and 
in 18M-about 3 t. This was the most successful well on Nefte-Dag. 
The well No.2 yielded in 1884 about 4:9 tons per day. Of the two 
wells of Simonov, one (No.2), about 155 m. deep, resembled Kon-

. shin's well'anlt was located near it; in 1886 the trial bailing from 
this well resulted in the extraction of 69 tons of oil with mud and 
water .The second well (No.1) reached the greatest depth, viz.,296.5 .m., 
but no oil was extracted from .it. Unfortunately. the section of 
the well has not been preserved, although it is known that at the 
end of drilling it entered some strata which are probably related 
to the Fish Beds of Cheleken. The results of test drilling could 
not hay .. favoured the development of Nefte-Dag oil industry,.arid 
although the mountain attracted the attention of producers in sub
sequent years, nevertheless no further test drilling has been done. 
In 1923 ~t attracted the attention of the Mid-Asiatic Railway, and 
it was intended to drill two deep wells, which, however, to the 
best of our Knowledge. have so fat. not been sunk. 

According to K. K a lit sky, who has investigated. Nefte
Dag, the unsuccessfulness of prospecting for oil on that mountain 
was due to the fact that all test'holes have been drilled through 
the strata in which the accumulations of oil are of a secondary 
origin. According to K. K a lit sky, these oil pools are con
nected with outflowing of oil from the depth. He emphasizes the' 
similarity of the geological section of the Nefte-Dag mountain to the 
section of Cheleken and expresses the opinion that the Fish beds 
encountered in Simonov's well No: 1 must overlie the strata of the 
Red-coloured formation, with which, just as on Cheleken. the 
productive horizons should be associated. The latter served as an 
original source for such outflows of oil on' the surface. as were due 
to diastrophic disturbances. Thus, the problem regarding the com-

. mercial accumulation of oil may be solved by testing those pri
mary petroliferous deposits which are supposed by the said geolo
gist to underlie the strata of the Lower Apsh~ronian. According 
to K. K a lit sky, the'most favourable place for drilling to 
test this territory is a large field covered by kir, northeast of the 
main summit, on the crest of the Nefte-Dag elongated dome; con-
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sidering that Nefte-Dag resembles as to oil-bearing horizons, the 
we~tern, . commercially important, portion of Cheleken, he be
lieves that Nefte-Dag )"\Till give' results at least as' satisfactory as 
those attained on the latter. 

THE COMPOSITION AND COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE OIL. SO 
far ~!J th~ qualities of the Nefte-Dag oil are concerned, K o. n s h in· 
reported in 1888 that oil.derived from the deepest horizon of his well 
(130 m.) had a specific gravity of 0.875; contained .30 per cent 
of light distillates, the residuum being.a thick dark-brown liquid .. 
In 18~8 a. more complete analysis was made by K.. K h a ric h
k 0 v; the results were as follows: specific gravity-O.8736 at 15°C. A 
fractiona\ distillation yielded: 

Fractions. Yield Sp. gravity. 
(per cent). 

1. Below 100GC 0.3 (benzine) 
2. 100 to "150Ge ~.8 (Ugroin) 0.754 
3. 150 to 2700C 17.9 (kerosene) 0.8171 
~. 270, to 310Ge, 7.8 (solar oil) O.MO, ~'.'" 

The residuum had a specific gravity 0~9144 and contained 
40 p~r cent of paraffin. 1). 

In K. K h a ric h k 0 v's opinion this oil yields little 
kerosene (15 per cent of the first grade 'or 22 per cent of the second 
grade), which is, 'however, of a good quality, and is not fit for 
the preparation of lubricating oils. An excellent vaseline may be 
obtained from this oil (the quantity of the former amounting to 
36.15 per cent of residuum or 27.2 per cent of petroleum) as well 
as paraffin oils. Moreover, the oil which overflowed from Simonov's 
well No.3 in August 1911 had a specific gra,vity of 0.8807. It is to 
be mentioned that an experimental refinery was constructed in 
1882 at the Balla-Ishem station, where 58.3 tons of petroleum were 

~ distilled and 12 tons of kerosene were obtained, having specific 
gravity 0.818, the yield of kerosene being, thus, about 20 per 
cent. ~ 

1) In K. Kharichkov's book: .On the composition and commercial properties or 
Russian oils. (1902) there seems to be a discrepancy as to parartill ~ontent, viz., . 
in one place be speaks of 2 per cent of paraffin, meaning, apparently, the pa
raffin content of petroleum as ![iucb; in another place, speaking of residuum, he 
gives the figure ~ per cent (p. 125), while at the end (p. 127) be says that the 
residuum solidifies at+12OC towing to the presence of ~O per cent of paraffin»;. 
it is "possible that the latter amount is not an erratum, but is made tenfold in 
accordance with the results of the steam distillation at temperatures over 270OC. 
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OZOKERITE. Describing Nefte-Dag, we 'cannot avoid mention
ing that besides petroleum,' ~eposits of ozokerite have been long 
since known to·exis~ on the mountain. Qzokerite (mineral ,wax) 
occurs chiefly in veins and .intercalations on' the mentioned . large 
kir cover of .the central elevation;· small ozokerite balls are. carried 
out by spring water. Such deposits are genetically connected, just 
as on Cheleken, "with the deposits of oHo! paraffi,D base .. Its' proper
ties proved quite satisfactory, vis., according to K 0 Ii s h i nand 
Let n y the natural ozokerite has specific gravity 0.95, melting point 
62°C, contains 11 to 12 per cent of sand, and yields 62 to ,63 per cent 
of ceresine and 23 to 25 per cent of liquid 'oils. Small quantities 
of ozokerite have long since been extracted by the Turkomans for 
their domestic uses, but the deposits have not been exploited on 
a commercial scale .. A cursory search was carried on in 1881 by 
K 0 n s h i n, but it was not sufficient; thus. '.the deposits of ozo
keri1\e are practically untested thus far. The most favorouble area 
for' testwg is, according to K. K a, I i, t sky. the '«kif» cover 
ment[oned "above; the uppermost points of the latter are believed 
by him to correspond to the places of former effusions of oil. be
cause the cover has not been disturbed. 

Boia-Dag 

GEOLOGY. Contrary' to Nefte-Dag, the literature concerning 
Boya-Dag is exceedingly scanty; there are only two articles concern
ingit, which have "been written by H. ,S jog r en (1887) 'and 
K. K ali t sky (1914). The work of the latter author is more 
complete and contains more accurate data. According to it •. the 
mountain consists of two portions,-the eastern and westen) one, 
which are separated by an oblique fault' trending southeastward. 
The central part of the western portion is ma:de up 'of clays and 
sands, referred by K. K a lit sky to the Apsheronian stage 
and overlain by thick gray and brown clays and marls. The latter 
.are unconformably overlain, en their marginal part, by a series 
of brown clays interstratified with sands, filled with concretions; 
the age of the latter cannot be accurately stated: possibly it is the 
freshwater facies of the Baku stage or it may be even younger, being 
equivalent to the beds with Co r b i c u la fl u m in a Ii s o~ Chele
ken; it may likewise belong to the Apsheronian. Amid the Apshe
ronian clays and sands there are projecting thick sands, which 
are outlined by faults and forming horsts; their age is also un
determined, but they are the oldE)st rocks on Boja-Dag. The eastern 

4'" 
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portion of the mouI!tain is made up of the same alternating beds 
of brown clays and sands, as border the Apsheronian formation of the 
western portion. A salient feature of the southern slope of the east
ern ,portion is a triangular area composed of a dense gray marl 
with fetruginou~concretions and "layers of black sandstone belong
ing ,to the Apsheronian stage. Sandy and argillaceous rocks 
of unknown age join the eastern part of the· mountain from the 
north; they begin with a ferruginous sandstone containing gravel; ~, 
these rocks unconformably overlie the series of brown clays alter
nating with sands. Both in the western and easterp portions the 
strata are involved ina short anticline trending almost' east to 
west; the beds are dipping distinctly from the middle part of the 
mountain toward its periphery.- This fold is cut by a set of dip 
faults, 'which have formed several horsts and grabens; but the an
ticlinal structure 'Of ,each horst and graben is readily observable, 
because the faults strike' at a right angle to the axis of the fold. 
The main fault crosses the mountain, as previously stated.,,!rr an 
'Oblique direction, and the eastern portion is, in relation to the 
"J/estern one, a sunk wall of the fault. 

The above mentioned western colurimar elevation Kara-Burun 
represents an agglomeration of fragments and bowlders composed 
chiefly of calcareous sandstones; this elevation is surrounded by rocks 
of the Apsheronian stage. Both investigators mentioned above 
agree in that it is a neck .of an ancient mud and gas volcano, the 
neck being 'Open due to destructive agencies, which cut away the 
Apsheronian rocks, in which the neck had once been enclosed. 
Around the neck a group of salt and ferruginous springs are situa
ted, which eject also inflammable gas; the' water is of a high tem
perature which reaches 60.5°C. The water of some springs is not 
mixed with oil, but in others oil issues together with water and forms 
films on 'the surface of the latter. Gases of some springs do not smell 
like those associated with petroleum such as, for example, gases 
issuing from oil wells', hut in' other cases they have an odour of pet .. 
roleiun. Some springs yield considerable quantitie's of water which 
flows down the slope as rivulets; salt and ferruginous sediments 
are deposited on the beds of the latter. At least a part 'Of springs are 
ilvidently associated with faults. Beside Kara-Burun, there is 
still other group 'Of" springs, which are situated on the southern 
slope of the main elevation of Boia-~ag, in thick sands which 

, crop out in horsts and grabens of the central part of the mountain. This 
Jatter district is remarkable for the presence of hot and cold sul-
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phurous springs, which are lacking in the vicinity of Kara-Burunand 
which do not carry up films of oil, although they exude inflam",laole 
gas. ... . 
. OCCURENCE 'OF OIL. With respect to occurence of oil K . . K a:' 
lit sky dj.stinguishes three .fields on Boia-Dag. The first . field 
is situated in the vicinity of the eastermost elevatiori, 'which lias 

Fig. i6. (leological map oj Boia-Dag (after K. Kalitsky): 1~arllnaceous and 
argillaceous .rocks of unknown age; 2-formation of brown clays an.d sands ·of 
unknown age; 3--clays, sands and marls ' of the Apsheronian stage; oi--Bands of 
unknown age; ... .,..oil and gas seeps; I-III-oU regions. BlacA linell indicat~ 

. . . ~ults. . 

a flattened relief .and represents an exposure of thick sand impreg
nated with Qil. This field includes both slopes of the mountain and 
is deliJIlited-however~ not quiw exactly.....,....by two faults trending 
.longitudinally. Beds of sands crop out there~ which are interbedded 
with clays and vary in thickness from 1 m. to 6;4 m:; the sands 
are more or less oil-stained and represent :Oil reservoirs of two 
kinds: either they are oil-bearing strata sensu stricto, which have 
the thickness just indicated, or else pockets and lenses of oil-bearing 
sand are included in the rocks devoid of oil. It is curious to note 
that such oil-bearing lenses are projected in some places,and have 
an aspect of rather odd columns, the rock which once surrounded 
them having been eroded. Some thin veins Qf ozokerite were. found 
there, demonstrating the high paraffin content of the Boia-Dag 
oil. The oil-bearing strata of the first field are primary· reservoirs 
~f oil, which is evidenced by the presence of the oil-bearing 
lenses, and belong to a: series of brown clays, the .age ofw1;tich 
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is unknown: but they are probably younger than the Apshero
nian. 

The second field is situated between the main elevation (Boia .. 
Dag) .and the western one (Kara-Burun), .at a distance of appro- . 
ximately 1 km. west of the former. In this field there are several 
pits containing salt water; oil and inflammable gas, having od?ur .. ' 
of oil, issue from the latter, as has been already mentioned~ lq: 
connection with the springs near Kara-Burun. Some strong gas· 
seeps, either associated with oil or not, being fired are burning with 
a fine splendid flame. A strip of ou~cropping sands of the Apshe
ronian age is likewise situated in this field; it is over 100 m. long 
and about 40 m. wide, and abounds with seeps of oil and gas from 
pits filled with water. 

The third field, the last one, lies on the extreme southwestern 
end of the mountain, where many small mud volcanoes issuing 
inflammable gas may be observed, as well as large seeps of dry 
petroleum gas. The strata which yield gas have not been so far 
accurately determined. These strata may be the Apsheronian sands, 
which yield gas and oil in the second field, or else sands embedded 
with series of brown clays, which are of the same age as the oil
bearing strata of the first field. Either solution of the question 
will involve essentially different practical consequences, inasmuch 
as in the first case test wells will have to be driven to a depth 
of about 420 m., while in the second case gas-bearing st!ata may 
be encountered at a small depth. 

No test drilling has been done on Boia-Dag, and the possibi
lity of obtaining oil in commercial quantities has not been veri
fied thus far. K. K a lit sky devotes, in his article, much 
attention to the question whether the oil accumulations on Boia
Dag are primary or secondary ones, and comes to the decision 
that those accumulations are of primary origin. His arguments must 
be acknowledged to be conclusive, but the practical consequences 
of such a solution of the question are, unfortunately, rather unfa
vourable. IIi fact, at an assumption that the oil of the above dis
cussed pools is of primary origin, its reservoir rocks should belong . 
to the Apsheronian or even to younger strata, with which no pro
lific .oil horizons are associated either on Nefte-Dag or on Chel~ 
ken. We know that the horizons which are the most important 
ones from a commercial viewpoint belong to the uppermost portion 
of the Red-coloured formation and may be disclosed on Boia-Dag 
only by drilling deep wells. It is possible, however,· that a de-
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tailed prospecting~ of which this mountain is,no ~oubt, 'worth, 
may reveal some more productive horizons" imismuch as,' e. ,g., 
on Cheleken the Apsheroniiln oil hils some commercial'value. Fur
thermore, it is not improbable that. a thourough jrivestigation 
may discover on Boia-Dag some commercial deposits' ofozokerite, 
because indications of the latter have" already been .found, and 
: the: area of oil seeps east ,of the Kara-Burun elevation seems to be 

:- sufficiently favourable 'for this" 

Future possibilities of the district 

At the first impression Boia-Dag, Nefte-Dag and Cheleken 
(Chokhrak), rising amidst the plains, may be taken for remnants 
of a great mountain system which has been cut down by eroding 

. agencies and possibly was once connected with the mountains Bol
~, shoi Balkhan and Maly Balkhan, lying to the east of the a.bove 

named elevations. Such a view has been held by some authors with 
regard to the origin of these elevations~ K. K ali t sky was 
the first to express a quite different idea; notably, he holds- that 
these isolated elevations arose as a result of subterranean volcanic 
intrusions, which, even though they did not succeed in reaching 
the surface, have uparched the overlying rocks; the latter have for
med dome-like uplifts, which were broken by faulting, when being 
raised. The following facts present positive evidence in favour of such 
an idea: an absolute structural isolation of each of these elevations, 
which are characterized by the utmost intricacy of their . stru
ctural features in their interior portions and the dying out of such 
features toward the periphery of the elevations; the existence, 
within each of the latter, of springs of mineral water, which are 
in general associated with faulting, the existence of springs with 
llOtwater, which must be considered to be juvenile, etc. It is 
quite natural that the oil-bearing horizons proved to be among 
the strata which were uplifted by the said intrusions; the most 
important of these oil-bearing horizons are found in the,Red-coloured 
formation, which is, to all probability, equivalent to the produc
tive beds of the Apsheronian Peninsula. Furthermore, the faulting 
of petroliferous strata and- beds overlying them brought about 
outpourings of oil upon the surface ~nd the formation of kir covers 
over the latter, as well as the sealing of fissures by ozokerite deri
ving from the paraffin bearing oil. Nefte-Dag and Boia-Dag be
long, 'consequently, to those places', where, in virtue of natural 
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conditions, the productive strata proved to be nearer the earth's 
surface, compared with the same strata in the surrounding plains. 
This condition has to be regarded as a highly favourable one from 
a commercial s~ndpoint, because owing to' it we can reasonably 
expect to encounter commercial accumulations of oil at quite 
accessible depths in both localities referred to. According to the 
data of the Cheleken geological section, the aggregate thickness 
of the Baku and Apsheronian rocks overlying the productive hori
zons of the Red-coloured formation amounts to 800--850 m., but 
these figures represent the maximum thickness; and, so far as Nefte
Dag and Boia-Dag are concerned, where many of the beds of those 
formations are lacking, this figure will' probably prove to be more 
moderate 1). 

~ELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 

A list of references for Nefte-Dag and literary digests is found in the book of 
K. Kalitsky referred to below, which is a fundamental work on Nafte-Dagj we need 
not, therefore. enumerate these references in this place. 

t. K. K a lit s k y~ N:eftia1l3.ia gora (The Oil Mountain) in the Transcas
pian Region.-Transactions of the Geological Committee, No. 95. t9U., 

As to the -latest literature. the most valuable data are contained in a werk 
jly the same author:' " 

2. K. K a lit sky. The Transcaspian Region. The Petroleum and Oil
Shale Industry. No. '-8, t 922. 

There are only two articles ,concerning Boia-Dag: 
t. H. S j (\ g r e n Ueber das Tra~kaspische Naphtaterrain.-Jahrb1:ch 

d. K. K. Geolog. Reichsanst. XXXVII. t88'. -
2. 'K. K a lit s k y.Boia-Dag. Bulletin of the Geological Committee. 

XXXIII. t9U. 

1) The mountain Monjukly is sometimES cited in lists of oil fields of the 
eastern shore of the Caspian Sea. The mountain lies amidst a plain, 18 km. 
southwest of the station Balla-Ishem. In the main, it resembles Nerte-Dag or Boia. 
Dag and is made up of the Baku and Apsheronian beds j which form a dome cut 
across by large faults. Toward the end of the first decade of this century reports were 
circulating concerning the discovery of oil on that mountain, and the mountain was 
covered by llrospect oil claims. This induced the Geological Commitee to undertake 
an investigation in 1913. which was carried on by K. K a lit sky (see Bulletin 
of the Geological Commitee. XXXIII, 19U, p. p. 1221-1231. eKum-Dag and 
Monjuklyt) and showed that there are no showings of oil on that mountain. nor 
are there any data indicating the existence of subterranean reserves of petroleum, 
Although the uprise of Monjukly must also be attributed to a magmatic intrusion, 
but in this case the latter apparently tcok place under a place where no oil was 
presentj consequently. so far th€re is no J'(ason for including Monjukly in a list of 
oil fields. 



4. THE CHIKISHLAR OIL REGION 

General description 

Chikishlar is a small fortress with a wharf, located on· a· low 
shore of the Caspian Sea, about 320 km. south of Krasnovodsk, 
a short distance to the north of the Persian frontier of the Union 
S. S. R. It is at present within the Krasnovodsk district of the 
S. S. R. of Turkmenistan. Close to the fortress there is a poorly 
organized settlement serving as headquarters for the local ad
ministration, with a Russian population estimated at a few hund-. 
red. The sea-shore here has a straight outline and is so shallow 
that steamers have to anchor at a considerable distance from Chi
kishlar. The monotony of the shore-line is interrupted only by a 
long and narrow bay, Hassan-Kuli, the inlet to which is located 
about 20 km. south of Chikishlar. The Atrek river, which is a part 
of the boundary between this country and Persia, discharges its 
waters into this bay, which is important for fish-trade, but is inac
cessible for sea-ships on account of its extreme shallowness both 
at its entrance as well as in its interior (0.6-1.2 m.). 

In the neighbourhood of Chikishlar there lies a low desolate 
plain, which has emerged from the Caspian Sea at a comparativly 
recent time; this is. evidenced by vast agglomerations of hitherto 
living marine shells far inland from the present shore line. This 
plain has a sandy soil and is covered by a scanty and monotonous 
vegetation 'of bushes. The valley of the Atrek river has a quite 
different aspect, and, owing to the abundance of fresh water, there 
are grown cereals and cultivated orchards, gardens and cotton plants. 
The native population consisting of Turkomans is concentrated 
in this valley, whereas it becomes very scarce north of Chikishlar. 
The climatic conditions' in the Chikishlar region, situated between 
37°30' and 38° north latitude, are more favourable. as compared with 
those of the previously described oilbearing regions of the Cas
pian coast, lying north of the Chikishlar region. The latter receives 
a greater amount of rainfall. The sea does not freeze at all. 

WAYS OF' COMMUNICA:rION. In prerevolution~ry times Chikish .. 
lar was connected with Krasnovodsk by regular weekly steamship 
voyages, but a~ present the regular steamship navigation is not 
yet reestablished here. The passenger and cargo traffic' through 
Chikishlar is greatly impeded by the lack of a protected haven and 
by the shallowness of the sea off Chikishla~. When the sea is very 
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rough, the steamers do not touch at Chikishlar at all, but even 
in fine weather they drop anchor in the roadstead· a few kilome
ters from the shore, and the transportation of passengers and car
goe is conducted on sailing boats owned by Turkomans. A highway 
leads inland, connecting Chikishlar with the Bami station of the 
Mid-Asiatic railway, which is situated at a distance of 390 km. 
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from Krasnovodsk. This road is 360 km. long, but it is not now 
in a satisfactory condition; the transportation on it is not orga
nized, so that it is nothing else but a caravan route. This road may 
be likewise taken to reach the town Kizil-Arvat, on the same rail
way line (336 km. from Krasnovodsk), which is connected With 
Chikishlar by a telegraph line. 
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Geology and ~ccurence 0/ oil 

On the coast3.l pla1n north or Chihlshlar there are many hil
locks of more or less regular conical shape,' which are nothing else 
but active or extinct mud volcanoes. The 'latter were Investigated 
in 1913 by K',Kalitsky, on:behalf of the Geological Commit
tee, and the following description is based on the 'report of this 
geologist. Among the mud volcanoes, those of Keimir are especially 
of importance; the said volcanoes are known for their positive indi
cations of oil; they lie near the Keimir water wells, 29 kin. north
east of Chikishiar and 10.5 km. from the sea-shore. They may be 
reached from Chikishlar by carn'an route' on horseback or on ca
mel-back. These volcanoes do not project above the surrQ~ding , 
plain, but are located in a shallow' depression, amidst, sands co"': 
vered with scanty vegetation, so that they are not easi.ly reached 
without the assistance of guides accquainted with the neigbourhood. 
The volcanoes represent, iIi fact, ,a rIattened gray' cone covered 
with salt efflorescences; there are four craters on the cone. The noi-th
ermost crater (its diameter, was 10.6 m. in Mai 1913) issues gases, 
but no oil is observable there. The se'cond crater (its diameter was 

. 7.4 in. in Mai 1913) lies' close by, south of the first, and does not, 
yield either gas or oil, water flowing from it northeastward. Farther 
southward there is a crater wlllch presents a combination of two 
intersecting circles of different diameters and is filled with water 
which runs down westward into the crater lake close by. It ex
hales gas' energetically; a muddy froth with oil flows on the sur
face of the water, while arround the latter., on the ,border of the 
volcano, a fringe of thick oil is deposited. The fourth crater, or 
crater lake, is situated west of the three craters which ,have been 
just mentioned, and is about 80m. in diameter. Gas likewise issues 
from this crater and petroleum froth flows on the ,water, but the 
latter may have been derived, like the' water. from the' third cra
ter. Northwest of the described group of' craters there'is a fifth 
one, which is the 'largest and forms a combination of a num
ber of craters which have successively subsided. The .active crater 
is situated 'in the center and is filled witli water having no outlet, 
its, level being 7.5 m. below the edge of the old crater, which is 
the largest. Gas issues, from the water, and a muddy froth.' with 
oi I flows on the surface of the latter; around the present crater there 
are a few minor mud volcanoes, which eject mud" inflammable 
gas and sometimes small quantities of oil. The edges of the old crater 
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are composed of sand impregnated with kir. North of it, close by. 
there is a filled crater, the sixth; it is made up of a finegrained 
bituminous sand, which is easily driven by wind. Some fossils 
(Didacna trigonoides, Dreissensia polymorpha,etc.) 
occur in this sand, which res~mble the fossils from the beds with 
Co rb ic u la f I umi na Ii s of the Cheleken Island; the latter beds 
are referred to the Post-Pliocene and are older than the deposits 
of the Ancient Caspian transgression and younger than the beds 
of the Baku stage. Near the sixth crater there is a funnel-shaped 
hole, which is almost as large as the latter, but is of no importance. 

There are, thus, on Keimir s~ven craters, which may be sub
divided into two groups; oil issues from three craters, and four is
sue inflammable gas. 

Besides the Keimir mud volcanoes, there are' many others 
in the neighbourhood of Chikishlar; the largest of the latter mud 
volcanoes is Bely Bugor (White Hillock) or Ak-Patlak, 17 km. 
north of Chikishlar, 60 m. high. This is the most conspicuous ele
vation in the district of Chikishlar, well observed from the sea and 
marked on sea-charts as a .guide point .. Ak-Patlak does not eject 
either oil or gas, but is of interest.. because some pieces of rock 
with fossils have been found in the material thrown out by j.t; the 
fossils being of the same age as those previously indicated for Keimir. 
We shall not describe the mud volcanoes Tulukly (4 km. northeast 
of Ak-Patlak), P9rsu (5 hours ride on camel-back east of Chikishlar) 
and others, as they have no indications of oil, although on Porsu gas 
issues from water and the previously named fossils occur in masses 
ejected by the volcano. We shall mention the so called Kipiashchy 
Bugor (the Boiling Hillock)" situated at a distance of 10.5 km. from 
Chikishlar, towards the Hassan-Kuli Bay. This hillock . lies on the 
sea-shore and appears as a group of active mud volcanoes ejecting 
mud and gas; but the latter is not petroleum gas; it is apparently 
marsh gas mixed with sulphuretted hydrogen and other gases 
and is derived from youngest beds lying at a small depth, beca)lse 
the only shells carried bylthe ejected products are the shells of now 
living forms. . 

Furthermore, there is a submarine mud volcano about 6km. 
south of Chikishlar, near the shore; the volcano. forms a hole 6.5 m. to 
8.5 m. deep in the sea bottom, where the depth of water is. ~nly 
about 1.5 m. This mud volcano manifests itself by issuing bubbles 
of gas and, sometimes, petroleum, according to Turkomans' tales. 
During the periods of eruption gas is ejected very strongly. Accor-
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ding to fishermen's statements, there is still another large subma
rine mud volcano, about 65 kIn. from the shore, discharging oiJ, 
which affects the s.!)a waves in a calmingj manner, when the sea 
is rough. 

The foregoing is all that is known about indications of oil in 
the Chikishlar district. The territory has never been tested by dril
ling' and the strata from which, this oil is dirived are not identi
fied. A geologist who attempts to study the geology of the. territory 
will find himself seriously handicapped, because the coastal plain 
over which the mud volcanoes are spread is composed of only're
cent deposits with Car diu m e d u I e and, consequently, h~s emer
ged from the sea at a recent period'. We do not know what are 'the 
strata that lie deeper in the earth 's crust; only the ejected material 
enables. to oottclude tha~ those strata should contain beds with Cor." 
b i cuI a flu min ali s, which are referred to the Postpliocene;. The 
geological o;tructure of the strata which lie concealed at greater 
depths is likewise unknown; for, whereas the recent sediments: rest 
quite untilted. a variety of diastrophic phenomena may have· de~ 
formed the older strata; and the topographical features produced' 
by such defermation may have been obliterated by the sea abrasion 
in a later period. when the sea was spread over a wider area than 
at the present time. We have. thus, to draw a final conclusion 
from what has been stated above that the geology of the Chiki~ 
shlar district can be disclosed only by drilling prospect holes;' other"": 
wise all considerations concerning the composition and seque,nce of. 
the rocks involved in the geology of the district, their attitudes and 
oil bearing horizons will remain absolutely groundless. The fact 
that the strata of the region are so little. exposed is to some extent 
a favourable factor, allowing the conservation of C!il in reservoir 
rocks. w,bereas in those territories where the beds are well exposed 
oil is liable to be wasted by loss of gases and outflow. As may be 
inferred from the' data indicated above, the surface indications' of 
oil are rather feeble in this district, but this does not mean that 
the reserves of oil are poor. because no correlation is known to 
exist between the subterranean reserves of petroleum and the sur
face indications of the latter; consequently. the character of the 
petroliferous deposits of the Chikishlar district cannot be ascertained 
otherwise than by test drilling. . 

Furthermore. if considerable quantities of inflammable gas 
are discovered in' the district under discusion. this gas may be 
utilized for further field operations as 'Well as for heating and illu-



minating purposes in this province, where the region of the Atrek 
river and Hassan-Kuli Bay has, owing to natural conditions, a 
chance of successful development und progress. 

Future possibilities 0/ the district 

So far, the commercial value of the Chikishlar oil is entirely 
unknown. In this respect of all the previously described regions 
only Manghyshlak may be compared to Chikishlar, while there is 
a sufficient quantity of fundamental data to form a positive idea 
of the possibilities of the Cheleken, Nefte-Dag and Boia-Dag oil 
regions. But the Chikishlar region differs from Mangyshlak in that 
the oil horizons of the latter are seemingly associated :with the Meso-. ~."",. .. . 
zoic strata and have quite a different character, resemi?1ing the. 
region of the Ural and Emba on the northern shore of the Caspian 
Sea. Anyhow, it can hardly be doubted that Chikishlar lies within 
the region of the development of productive petroliferous strata 
belonging to the Tertiary and Post-Tertiary and embracing the 
whole of the southern hall of the Caspian Sea. It is possible that 
the paying quantities of oil lie on the eastern sea shore in the 
horizons which are stratified not above the- Red-coloured series, 

... -" » 

... which is equivalent to the productive series of the Apsheron Penin
sula; but, according to the section of Cheleken (see p. 20), the thick
ness of: the strata overlying the latter formation is . estimated 
at 800 to 850 m.;these figures should be taken into account in 
starting to search for oil in the neighbourhood of Chikishlar. On 
the other lland. it is not, of course, impossible that the Red-co
loured series will prove to be nearer the land surface. owing to the ab
sence of sonie part of the overlying beds, the decrease of the thickness 
of the latter or some structural features. Such a hypothesis is cor
roborated by the fact that no mud volcanoes are so far known to. 
exist on the territory between the Chikishlar district and Bo~a-p~g.; 
while on Boia-Dag, Nefte-Dag and Cheleken such mud _ volCaiioe~ -
are associated With certain upheavals of the earth's crust. The 
subsequent development of the recent sediments may have levelled 
the present surface. At any rate, it may be inferred from the forego
ing description that the Chikishlar region is unquestionably worthy 
of being prospected for oil. ' 
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· GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Geography. The Fergana oil fields are located in the Fergana 
region. which is now within the Uzbek Soviet Socialist RepUb .. 
lic; the fields may de divided into three groups, each comprising, 
several field,s. 

The first. southern. group includes six most important oil 
fields: Tash .. Ravat. Sel - Rokho. Shur - Su, ' Kamysh - :Rashi. 
Rishtan and Chimion; two of these fields. viz. Sel-RoAho and 
Chimion, were producing oil for many years and have given posit
ive evidences of commercial reserves of oil. 

The northern group consists also . of six fields: Maili - Sai. 
Piteu-Sai. Encunim-Sai. Shing-Sai,' Maili-Sai, Kulmen. None of. 

,these' fields h~ve yet been developed. 
;I'he eastern group comprises two fields: Changyr .. Tash and 

Telcebel. 
As shown on the accompanying map. the oil fields are. confined 

to relatively small areas. especially those of the northern and eastern 
groups. All the fields lie near the Mid~Asiatic railway line. Thus, 
tlie Sel-Rokho field (the Santo property) is situated 14 km. south 
of the Melnikovo station. and the Chimionoil field-19 km. south 
of the Vannovskaia station. The oil fields of the northern, remotest" 
group. is at a distance of 21 km. from the Uch-Kurgan station. The 
Changyr-Tash field of the eastern group lies at a distance of 6-
7 km. from the railroad. . 

Ways oj communication. On a general map may be -seen the 
situation of Fergana oil fields in relation to the sea-ports for export 
trade (Batumand Poll) and the wharfs of the Volga river (Samara). 
as well as to th~ main water way of 'the U. S. S: ,R .• -the Volga 
river and its mouth. ., . . . 

The shortest way for shipping petroleum products from the. 
Fergana. region to the foreign market is as follows:] by the Mid
Asiatic railway to Krasnovodsk. next by sea to Baku and finally--. 
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transportation by the railroad tank-cars or pipe line to Batum. 
The distances are: from the stations Vannovskaia or Melnikovo 
to Krasnovodsk 1,955 or 1,850 km., and from the same stations to 
Samara-2,622 -or 2,517 km. 

Although the Fergana region is bordered by China (Kashgar) 
on one side and by AIganistan on the other, and is in the immediate 
proximity to India. the boundaries separating the region from 
these countries extend along the almost impassabl~ mountain 

Fig. t. Map of the oil fields ~f Fergana: i-producing areas; 2~il fields. 

ranges of Pamir and its spurs, which border the Fergana depres
sion on the south. 

Thus, the remoteness of the Fergana oil fields from ports of 
exportation to Europe (Batum), the inaccessibility of the boun
daries of the neighbouring countries. which hampers extensive 
trading operations, and' finally the small consumption of oil pro
ducts in those countries,-all these circumstances lead to consider 
the fields under discussion as being only of domestic importance. 
inasmuch as their products are marketable only on the territory 
east of the Caspian Sea. Nevertheless. this circumstance in no way 
restricts the development of the oil industry in the Fergana region. 
because the consuming capacity of the local market is so large. as 
to easily absorb all the production of the local oil fields during 
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the first period of their development; and the natural resQurces 
of the Fergana region are so large. that the future growth of its 
industry warrants the consumption of the whole production of the 
local oil fields. It should be added that formerly only 10 per· cent 
of the Turkestan demand.of oil products was covered by local pro-
duction; the rest had to be imported from Baku. ' 

Orography. The Fergana I:egion is a depression .measuring 
250 by 100 km. and surrounded by high mountain ranges. On the 
north and east it is bordered by the Chatkal and Fergana ridges, 
which are offshoots Qf Tian-Shan; on the south it is confined by 
the Altai mountain range; beyond the latter .lies the mountainous 
region of Pamir extending almost to India.' Ou the southwest the 
region is separeted from Eastern Bukhara and the Samarkand 
region by the Turkestan range. Only on the west the narrow valley 
of the Syr-Darya river serves to join the Ferganaregion with 
the Syr-Darya and Samarkand regions. 

The oil fields are located on the edges of the Fergana depres
sion: on the foothilJs of the Alai range (the southern group), as 
well as of the Fergana range (the eastern and north~rn groups). 

As has been alr~ady stated, all. the above said fields are si
tuated in an immediate proximity to the Mid-Asiatic raiJway, 
with,. which they are connected by macadamized and common. 
carll'oads; goods are transported in motor-cars or teamed wagons; 
these roads are now kept in fulle order. . 

Population. The Fergana region has a thick population which 
consists of various ,nationalities, and has a density ranging from 
30 to 36 persons per square kilometer, excluding the almost deso
late Pamir. The most densely populated are the Kokand and Mar
gelan districts. The various nationalities of the region are number
ed as follows (statistics for 1912): 

Russian and Ukrainian. • •• 
Uzbeks •••••••.••• 
Tadjiks •••.••••.•. 
Kasbgars and Karakalpaks. • 
Kara-kirgbises. • . • • . 

. Turko-tartars. • _ . . . . • . 

10,000 
9103,000 
1U,OOO 
26,000 

202,000 
261,000 

1,556,000 . 

O.M% 
60.60% 

7.33% 
1.67% 

13.00% 
16.76% 

100.00% 

The oil fields lie in the most densely populated districts (36 per
sons per square kilometer). In the villages surrounding the oil 
deposits live Uzbeks, Tadjiks and Kara - Kirghises. Natives gene-
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rally are employed as common labourers. However, they furnish 
also such qualified labourers, as pumpers, drilling workmen, tool
dressers, masons and carpenters. The percentage of native labour
ers employe!i in the oil fields reaches approximately 50 per cent 
of the total number of oil field workmen. 

Skilled labour for deep drilling is supplied by Persians; workers 
of "various nationalities usually coming from Baku are engaged 
as locksmiths, turners, engine fitters, machinists", blacksmiths, 
founders and carpenters. The close vicinity of populated localities 
solves the question of supplying the oil fields witli common labour 
and considerably simplifies the housing problem. inasmuch as 
most workmen reside their villages. 

Water is found in sufficient quantities in all inhabited loca
llties;there is no difficulty in providing the oil fields with victuals. 

Building materials are found in the Fergana region in abun
dance. Limestone used for the preparation of unslaked lime. as 
well as sand and clay. are to be found in the vicinity of the oil 
fields. Raw bricks made of Turkestan clay and dried in the open 
ai~ constitute a good building material. For plastering purposes 
gypsum is used, deposits of which are found in every part" of Fer
gana. 

All the foregoing leads to the conclusion that in the Fergana 
region there are present all the conditions favourable for its indust
rial development. 

Among the oil fields mentioned above only two are producing 
oil on a commercial scale, viz. the Sel-Rokho and Chimion oil fields. 

GEOLOGY 

The oil-bearing formations of Fergana consist mainly of Ter
tiary strata. viz. Oligocene and Eocene. 

The upper part of these strata is characterized by its red colour 
due to the ferric oxide compounds. while the lower part is green 
coloured by ferrous oxide compounds. This green formation is known 
as the Fergana stage and contains oil-bearing horizons. 

A geological column of sediments involved in the geology of 
the oil fields is here given (fig. 2) which has been drawn by 
K. P. K ali t sky for the Tertiary formations of Rishtan. In this 
section the letters 1. m. n, o. p. q. r indicate the key horizons trace
able throughout the oil-bearing areas of Fergana. 
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1. Post-Tertiary sediments. 

1. Gray gravels and conglomerates. 

11. Tertiary sediment.s. 

A) OLIGOCENE 

2. Brick-red clay interbedded with thin layers of gypsum~ 
The clays are homogenous, only in the lowest part of these strat~ 
-there . are sandstones of the same brick-red 
colour. The thickness of clay strata is in places 
very great and attains 300 m., e. g. in the 
Chimion field. . 

3. The sand «I'» is up to 40. m. thick~ This 
horizon is in places waterbearing or stained 
with oil; in other places it contains neither 
water nor oil. 

4. Crimson clays «q»-a homogenous and 
thick horizon .in which are interstratified 
layers of hard sandstone and oyster limestone, 
consisting of E x 0 g Y f a fer g a 'n ens i s 
and E x 0 g y rag a I eat a; fragments of 
Pee ten S p. and teeth of sharks. are also 
found. Locally gypsum veins are observed. 
The thickness of the clays «q» reaches40.m. 

5. Pale-green marl, approximately 4 m. 
thick. 

6. The horizon «p»,-:-a constant horizon 
throughout Fergana-is a .layer of greenish
yellow colour. with ochrous spots and thin 
intercalations of yellowish gypsum. G r y- . 
p h a e a S eve r Z 0 v i, P e c ten s p. and 
other fossils have been found. Thickness-
0.12 m. 

7. Green marl, 50 meters thick. For the 
-uppermost part of this horizon G r y p h a e a 
S eve r Z 0 v i is characteristic, while 0 s t
rea t ian s c han ens isis found in 
lower parts of the horizon. 

8. Gray shaly clays interbedded with gray 
limestone, thickness up to 50 m. 

,. 

p 

o 

" 

m 

Fig. 2. Typical sec
tion of formations com
posing ,the petron.. 
ferous deposits of Fer. 
gana (outcrops of Rish-' 
tan). The meaning ot 
the letters is given ill 

the text. 
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9. The brownish-greim or tobacco-coloured day «0» interbed
ded With layers made up of P I a t y g e n a a s i a tic a; ihis 
horizon is traceable in all oil fields of Fergana and is also known 
under the name of«p I ate h 0 r i Z 0 m). Thickness amounts to 
18 meters. 

10. Light-yellow fine-grained sands interbedded with con
glomerate consisting of small pebbles and limestone. There are 
found 0 s t rea k 0 k a n ens J s. as well as sands and· some
times calcareous layers unequally stained with oil. 

The calcareous layers' of Rishtan are identical with the lime-' 
stone «m of the Kamysh-Bashi and Sel-Rokho geological sec
tions. 

B) EOCEN 

11. Brightgreen clays with oil-bearing sands. 
12. Grayish-green clay or marl. with intercalations of oil:

bearing marl. At the bottom of these strata G r y p h a e a E Sot e r
h a Z y i isoccuring. 

13. Limest~ne «ID)). The upper part of thi(formation is compos
ed of yellow sandy ~estone which is very persistent along the 
strike of the strata involved. It is underlain by a gypsum layer 
of varying thickness. The lower part of the limestone «ID)) con
sists of white granular limestone which near the iop of the bed be
comes cellular. Oil has been encountered in places' in the cellular. 
part of this formation. . . 

14. Grayish-green clay or marl with numerous layers of oyster 
with G r y p h a eaR 0 man 0 v sky i. 

15. Limestone d»; its thickness exceeds 30 m. This limestone 
is the lowest member of the Fergana stage which rests on the 
gypseous formation of the Cretaceous age. 

Below-follows the des~ption of the different oil fields of 
the Fergana region. 

THE CHIMION OIL FIELD" 

As has been mentioned above. the Chimion oil-field belongs 
to the southern group and lies 19 kilometers south of the Vannov
skaya station of the Mid-Asiatic railway. This field has been 

. exploited for many years and thouroughly explored. giving posi-
tive evidences of commercial oil. 

The hilly territory on which the property is situated is. on an 
average about 41 meters above .t~e Vannovskaya railway station. 
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The oil field is in pla- t. 
ces connected with the 
station by a macadam 
road. The latter passes 
through the large 
village of Alt - Aryk. .; 

which is 4 kilometers ~ 
distant from the station; • farther no villages are 
encountered on the. way 
to the property. 

This field embra-
= two low ridges ! os ces ... 
::I 

(adyrs) lying at the foot- ~ os 
hills of the Alai moun- :>-0 

"CI tain range. It comprises c: 
os 

two oil pools: the Chi- c: 
0 

mion oil pool properly ·s 
. and the Yarkutan oil :a u 

pool. -0 

The Chimion pool '" os ., 
is situated on the Kash- .. os 
kar-kyr hills, between ! til) 

.S 
the villages Langar and § <> 

i ::I 
"CI 

Chukur - Kishlak; the 2 
Yarkutan is located on 

s::>. -0 
the hills southwest of s::>. os the Chukur - Kishlack ::;: 
village. ...; 

North of the ridge e.O 

on which the oil field Z r:.. 
is situated extends a ~ 

::> 
broad valley . which is ~ 

Ix: an absolutely barren ~ gravel desert. South of 
Q 

the ridge lies another z 
broad-valley whichse- -< 

z 
parates the ridge from 0 -the foothills of the ::;: -Alai range, composed ::r::: 

u 
of the Paleozoic and 
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Mesozoic rocks. That part of the valley which is in· close vicinity 
to the foot of the southern slope of the Chimion ridge is filled with 
loess-like deposits and is known for its fertility; it is exceedirigly 
rich in underground water, what is evidenced by the presence of 
numerous springs situated at the foot of the southern slope of 
Chimion adyr and in deep excavations from which water was 
drawn for boilers in those times when all the work in Chimion 
was done with steam-engines. There is seemingly a fair degree of 
certainty that fresh water may be obtained in any point at the 
foot of the southern slope of the Chimion adyr. 

The wells which were sunk here at different times are located 
on an interrupted. line about 6 kilometers long, in conformity with 
the geological structure (fig. 3). 

Geology. Compared with other oil fields of Ferga~a, the pro· 
ductive series of the Chimion field are very little exposed; thus, 
the Eocene formation, whcih includes -all productive horizons, does 
not crop out at all. The thickness of the Oligocene formation on 
the Chimion area is about 350 meters. 

Within the Yarkutan area the beds of the Fergana stage form 
an anticline which is so compressed from both sides that its flanks 
are nearly vertical. This circumstance accounts for a peculiar 
appearance of the geological map of the Yarkutan area-a narrow 
band of green clays curiously winding amid the spacious areas 
occupied by red clays. The map of the Yarkutan area would assume 
such an appearance, if the cap consisting of thick gravels, lying 
north of Yarkutan ridge, as well as loess sediments on the southern 
slope of the latter are removed from the land surface (fig. 5). Strongly 
compressed folds are usually overturned; such is the case with 
the Yarkutan fold, which is overturned alternatively toward either 
side. 

The geological structure of the eastern area, or the Chimion 
area proper, is on the whole similar to that of the Yarkutan area; -
between the Chukur and Langar kyshlaks there is an anticline 
with a narrow arch and steeply dipping beds on both flanks. Due 
to the lack of outcrops, it is impossible to draw such a detailed 
map of the Chimion area as are the maps of other Fergana oil fields. 
The structure of this area has been therefore investigated by deep 
drilling. But as the wells are located along the axis of the antic
line, they serve only to explore the crest of the anticline (fig. 4). 

The Chimion fold extends from ENE to WSW; its axis is plung
ing in either direction.- The fold is complicated by a strike fault; 
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cutting it approximately along the axial plane, owing to which 
the southern flank of the fold is somewhat pushed over the northern 
one (fig. 6). This thrust dies out eastward, whereas its displacement 
increases westward, towards the wells Nos. 22 and 40. The fault 
pla~n dips ,South at an angle of approximately 80°. 

Occurence 0/ oil. The oil bearing strata of the Chimion oil field 
belong exclusively to the Eocene formation. 

Fig. ,. Geological map of Chimion i-red clays of the Oligocene; 2-the green 
lormation (Oligocene and Eocene); 3-gray clays overlying the horizon CO)); 

4-wells. ,. 

The green clays overlying limestone «m» are interbedded with 
petroliferous sands which are being exploited within the Yarkutan 
area. In the Chimion field oil is extracted mainly from the sands 
overlain by limestone (lID). The green clays underlying the petro
liferous sand do not carry oil within the area under cQusi
deration. 

The oil-bearing formation is overlain by the Oligocene green 
clays.by the horizon «n», and by the strata underlying the latter; 
it is underlain by the gypseous formation of the Cretaceous age. in 
conformity with what has been observed in the rest of Fergana oil 
fields south of the Mid-Asiatic railway. The strata underlying the 
Chimion oil-bearirigformation have been explored by several deep 
test holes. 

These deep tests have brought out the fact that the gypseous 
formation does not contain even the slightest indications 
of oil. 

'{he petroliferous formation does not crop out within the pro
ducing area. In places of its nearest approach to the land surface 
there were seeps of oil, and the Oligocene rocks are coloured with 
oil. The oil seeped a comparatively long time ago, inasmuch as the 
rocks stained with oil are absolutely dry and easily crus~ed into 
powder. Such places are encountered in the Yarkutan area, where 
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there are outcrops of the horizon «D» immediately resting on the 
Eocene. 

The most interesting of these outc'rops are those of the section 
along the right b~nk of the Arap-Tepe channel. Rocks impregnated 
with oil are here underlying and overlying the horizon «D»; liquid 
Oil still seeps here. In the Chimion field the oil-staining has been 

Fig, 5. Geological map of Yarkutan: i-red clays of the Oligocene; 2-the grean 
formation (Oligocene and Eocene); 3-wells. 

observed in gray ~ciays 00: the crest of the fold· in a large excava
tion. 

Prospecting and exploitation. Oil seeps in the Chimion fie~d 
had attracted attention long before the methods of oil refining 
have been learned. In the times of the Khans, before Fergana had 
been joined to Russia, oil was extracted here from shallow pits. 
But ·the geological investigations and prospecting were first started· 
in the· region after it was annexed to Russia. 

Interest to mineral fuel, both coal and oil, was always roused 
by want of fuel in Turkestan. The explorations were conducted mainly 
by the administrative establishments of the region, but sometimes 
by private persons. Below in the'list of leading bibliography refer
ring to the Fergana region all such eltplorations are cited in their 
chronological sequence. 

Among the oil fields of Fergana the Chimion and Santo fields 
are those which have been best explored and most exploited. On 
the Chimion area 72 deep holes have been drilled,-their average 
depth being 282 meters. Regular development began in 1904 when 
the spouter from well No.1 struck, which yielded during 6 years 
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()f its life 34,900 tons .of oil. Considering the relatively shallow 
wells (267-482 meters), such ail output from a single well may be 
taken as very satisfactory. 

The productive life of wells averages 8 years. The average 
spacing-of wells was 'about 53 meters. There are top waters; dur-. 
ing driiling operations n 
these waters have to 
be ~xcluded from the 
oil bearing horizons. 
Moreover, . there exist 
.hQttom waters the 
character . and ' origin 
of which are not yet 
established. 

By 1915 the plots 
of the Chimion area 
proved to be- exhausted 
to a considerable extent 
and flooded with wa
ter; the Chimion Com
pany that exploited 
this area has moved its 
operations to Yarku-
tan. The yield of the 
Yarkutan wells is lower 

N s 

-- ~~- J 

,oo o , - -
Fig. 6. Section of Chimion a.cross the strike of 
the strata: 1-red clays of the Oligocene; 2-the 
green formation (Oligocene and Eocene); 3-the 

reverse fault plane; ~limestone em •. 

than that of the Chimion area proper. 
The production of oil in the Chimion area is shown iii the fol

lowing table: 
Years. • •• 19M/S 1905/6 1906/7 1907/8 1908/9 1909/10 1910/11 1912 1913 1911i 
Number of 

producing 
wells • •• 3 , 12 U 15 17 15 20 25 32, 

Production in 
1,000 tons. 17.' 61 56 '6 19 2033 29 13.2 16 

Years. • •• 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921/22 1922/23 1923/2' 
Number, of 

producing 
wells • •• 30 3' 35 35 37 36 30 . 28 25 

Production in . 
1,000 tons. 11 10 11 10 7 6 5 , 5 

The decrease of the production during the last· years before 
the war and during the war time is due only to the lack of initiative 
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and unsufficient prospecting in the adjacent areas. Had American 
prospecting methods been adopted and test holes been drilled wher· 
ever there was the slightest hope of obtaining oil. regardl~ss of 
the expenses. the production of the Chimion area would have sur· 
passed by faf its present limited extent. 

K. P. K a lit sky considers the southern slope of the middle 
dome of the Chimion fold. as well as the anticline situated 1 kilo~ 
meter north of the latter. as a reserve of oil-bearing lands in this 
region (besides the intermediate tracts). Further to the north of the 
Chimion fold. half-way between the Chimion field and the Van· 
novskaya station. a low ridge named Kapchagai extends in a lati
tudinal ·direction. The conglomerate strata form in this place an 
anticline with gently sloping flanks and a ~tlter wide arch. The 
favourable structure and the proximity to the Chimion. field make 
this area worth prospecting. In 1917 a well was sunk in Kapchagai 
by the Nobel Brothers Company. 

The lack of initiative was not the only impediment to the 
(levelopment of the Chimion field; there were also reasons of a pu· 
rely technical nature. All drilling was conducted by the rod system. 
which is the most expensive and slow of all the systems now in use. 
The wells were of a large diameter. which required great quanti
ties of casIng. The oil was extracted by bailing. which is also' the 
most expensive method of oil production ... While the rich depo
sits of the Baku and Grozny oil regions permitted the use of,old 
production methods. the Chimion oil field. being less prolific~ 
could not be operated profitably by such wasteful methods. 

It is 'quite evident that the introduction of the rotary or cable 
drilling systems. the replacement of bailing by pumping. etc .• will 
contribute to the develqpment of, the Chimion field in conformity 
with the oil reserves of, the latter, which apparently are very large. 

The composition and commercial "alae 0/ ihe oil. The quali
ties of Chimion oill deserve a thorough consideration., The speci
fic gravities of Chimion oil and Yarkutan oil are respectively-
0.866 and 0.888. . 

Fractional distillation has given the following results: 

Fractions. 
Yield Specific. 

(per cent). gravity. 
70- 90"C 0.8 
90-110. 2.t 

110-130 • 3.2 0.709 
130-150 • 3.6 0.737 
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. Fractions. 
Yield Specific· . 

(per cent). gravity. 
150-170"C 4,.6 0.760 
170-190. 3.0 0.776 
190-210 • 3.2 0.78&.. 
210-230 • 3.7 0.803 
230-250 • 2.1 
250-270 • 3.2 0.817 
270-290 • 3.2 0.826 
290-310 • 5.3 0.836· 
Residue 61.8 0.913 

The paraffin content is 3 to 4 per cent. The distillation of the 
oil in the refinery of the Chimion Company at the Vannovskaya 
statiori yielded thf. ,following oil products:' 

Benzine. • • • • • 4,.92- 9.05% 
Kerosene. • • • • 0 • • • • • • • '.' • 22.75-29.95% 
Mazout (fuel oil). • • • • • • • • • • • 71 . -61 % 

Further. distillation showed the presence of lubricants. Mazout 
taken for -distillation had the following. properties: specific 
gravity 0.921; viscosity-9.05; flash point 142 M. P. Fractions 
were separated by specific gravity. The results were ·a.s follows: 

l>. ,; ... . ... CI .... ui '" - '8 -Sci ..:. 
~ '" -...c CI 'to 'to~ 

... CP 

°.2 .. Nama 01 product tD6 ';J .. 
'1:1° "" . 0 .... mil. -iCi '1:1 "'., 03" ci.t, 

., 
CIS Sf II> '0 o CIS' ..... 
r;;;::;i. s: ZoI:: ~a r1.l~ ""'p:j -u 

E. 
1 11.36 Pyronaphta o • ., · . · . 0.M9 108' 131' 1.4, 
2 11.55 » ;, . .. · . · • I . 0.865 111 131 1~6 
3 10.10 Vaseline .oil . . · 0.875 120 UO 2,16 
4 11.40 Heavy solar oil · 0.888 130 150 2.1~ 
5 7.25 Spindle oil, • · 0.896 155 . 1'5 2.65 
6 9.02 Compressor oil •• . · 0.904, 167 187 3.92 

;} 2.80 Engine oil. o • · . 0.910 182 202 5.05 +10' 

9 !: :: } Heavy engine oil ~ • 0.917 203 223} 7 45 +17" 
10 · .. 

0.918 203 - 223 • . 
Residue 31.00 .oily goudron and cylinder oils: 

The qualities of benzine obtained from the Chimion oil are 
defined by the results of the fractional. distillation done by the 

. Chimion Co., which owned the property and. refinery prior to their 
nationalization. The dephlegmator' of- Glinsky was used for the 
distillation. 
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Specific gravity 0.6855 at 15°C, boiling point 33°C. 

Fractions. 
Yield Specific 

(per cent). gravity. 

To 50°C 20.1 0.6~68 
50 to 60°. 18.3 0.6625 
60 to 'O°. 20.0 0.6860 
'0 to 80°. 16.5 0.7030 
80 to 90°. 10.7 0.7210 
90 to 100°. 9.3 0.7310 

Residue over 100°C 3.7 0.7310 

Benzine of .2nd quality, sp. gr. 0.729; the distillation of the 
latter with the use of a. dephlegmator of Glinsky. yielded the follow~. 
ing results (initial boiling point 42°): 

. ' . 

Fractions. 
Yield Specific 

(per cent)'. gravity. 

To 70°C 3.3 0.6900 
70.- 80°C U.3 0.7175 
8D-:- 90°C 19.5 0.7300 
9O-1000 e 26.5 0.7380 

10o-UOOC 16.6 0;"50 
tlO--120OC U.3 0.7600 

Over 120'e 12.5 0.7600 

Equipment of the oil fields. The Chimion oil fields are equipped 
both fo~ drilling and oil production, and have all the necessary 
auxiliary plants: mechanical shops, water pipe system, etc. 
Electricity is used as power. A central power station of 736 kw. 
supplies current to all.the plants both for exploitation of well 
and lighting. .., 

. The Chimion oil was and is distilled in the refinery which 
was erected in 1906 at the Vannovskaia station; oil is pumped 
through a 4 in. pipe line 19 km. long. ' 

The daily capacity Df the refinery is about 410 tons. As the 
refinery capacity greatly exceeds the production of the field, the 
refinery is, operated intermittently, twice or three times a year. 
Kerosene has specific gravity 0.815, the grade of refinfng being 2.4. 
Fuel oil (mazout) has sp. gravity 0.910; cold test+10°, paraffin 
content 4-6 per cent. 

The aggregate capacity of the 'storage reservoirs is about 
16,300 tons. 
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, . 
THE SEL-ROKHO OIL FIELD 

The Sel-Rokho oil field lies in the Kokand district of the 
Fergana region, which is now within the boundaries of the Uzbek 
SSR; the nearest railway point is the Melnikovo Station of the 
Mid-Asiatic railroad. SO'!th of that station is situated the large 

'. Photograph by N. ,Geishtor. 

Fig. 7. Eastern part of the Chimion oil field. 

village of Kanibadam. The distance from the station to thee·pro
perty is only 14 km.; one third of the road passes through the Ka
nibadam village; further the road crosses a gravel desert; after 
passing the latter and ascending the Barras pass the toad de$cends 

J into the Sel-Rokho valley. Here are situated ,the oil and .'ozoke
rite fields. which were owned prior to nlltionalization by the 
Santo Co., V. Alexeie~ Co. and the Neft Co. In the "middle of the area 

. lies the ozokerite property of the V. Alexeiev Co. mentioned above. 
The latter undertook in 1915 an intensive exploitation of- the ozo
kerite deposits and constructed for this purpose a small 'phmt ·as 
well as dwelling houses. 

2 
":. 

t ' 
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The Sel..,Rokho valley is ~rid; springs with a small flow are 
found only in the western part of the v.alley at the foot of the Kara
raurange. The property is supplied with water conveyed by pipe 
line from a spring in the mountains. - . 

The Sel-Rokho field lies so close to the Chimion field that· 
all said above about its situation with reference to the foreign and. 
interior markets is equally applicable to the Sel-Rokho field. 

The Sel-Rokho oil-bearing area has been most thouroughly 
explored by K. P. Kalitsky, whose geological description of the 
area is cited below. 

Geology. The following formations are involved in the geology 
of the area: Post-Tertiary, Tertiary, Cretaceous and Paleozoic. 

A generalized section of the Tertiary deposits of the Fergana 
oil fields has been given above 1). 

Here is given only a brief description of the formations under
lying the Tertiary sediments. 

CRETACEOUS SEDIMENTS 

1. Gypsiferous formation. This formation is distinguished from 
the overlying Fergana stage by the difference of colours; the clays 
of the Fergana stage are of yellowish-green colour, whereas the 
clays of the- gypseous formation are of a more bright green colour. 

2. The red sand series. . 
3. Dark red clays interbedded with conglomerates, sandstones 

and limestones. _ 
At the base of this series lie conglomerates overlying uncon

formably the Paleozoic rocks. 

THE PALEOZOIC 
" 

4. Strata of dark shales. These strata are of a dark-violet, brown, 
gray, and green colours. 

1) On the accompanying map of the Sel-Rokho petroliferous area, which is 
plotted after K. Kalitsky, all the green Eocene and Oligocene beds are shown. 
in the same colour. The reason is that at the time of the preparation of his 
work K a lit sky considered the boundary between the Oligocene and Eocene 
to be below the clay ~q •. Now the fauna of the strata has been defined, and· 

. the author draws the boundary line lower, below the horizon ~n •. 
The outcrops of the limestone om., occuring in the upper part of the 

Eocene, are marked ·on .the map with a full red line; the limit between the 
Oligocene ane Eocene being thus approximately marked. 
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GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. The ,main structural .feature of the 
field is an an ticline trending in aIffiost latitudinal direction and made 
up of Tertiary · and Cretaceous .rocks. In the crest Qf the anticline 

. strata of the Cretaceous gypsiferous formation are exposed. The 
northern flank of the anticline dlps northward at an angle of 25°. 

"The northern flank passes westward into a monocline. 

Photograph by V. SOkolov. 

Fig. 8. Valley ot the Isfara river near Sel-Rokho. 

To this main Sel-Rokho anticline a wide and flattened syncline 
composed of rocks of the Fergana stage joins from the south. The 
syncline is adjoined on the south by another short anticline resembling 
an eroded dome. In the crest of the latter there are exposed . not 
()nly Cretaceous sediments, but also dark Paleozoic shales. The ms 
()f the said anticline trends SW-NE and plunges northe"astward •. 

Occurence 0/ oil. The development of the field began on the 
northern slopes of the anticline and its monoclinal continuation 
()n the west. The results obtained by the Santo Co. proved the 
4:ommercial importance of four horizons belonging to Eocene .. 

2* 
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The' first (upper) oil horizbn is composed of limestone «Ill» and 
the rocks immediately overlying and underlying the same (sands 
and sandstone). This horizon proved to be productive in the western 
and central parts of the property and unproductive in its eastern part~ 
Two pools belong to this horizon; the contour of the western pool 
is not yet determined on the east and west. while the central one 
is contoured on the south and east. 

) 

s N 

Fig. 9. Section of Sel-Rokho: I-light-brown formation (the Oligocene); 
2-brick-red clays 'and the clay .q. (the Oligocene); 3-the green formation 

(the Oligocene and Eocene): l-the cretaceous rocks. 

The second horizon is made up by sand included in the forma
tion of the green clays. interbedded with layers of Gryphaea shells, 
below the limestone (<Ill»; it is productive only in the eastern part 
of the area. Two oil pools are located here. The boundaries of the 
western pool are definitely outlined on the west and east and re
main so far undetermined on the north and south. The second pool 
is wider; its boundaries are well defined on the southwest, but 
are not defined as yet on. ,the north. east and south. 

The third horizon lies between the limestones «I» and (<Ill». 

and is represented by a layer made up of oyster shells underlaid 
by marl. This horizon is productive only in the central part of the 
area where there are two pools. The large western pool has defi
nite boundaries on the north and south. but on the ,western and 
eastern extremities it still -admits being countoured. -The small 
eastern pool is not outlined on the north. 

The fourth horizon (the middle part of the limestone «I») com
prises three separate pools: the western, eastern and central ones. 
The limits of oil sands are outlined only on the north side of the 
western pool. No limits of the pool are defined on the north side 
of the central pool. The eastern pool has been outlined only on 
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~ :. 
the north and east sides, but' posslbly continues soutJlward and 
passes into the southern f~ank pf .the anti~line. 

Photograph lIy V. SokoloT. 

Fig. 10. The valley of the Isfara river near Sel-Rokho. 

The distances of this petroliferous horizons from . the bottom 
of the red clays in wells are as follows: 

The top of the 1st horizon . 
I) I) I) I> 2nd I) 

I) I) It I) 3rd I) 

I) I) • • 4th • 

79- 9~ m. 
96-107 • 
109-12~ • 
128-1U t' 

On average 
85 ~ 

100 I) 

U5 t 

135 It 

The composition of the oil. The oil yielded by the 1st hori-' 
zon has a specific gravity of 0.845-0.850; it is accompanied with 
strong flows of gas~ the benzine content is 30 per cent, paraffin 
content is 6 per cent. 

The 2nd horizon yields oil of a specific gravity of 0.868-
0.875. Benzine content is to 15 per cent. The oil contains paraf
fin and solidifies being exposed in winter in the open air. By its 
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properties this oil occupies an intermediate position between the 
oils of the 1st .and 3rd horizons. 

The 3rd horizon yields oil of sp. gravity 0.890-0.900. It 
contains little gaseous compounds, no benzine and no paraffin. 

The 4rd horizon yields the heaviest oil, spec. gravity being 
0.920 and even 0.940. 

Exploitation. The development of the Sel-Rokho oil field was 
started by the Santo Co. in 1908. In 1912-13 the Neft Co. began -
to 0I>erate. The yearly productions and the numbers of producing 
wells are given in the following table: 

Years. 
11

1909 1910 I 1911 I 1912 1913 
1

19U 1915 1916 

Producing wells . 1 , 8 11 17 20 2~ 2~ 

Production in 
tons ..••. 819 ',231 6,158.3 9,516.38 9,862.8 16,577 19,330 20,535 

Years. 1917 1918
1 

1919 I 1920 1921{22\ 1922/23 1 1923/2~ 

Producing wells. 2~ 31 33 - - - 26 

Production in 
tons .••••. 23,932 19,700 U,315.5 10,875.5 11,035.5 U,~31 10,192.8 

The total production up to the present time amounts to about 
197,000 tons. During the first year of development the average 
yield per well was about 1300-1475 tons (80,000-90,000 poods). 
Absence of water flows facilitates the drilling operations and Sim
plifies the casing methods. :rhe productive life of a well exceeds 
5 years. The average spacing of wells is about 85 m. 

The area on which the wells are located in the eastern, and 
central parts of the field is a stretch of land 5 km. long and 530-
750 m. wide. 

Equipment of the oil field. The Sel-Rokho oil field is provided 
with all equipment necessary for drilling operations and oil pro
duction. This field is supplied with three-phase electric current 
generated at a central station whose capacity is 500 kw. The oil 
is distilled at a refinery located within the oil field. The refinery 

. was constructed in 1913--1914. being of a comparatively modern 
design. Its daily capacity is approximately 130 tons of crude oil. 
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-. . The oil having been produced until now b~t in~ limited quan
tItIes not adequate to the capacity of the- refinery, the latter. is 
operated periodically, in connection with the accumulation of 
required quantities of crude oil. Owing to a proper design of the 

Photograph by V. SOkolov. 

Fig. U.Sel·Rokhonear the .santo!) oil property. An anticlinal fold. 

refinery ~ the consumption of fuel is insignificant, being OJlly 1.5-
2 per cent. 

The average yield of oil products was lls follows: 
Benzine.. . • • • • • • • • . • • . , 5--6% 
Kerosene, •••• , • , , , , .•• ~ •. ,- 19% 
Fuel oil (mazout), . . , , . . , • • • . • ,75-76%, 

Both benzine and kerosene yields could be "increased by some 
measures, especially by ~liminating the oil losses due to evapo .. 
ration and other causes which take place when the oil is transfer .. 
red from the well to the refinery; besides it should be born in mind 
that the topping distillation is far from being complete. As to 
kerosene, a portion of it is purposely left in fuel oil to -reduce the 
temperature of its solidifying, otherwise i~ would be difficult to 
pipe it to the station Melnikovo. 
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The fuel oil (mazout) is piped' thr/)ugh a 4 inch "pipe line to 
the Melnikovo station; kerosene is piped through a 3 inch pipe 

. line. Benzine is transported in cans. 
The capacity of the refinery reservoirs is about 16,000 tons. 

OTHER OIL DEPOSITS OF THE FERGANA REGION 1) 

I. The Southern group. 

THE TASH-RAVAT OIL DEPOSIT lies in the Khodjent district at 
a distance of 23 km. from the station Khodjent of the Mid-Asiatic 
railway. Oil seeps are asso,ciated 'with the netroliferous sand over
lying the horizon «0», as well as with the underlying beds: There 
is an anticline with a rather wide arch and flat dipping flanks. 
This deposit deserves to be thoroughly investigated. 

THE SHUR-SU AND KAMYSH-BASHI OIL DEPOSITS. The first is lo
cated at a distance of 21 km. southwest of the station Posyetovka 
of the Mid-Asiatic railway; 3 km. south of it is situated the Ka;. 
mysh-Bashi oil deposit: Both localities lie in the region of the 
northern foothills of the Alai range and comprise a row of ridges 
and valleys trending in the latitudinal direction. 

In Shur-Su there are two anticlines' extending from east to 
west. separated from each other by a narrow syncline. On the crests 
of the folds there are outcrops of gypsiferous strata overlain by 
rocks of the Fergana stage. NNW of the Shur-Su anticline, on the 
opposite (western) bank of the Achik-Su river, there [has ~beeii 
traced anotber isolated short anticline of small extent (Achik-Su 
anticline); on the crest of the latter there are outcropping rocks 
of~the Fergana stage; the flanks of this fold are steep-dipping. -

South of the two Shur-Su anticlines lies a wide syncline which 
extends southward and passes into the Kamysh.Bashi monocline, 
trending in latitudinal direction with strata dipping northward. 
On the' meridian passing the Uch-Kara mountains the monocline 
turns to southeast and forms there the Lakan anticline trending 
north; the lowest Cretaceous beds are exposed on the crest of the 
latter. The Kamysh-Bashi monoclinal fold is cut by a strike fault. 

Oil seeps on the western extremity of the Shur-Su anticline 
and on the Kamysh-Bashi monocline are associated with lime
stones «m» and «1». 

I) The brief description of the oil deposits cited under this heading is 
obtained from the «Handbook of the Petroleum Industry. published by the 
Council of the Petroleum Industry in Moscow. 
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. . The . K~ysh-Bashi oil deposit ·has been tested by several 
<lnll holes. the depth of each hole not exceeding 235 m. These holes 
were sunk:,fhrough the Fergana stage, but were unsuccessful. In the 
Shur-Su field only two small wells ,were sunk: one of them, drilled 

Photog;raph by V. Sokolov. 

Fig. 12. Sel-Rokho. Drilling a welton the «Santo~ property. 

to the depth of 41 m., yielded in 1911 from the upper part of the 
limestone about 0.2 tons of heavy' oil per day, which was hand-
bailed. ' ' 

In the' Shur-Su anticline the limestones «m» and «1» are the 
~il-bearing strata to the extent of about 1 km. the latter (a stra
tum 32 meters thick) contains arenaceous layers. Test-drilling may 

. be recommended ' on the northwest part of the Shur-Su anticline, 
as well as on the fold adjoining the latter on the west. 



The properties of the Shur-SJl oil are as follows:. sp. gravity 
0.8615; sulphur content-{).57 per cent; paraffin content-2.6 per 
cent; the followi,ng fractions are yielded at distillation: 

100-1500 

150-2700 

270-3000 

0,5% 
23,8% 

8,3"/0. 

The residue (62.8%) has a grease-like consistency and gives 
excellent vaseline after being refined. 

THE RISHTAN OIL DEPOSIT is situated 23.5 kIn. south of the Se
rovo station of the Mid-Asiatic railway. In this locality there are 
several ridges extending in latitudinal direction along the Fer
gana plain. 

Here the Oligocene and Eocene rocks form an anticline. The 
maximum elevation of the crest is at Bidau. The southern flank 
dips at an angle of 20-25°; the northern one at an angle of 85° 
in the eastern part of the field, the angle increasing westward. 
and the fold becoming overturned in its central and western parts. 
West of Tutak-Sai an overthrust is observed. continuously in
creasing westward; the limestone «1» overlies the youriger horizons 
«ffi», «0» and «0», what is clearly seen in outcrops. 

The petroliferous strata are exposed in the lower parts of the 
relief. However, no seeps of liquid oil are observed. 

Three wells were drilled in the central part of the oil field; 
but they had been wrongly located, and the negative results obtai
ned here cannot serve as a base for estimating the Rishtan field. 
K. P. K a lit sky recommends to sink test holes south of the 
Khudai-Nazar springs, on the eastern extremity of the fold, and 
points out the possibilit~ of' obtaining oil also on the southern 
flank of the western part of the fold. 

Sp. gravity of the oil is 0.9165-{).9375. Paraffin content-
1:3-1.5 per cent. 

II. The Northern group. 

THE MAILI-SAI OIL DEPOSIT is situated 59 kIn. northeast of the 
town of Namangan and at a distance of 21 kIn. from Uch-Kurgan, 
the nearest railway station. . 

The rocks of Paleogene form a west-southwest trending anti
cline, the crest of which is composed of a gypsiferous formation. 
The axis of the anticline plunges westward; its southern flank dips -
at an angle of 40°, while the northern one dips at an angle of 33 -
40°. On the ,;outhern flank there are two small faults. 



.,. 

Three oil-bearing horizons are known in Maili-Sai: horizoll I 
tarries mere ind~cations of oil OIi the northern flan~ of the f9ld; 
horizon II (limestone (<III.») proved to be a «gusher horizon» in a 
State well and gave but small quantities ot. oil in other wells; 
horizon III-is made up of limestone «1'»;- of the three wells which 

' . 

• 

Photograph by v. Sokolov. 

Fig. f3. Sel-Rokho. A derrik on the «Santo)) property. 

have penetrated below this horizon only one yield~d 5 tons of,:oil 
(well .M 2, formerly owned by English Co.). 

In Maili-Sai 7 wells have been drilled on the northern and 
southern flanks. The gusher . mentioned above yieided more than 
4,900 tons of oil; of the remaining wells only two yielded 5 tons 
each. 
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Sp. gravity of the oil of the horizon II is 0.8845, that of 
the horizon III is 0.8212. The distillation of the oil of the hor. 
III yields: benzine-17.66 per cent and kerosene--43.4 per cent; 
the residue contains up to 3.37 per cent of paraffin and solidifies· 
at+l0° C. 

THE PITEU·SAI OIL DEPOSIT. Oil indications are observed only 
in the limestone «m). The Tertiary rocks are thrown into a steep 
monoclinal fold the beds of which dip southward. 

THE ENKUNIM-SAI OIL DEPOSIT has oil seeps associated with 
limestone «l ',). The beds of the Fergana stage form here a mono
cline which is overturned southwestward. 

THE SHING·SAI OIL DEPOSIT has oil seeps which are likewise 
associated with the limestone «l ',). The monocline fold is overturn
ed southwestward but straightens farther eastward; and a series 
consisting of four beds of limestone is stratified normally dipping 
southward. 

THE MAILI-SU OIL DEPOSIT is situated at a distance of 61 km. 
from the station Andizhan. The strata of the Fergana stage are 
involved in an eastward-trending anticline with steeply dipping 
flanks and a wide arch; the angle of the dip on the northern flank 
equals 55°. while on the southern flank it reaches 70°, but decreas
ingl farther, becomes quite low at a distance of 420 m. from the 
oil seeps. Oil seeps are found in the limestones (<lID) and «l' '»; in the 
arch and in the northern flank these limestones have no indications 
of oil. No drilling has been done in this area. 

THE KULMEN OIL DEPOSIT has an oil seep in the southern flank I 

of the anticline which is seemingly a continuation of t.he Maili-Sai . 
anticline. The limestones, of the Fergana stage are said to dip in 
direction SE 130°, the angleoof the dip being 15-27°. 

Ill. The Eastern group. 

THE CHANGYR-TASH OIL DEPOSIT. An anticline is composed of 
the limestone beds of the Fergana stage. Oil seeps are found on the 
northern flank. K. P. K ali t sky. recommends to drill the 
area north of the seeps. 

THE TEKE·DEL OIL DEPOSIT is seemingly related by.its geolo .. 
gical structure with the Changyr-Tash oil deposit. 
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FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE DISTRICT 

Above we have given a brief description of three oil-bearing 
areas from which considerable quantities of oil has been obtained: 
There is still a number of oil fields which have not yet been explo-

Photograph by v. Sokolov. 

Fig. 14. Sel-Rokho. The .Santo. oil property: 

red in detail, some of them having promising indicati~ns of petro
leum. Within a country such as, for instance, the United States 
of America, this would · have been quite sufficient to justify the · 
.development of the oil industry on a large scale, or at least exten
sive drilling operations. Unfavourable conditions for the develop
ment of the oil fields of Fergana in the past years and the lack 
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of money at the present time, such were and are still the difficul
ties preventing the proper development of the Fergana region. 
Fergana is so remote from the exporting 'ports, as well as from the 
,centers of the home market, that only the most valuable products 
such as benzine can stand the cost of transportation. The remain-
ing products are to be marketed within the region. " ' 

Turkestan, of which the Fergana region is a part, is", a vast 
country having an area equal to about one third of Europe, and 
a population numbering apporoximately 8,000,000; this country 
has wi~e prospects for industrial development.lts climatic condi
tions render. Turkestan a big center of cotton industry, which by 
itself ca,n serve as a foundation for the economical development 
of the country. Horticulture, together with the export of high 
quality fresh and preserved fruit, sheep-breeding, which yields 
sheep-skins and wool of the best grades,-all these resources com
bine to form a basis for the national prosperity, on which depends 
the consumption of manufactured products including 'kerosene, 
benzine and fuel oil. 

Furtbermore, Turkestan being a country practically devoid 
of forests, has no fire wood, nor any considerable coal deposits; 
thus it is quite obvious that fuel of any other kind, and first of 
all fuel oil, will find a ready sale. The present consumption of 
fuel oil is already sufficiently considerable, as may be seen in the 
following table (in thousands of tons): -

1922-23 1923-2i 192~25 

Railways .. · . . 221.1 219.5 251.2 
Industry •. · .. . . . . . 3.9 9.6 12.6 
Water and light . . . . . 2,6 2.9 2,9 -, 
Government establishments. . 1.1 1.1 1.~ 

Population •• 2.1 1.1 1.1 
War office •• · . 2.~ 2.7 2.9 

, 

Total. 233.2 236.9 '272.1 

The yearly increase of fuel consumption is about 7.5 per cent. 
As the production of petroleum products, especially of the 

less valuable ones (kerosene and fuel oil), should be adapted to 
the consumption of the local market, it is very essential that the", 
capacity of the latter should be ascertained, if but approximately.', 
In 1913 the average consumption of kerosene per one inhabitant 
in Russia was about 7 kgr.; bearing in mind that in Turkestan-, 
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a l~rge consknption of kerosene is to be expected, not only as an 
illuminant but for heating and cooking purposes as well, 7 kg. per 
h.ead of pop~latio~ 6houl~ be considered as a mipimum consump
tIOn; Qn thIS basIs, the total consumption of kerosene in Turkes~ 
tan , is estimated at 50,000-65,000 tops even for , the: next years 
to come. All. to benzine, ihis valuable product can not oIlly be 

. , ' 

. " 
,~ 

Photograph by V. Sokolov • 

Fig. 15. Sel-Rokho. The .Santo» oil property. 

marketed within the country, butwill stand the cost of transpor
ta~ion to the interior parts of the U. S. S. R. 

The coal industry of Turkestan ,cannot compete with oil, for 
although lignite possesses high caloric value, it cannot. stand the 
transportation even within the country; moreover, it contains 
a considerable amount of sulpl.!ur. It.is to be supposed that the 
development of the lignite industry will not weaken the oil indu-

, $try, but will on the 'contrary assist the latter, because a ratio-' 
bally conducted lignite enterprise has to apply the briquetting 

,protess, for which the petroleum peck produced by the Fergana 
, refineries is suitable as a binding material. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

Geography. The Oukhta (Ukhta) oil field is situated within 
the Autonomous Region of Komi (inhabited by natives Komi or 
Zyrians), in the northeastern part of the latter, viz., in the former 
Pechora District of the Archangel province, partly in the Ust;' 
Sysolsk district of the Vologda province. The tract of land which 
in 1909 was pronounced by the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
as a proven oil-bearing area, comprises 13,700 square kilometers 
and extends from 62°45' to 64° north latitude and from 22° to 24° 
east longitude (Pulkovo). The area:- on which test· holes for oil 
have been actually' drilled and positive showings of oil have been 
discovered is much smaller-barely about 1,300 sq. km. and 
occupies the region of the middle courses of the rivers: Oukhta 
(with the tributaries of the latter: Yarega, Chut and Domanic) 
and Sed-Yu with its tributary Lya-Yol. Both these rivers are left
hand tributaries of the Izhma river, which in turn falls into the 
Pechora river. 

Orography. The Oukhta region is situated on the southern' 
extreinity of tbe Timan mountain range. This part of the range 
is a low, slightlj hilly territory, densely forested with coniferous 
trees, the monotony of 1;he landscape being interrupted by river 
valleys cut into the groufld to a depth of several dozen meters. 
The valley of Izhma at the point where the latter is joined by the 
Oukhta river is 70 m. above sea-level, the source of the Oukhta 
river being situated about 150-160 m. above sea-level. The ri
ver valleys, as well as frequently the flat watershed areas, . are 
covered with swamps. Southwest of this territory, on the watershed 
between the basins of the Pechora and Severnaia Dvina rivers, 
there extends a flat elevated part of the range, with the hills 
reaching 325 Om. in hight (Pot-Churk). 

Climate. As the district lies at a distance of only 300 kin:from 
the polar circle, its climate is naturally severe. According to the 
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observations made by Mr. Stukachev during 3 years, the a~erage 
yearly temperature ~oes not fall below + 1 0. C and is about equal 
to the average. temperature prevailing on the -White Sea shores. 
The average temperature of June and July is+19° C, that of Janu
ary is-36° C. In January and February the frost frequently attains 
47° C. Northerly, northeasterly and southwesterly winds predo
minate, which in summer carry rains continuing sometimes whole' 
months. Snow falls at the end of October and holds till the end 
of May, the snow cover being of gr:eat thickness. The most favour
able seasons for field operations are spring and autumn, when 
there are no rains, nor mosquitoes. The period from November 
till March is hardly suitable for drilling operations, owing to the' 
intense cold. There is no permanently frozen ground within the 
district. :':~ 

The' population of the district is very ·st~rce and consists 
chiefly of Zyrians and partly of Russians. The following inhabited 
localities are the nearest to the oil fields: a number of villages on 
the Izhma river, some 40 km. from the center of the petroliferous 
district, and a small village Volok, 80 km. from the latter point, 
at the head of the riVer Oukhta, near the «volok» to the Shonvukva 
river (<<Volok» is a place where boats are dragged across the waters
hed between two navigable rivers, a portage). 

The Zyrians occupation is agriculture, cattle-breeding and 
hunting; they are characterized by their independence and intel
ligence. Formerly they showed great unwillingness to work in 
mining enterprises, and did so only for high wages. The oil fields 
have to be supplied with labour from more thickly populated places 
of the Vologda province, wages being naturally higher than in 
districts with developed industry, in the case of skilled workmen 
being about double. • 

Ways 0/ communication. The commlmication with the Oukhta 
oil region is very difficult and slow. There are three routes leading 
to the region: 

1. From Kotlas by steamer up the Vychegda river to Ust
Vym, a distance of 320 J<,m.; further by boats up the Vym river, 
then up the Vukva river and its tributary Shonvukva to the «volok», 
or portage, 6 km. long, near the village yo 10k; further by the Oukhta 
river,-a distance of 480 km., totalling 800 km. From Kotlas by 
railway to the northern trunk line (Viatka)-383 km., or by stea
mer to the same trunk line (Vologda)-601 km. A part of the journey 
up the lower course of the Vym river may be made either by small 



Fig. 1. Map of Northern Russia: i-the Oukhta oil-bearing region; 2-winter 
road; 3-summer road. 
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draught steamer, such steamers running sometimes as far as the 
village Veslianskoe (127 km.), or- by a highway to the village Turie 
(101 km.). The portage from Shonvukva to Oukhta is one of the 
best «voloks) on Timan, horses and vehicles being always obtain
able there. This route takes from 8 to 16 days. As an alternative 
of the latter there is another way: from the village Veslianskoe 
by boats up the Veslianka and Ropcha rivers, across a portage 
to the Tobysh river and by the latter river as far as Oukhta. The 
<<vololo> here is 47 kID. long, but the river channels: having been 
cleared in 1913, are by far deeper than the rivers of the preceding 
route, where at the times of shallow water the boats in places have 
to be carried. In winter the journey from Oukhta to Kotlas can 
be made in 6 days, owing to driving in sledges being quicker and 
the route being shorter by 160 kID. (the sledge road leads along 
an opening in the forest cleared of trees from the village Po
lovniki, on the Vym river, as far as Sidorovskaya Kazarma on 
Oukhta). 

2. The second route leads from Archangel by sea to the mouth 
of the Pechora river, thence by small draught steamer to the 
mouth of the Izhma river and further 149 ~. by boats to Oukhta, 
the total distance aggregating about 2,180 kID. Owing to the 
irregularity of the navigation on the Pechora river, the whole 
journey takes from 10 days to one month. This route is open from 
the 20th of July till ~he middle of September. 

3. The third route, less used than the first two, is as follows: 
by steamer up the Vychegda river as far as Ust-Kulom, thence 
in carts to the village Pomozdin, further by boats up the Vychegda 
river and its right-hand tributary Cher Vychegodsky to the (<vo-
10k» leading to Cher Izhemsky (1.5 km.), and along the latter and 
Izhma in boats as far as l.J~t-Oukhta. Sometimes steamers go as 
far as the village Pomozdin. If the route were not shorte~ed by 
the horse journey from Ust-Kulom to Pomozdin, it would be longer 
than the first route by 400 km. and its only advantage is that it 
passes through a more populated territory. Furthermore, this 
route is important because between Ust-Kulomand Pomozdin 
there begins the Severo-Ekaterinensky channel, which connects 
the Vychegda river with the Kama river (Severnaia Keltma, the 
channel, Djurich, Yuzhnaia Keltma). The channel is now abando
ned, but in case of the development of the Oukhta district it may 
be restored, if it is necessary to connect the district with the Volga 
basin. 
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Rivers are the only means of communication within the oil 
region. The Oukhta river is quite navigable by' boats from the 
wolok» to the mouth, for a distance of 120 km.; its width in its 
upper course near the wolok» is 40-50 m., near the oil fields
from 85 to 90 m., and below Domanik-up to 120 m. The grade 
of the river in this distance is 65 m., the maximum depths along 
the channel vary from 1 to 2 m. The navigation is obstructed 
by rapids; the largest of them, Idji-di-kos, has a grade of 2 m. within
a distance of 850 m. The tributaries of the Oukhta and Sed-Yu 
rivers are navigable by small boats almost to their upper reaches 
or at least to the point where the river is divided into its northern 
and southern sources (Voi-vozh and' Lun-vozh-into which every 
river is invariably divided by the Zyrians). Boats are propelled 
by oars or else with the aid of iron-strengthened poles (see the 
accompanying photographs). There are no bridle-ways of common 
roads; 'hunters' paths along the rivers and in the areas between 
the latter are very few; thus, river navigation is necessarily the 
only way of communication. 

General condition oj work. The Oukhta district is an entirely 
desolate territory situated at a distance of a thousand kilometers 
from centers of civilization. The nearest post and telegraph offices 
are in the village Izhma, on the Izhma river, and in the village 
Ust-Vym, on the Vychegda river, 250-480 km. from the region; 
the administrative center of the region, Ust-Syssolsk, is 600 km. 
from it. An industrial enterprise on Oukhta would have to rely 
exclusively on' its own means; all supplies would have to be 
brought from Vychegda or from the village Izhma, materials and 
machines-from Archangel or Kotlas; as said before, the majority 
of workmen would likewise have to be engaged from remote places. 
The primitive means of transportation and communication, as 
well as the severe climate are likewise unfavourable for the deve
lopment of the mining industry; but, of course, they do not make 
such' development quite impossible, inasmuch as, for example, 
the operations in Alaska are carried on under conditions by far 
more difficult. . 

The abundance of timber (pine, fir, larch, cedar) is a great 
advantage of the district; building stone can also be had in suf· 
ficient quantities (limestones of the Devonian and Carboniferous 
systems). 
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GEOLOGY AND THE OCCURENCE OF OIL 

Two quite opposite views exist concerning the geology of the 
Oukhta region, and finding of the true solution is not only a pro
blem of high scientific interest, but is likewise of great commer
cial importance. Th~ first explorer of Timan, Key s e r lin g (1843), 
considered that the strata here are involved in a gentle anticline 
which is not complicated by faulting and trends in the direction 
of the Timan range, that is to say, northnorth:west. He referred 
the Domanik formation to the Lower Devonian or Silurian and 
believed it to be the most ancient formation of Oukhta. 

C her n y she v, Academician and Director of the Geological 
Commitee. who explored Timan in 1889-1890, subjected Keyser
ling's scheme to severe criticism. According to his opinion, the rocks 
with S p i r i fer An 0 s s 0 f i. lying in the flanks of the anticline, are 
to be placed in the Middle Devonian, while the Domanic occupying 
the axial portion. and the oil-bearing Under-Domanic formation 
contain a typical Upper D~vonian fauna. Such. a determination 
of the age of the mentioned formations necessarily involves the 
assumption that the central part of the fold has sunk along fault 
planes and a graben (trough) has thus been formed, having an 
elongated elliptical shape. In such a case the petroliferous area 
lies only within the trough. However, Chernyshev's assumption. 
has not been proven by subsequent drilling. The wells, having 
penetrated the Sub-Domanik formation, did not encounter the 
expected Middle Devonian with S P i r if erA nos s 0 f i, but. sunk 
below a thin layer of basal conglomerate, entered a thick series of old 
sericite schists. Nevertheless. Chernyshev's scientific authority
(especially with reference to the stratigraphy of the Paleozoic 
beds) influenced the geological thought to follow the old course. 

In 1918 K. P. K a lit sky put forth the following assumption, 
which was intended to reconcile the facts with theory: after the 
deposition of the Middle Devonian the latter was erod~d in the 
central part of the region. and the Upper Devonian sediments 
were deposited immediately on the sericite schists in a bay which 
was thus formed. 

At last, in 1923. D. V. N a Ii vki n. geologist. having reexami
ned and redefined the Devonian faunas of Central and North-Western 
Russia and Timan. arrived at a conclusion that the beds with 
S p i r i fer A nos s 0 f i which are spread in the said regions differ 
from the Middle Devonian strata with Spirifer Anossofi of the Urals, 
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being actually the Upper Devonian sediments overlying th~ Doma.
nik. Therefore, nothing prevents our returning to Keyserling's 
idea, viz., the existence of an undisturbed anticlinal fold. Based 
on data resulting from his investigations, D. Nalivkin draws the 
following conclusions of considerable practical importance: 

1. Oil-bearing beds may be encountered not only in the center 
of the dome, but on its flanks as well. 

Photograph by Bessonov. 

Fig. 2. View of the Oukhta river (from the mountains near the river) . 

\ 2. The area of the oil-field and its oil reserves should be esti
mated at a higher figure compared with previous estimations. 

Of course, only deep drilling can prove the correctness of either 
opinion,-in case of the discovery of the Domanik or some older rocks 
of the Middle Devonian below the beds with·'S p i r He rAn 0 s s 0 f i. 
I think it possible, however, to base the present description of 
the stratigraphy of the Oukhta region on the scheme brought forth 
by Keyserling and Nalivkin. The correctness of the latter scheme 
is in my opinion prOven by the fact that I was able to show the 
erroneousness of Chernyshev's scheme in a similar case during 
investigations in Central Russia, near Voronezl).. In the latter place .. , 



GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. As has been previously stated, the 
rocks of the Oukhta region are folded into an anticline-with gently 
dipping flanks, trending nQrth-northwest and gradually plunging 
northward and southward. The fold is, thus, a very flattened ellip
tical dome, in the middle of which, between the Oukhta and Lya
Yol rivers, the rocks of the petroliferous series crop out, while 
the other above cited formations are exposed in concentric belts, 

Pbotograpb by S. Obruchev. 

Fig. 3. Timan, at the portage from Cher-Vychegodsky to Cher-Izhemsky. 

clOSIng with the Permian on the west and thj'l Mesozoic on the east 
(see fig. 5). Strata dip at angll1s varying from 2° to 4°. 

The second structural axis of the southern Timan lies in the 
western portion of the latter, in the region of the old sencite schists; 
the Devonian series slightly rises towards the latter but the schists 
are isolated from the Devonia~ bya fault. striking in the same 
prevalent north-northwesterly direction. · A':- -:Z ami at i Po believes 
that within the Paleozoic there are, . besides the one mentioned, 
still some other faults of the same direction. 

OIL-BEARING HORIZONS. The charact~ristics of the oil-bearing 
series are interpreted chiefly according to the results of the drUling 
operations conducted in 1910-1913 on behalf . of the Government, 
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the strata contemporaneous to the Domanik rocks also lie below 
the beds with S pi rife rAn 0 s s 0 f i, and Chernychev considered 
them to have subsided, owing to rockslides. My investigations have 
shown that in, reality the first series is older than the latter and 
lies quite normally. 

The Oukhta region composed of the following rocks in the 
order of their age: 

I. THE SERICITE SCHISTS ,of the Pre-Cambrian of Lower
Paleozoic age, over 450 m. thick. 

II. THE UPPER DEVONIAN ROCKS. 
1. Sub-Domanik oil-bearing formation. At the base of 

it lies basal conglomerate up to 7.5 m. thick, overlain by 
alternating blue, gray and red-brown marls and clays and, 
partly, sandstones. The formation includes 3 oil-bearing hori
zons (for particulars see below). The total thickness reaches 
250 m. 

, 2. Domanik,-calcareous and argillaceous bituminous shale 
with an abundant fauna of Cephalopoda. Thickness-75 m. 

3. Over-Domanik formation,-blue marls with layers of 
micaceous sandstones and argillaceous limestones. Thick
ness-120 m. 

4. Marls, sandstones, limestones, dolomites with S p. An 0 s
so f i, etc. (the Middle Devonian of Chernyshev); the lower, 
strata of this formation are petrographically similar to the 
Over-Domanik formation, bilt are distinguished from the 
latter by their fauna. Thickness 210 m. 

5. Gypsiferous formation (clays and dolomites). 40 m. 
6. Limestones, marls and clays with R h Y n c h 0 nell a 

Ii von i c a. (90 m.) . 
The total thickness of the Devonian reaches 785 m. 
III. CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS rest on the west and in the 

Sed-Yu valley on the eroded surface of the Devonian, and are com-
posed of limestones and marls. ' 

IV. PERMIAN ROC~S occupying the upper course of Oukhta, 
are represented by varicoloured marls. 

V. MESOZOIC CLAYS (Volga stage and Cretaceous) crop out 
only on the boundary of the district on the Izhma river. 

VI. POST-TERTIARY DEPOSITS (ancient alluvium and boreal 
transgression) occupy the river valleys along the western and eastern 
borders of the district. 
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GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. As has been previously stated, the 
rocks of the Oukhta region are folded into an anticline-with gently 
dipping flanks, trending DQrth-northwest and gradually plunging 
northwareJ and southward. The fold is, thus, a very flattened ellip
tical dome, in the middle of which, between the Oukhta and Lya
Yol rivers, the rocks of the petroliferous series crop out, while 
the other above cited formations are exposed in concentric belts, 

Photograph by S. Obruchev. 

Fig. 3. Timan, at the portage from Cher·Vychegodsky to Cher-Izhemsky. 

closing with the Permian on the west and the Mesozoic on the east 
(see fig. 5). Strata dip at angltts varying from 2° to 4°. 

The second structural axis of the southern Timan lies in the 
western portion of the latter, in the region of th~ old sericite schists; 
the Devonian series slightly rises towards the latter but the schists 
are isolated from the Devonian bya fault~ striking in the same 
prevalent north-northwesterly direction. A~'.-·~ ami a t i ~ believes 
that within the Paleozoic there are, besides the one mentioned, 
still some other faults of the same direction. 

OIL-BEARING HORIZONS. The charact~ristics of the oil-bearing 
series are interpreted chiefly according to the results of the drilling 
operations conducted in 1910-1913 on behalf of the Government, 

/ 
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under the supervision of V. Stu k a c h e v, and drilling oper
ations performed in 1913 by the Russian company «Neft». The 
data are somewhat contradictory. According to Stukachev, the 
oil-bearing series consists, as a rule, of the following horizons 
(beginning with the lowest): 

1. On the sericite schists (defined by Stukachev as metamor
phic sandstones) lie bituminous gray sandstones varying in thick
ness from 103 to 166 m. The uppermost part of these sandstones 
represents the 2nd more prolific oil-bearing horizon 
of Oukhta. Sandstones being tested by benzine yield a coloured 
extract. 

_2. Bluish viscous clays, marls and shales, their thickness 
varying from 4 to 90 m. 

3. Brown-red marls, 6-43 m. thick. 
4. Greenish-blue and· gray marls, clays' and shales. 17-124 m. 

thick. Within these strata lies the 1 s t 0 i l-b ear i n g h 0 r i
Z 0 n, which is poorer than the horizon mentioned above, and 
rests immediately on the brown-red marls. 

The data obtained by the company «Nefb> are not sufficent 
for the definition of similar horizons within the oil-bearing series. 
They rather tend to show that the whole form~tion consists of the 
alternating gray, blue and brown-red marls, clays and shales. 
The oil-bearing strata lie within this formation, and have been 
encountered chiefly in connection with the layers of sandstones. 
The western wells of the company exhibit approximately the 
same sequence of the oil-bearing horizons, as the wells drilled by 
the Government; the only well on the eastern border of the district 
encountered the lower horizon at a much greater depth, only 40 m. 
above the sericite schists. It is to be supposed that the second 
horizon is not developed in this portion of the district, and instead 
of it the 3rd horizon, lying deeper, is saturated with oil. We have 
thus, three horizons lying below the base of Domanik beds: the 
lst-at a depth of 40-55 m., the 2nd-"-at 120-130 m., and the 
3rd-at 205-207 m. 1). 

The accompanying three sections illustrate the foregoing. 
Section of fig. 6 is prepared by Stukachev according to the logs 
of drill holes sunk by the Covernment Mining Department; sections 

1) The well No. 2. owned by the State and located on the bank of Lya-Yol. the 
only well within the southern part of the region. encountered the 2nd oil-bea
ring horizon at a vertical distance of 121 m. from the 1st (i. e .• at 170 m. from 
the Domanik), consequently. deeper than it should have normally been. 
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of fig 7-AB (longitudinal) and CD (latitudinal) are. prepared 
according to the data of all the wells drilled in the district. On 
section AB, besides the already indicated rocks, an intrusive sheet 
of diabase is marked, which was encountered in Voronov's well 
on the Yarega river. 

The oil-bearing horizons of Oukhta are saturated very feebly: 
the 1st yields not more than 5Q kg. a day, the 2nd yielded during 
2 monhts 300 kg. daily (the well No.3 on Chut, owned by Govern-

Photograph by S. Obruchev. 

Fig. 4. A Zyrian village in Timan. 

ment) , the 3rd, on Chibiu, from 150 to 650 kg. (particulars see 
below). 

The oil-bearing horizons are gas - be a r in g as well. There 
are strong escapes of gas from second horizon, as, for instance, in the 
well No. 30f the Mining Department, on Chut, where gas ejected 
water and oil over the mast which was 20 m. high. The upper hori=
zon, as well as the Domanik, yields only small quantities of gas. 

Water-bearing horizons. There are the following water-bear
. inghorizons: 

1) Fresh-waters over the Devonian clays, below the alluvium. 
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2) Alkaline - salt waters, - a strong 
flow (sometimes ovedlowing) from the Do
manik. 

3) Alkaline-salt waters - from the for
mation underlying the 2nd oil-bearing hori
zon (Stukachev's bituminous sandstones). 
A strong- flow, the sali~ty about 3° Baume, 
temperature about 7°C. 

4) Alkaline-salt waters from the se
ricite schists; the flow is abundant. 

Occurence 0/ oil. Seeps of oil were known 
in the Oukhta region as early as in the 
end of the 17th century (Witsen). Accor
ding to the description of To I u b e i e v, 
engineer, «the oil film on th.e Oukhta river 
and its tributaries produces an impression 
of a petroleum river. Oil issues on the river 
banks and forms pools, from which it flows 
in wide streams falling into the rivef». 

During' the geological investigations 
conducted by A. Z ami a tin, the folow
ing indications of oil were recorded on 
the area within which oil-bearing series, 
the Doma¢k and Over-Domanik formations, 
have- been found: , 

1. Seeps of black liquid oil occur in 
many places; they' are most numerous on 
the axis of the anticline, on the area of 
the lower course of Chut, a left-hand tri
butary of Oukhta, and along Yarega, a 
right - hand tributary of Oukhta. To the 
south, another group of seeps' is known, 
situated likewise 'on the axis of the anti
cline, on the Lya-Yol river. 

2) Inflammable gas issues near the mouth 
of the Tsibiu (Chibiu) river~ in the bed .of the 
Oukhta river. 

3) The Domanik is bituminous in many 
places, viz., to a greater ~xtent along the 
Oukhta and Chut rivers and to a lesser 
extent on the Lya-Yol river, while the 
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southermost outcrops of the Domanik along the Vezh·Vozh river 
are only slightly bituminous or sometimes non bituminous. 

4) Alkaline-salt water flows from the casing-heads of the 
shallow test holes, which are pretty numerous on the Oukhta river 
banks. The wells spout water with inflammable gas and oil films, 
to a height of 1 m. 

5) Near Sidorovskaia Kazarma, on the bank of the Gas-Yol 
river, there is a well with a constant escape of gas; when 
lighted, it burns continously, so that it has to be extinguished. 

6) DolOmites, marls and limestones of the upper strata with 
S P i r i fer An 0 s s 0 f i, gypsiferous beds and others, when struck, 
yield a kerosene odour; this is particularly observed along the 
banks of the Siuz.,.Yu, B. Kyran and other rivers. 

7) There are found in the Domanik shells of Goniatites and 
Brachi9poda, whose cavities are frequently filled with oil. Likewise 
shells which occur in the beds with S P i r i fer A nos s 0 f i 
contain bituminous substances. 

8) Sulphurous springs are reported in the following pla~es: 
a) on the right-hand bank-of the Krokhal river-alkaline-salt cold 
water containing sulphur dioxide spouts from a cast-iron pipe; 
b) a less copious flow of the sulphurous water is observed on the 
left bank of Oukhta, near the Bol!?hoi Porog (Great Rapids). 

The largest seeps of oil are shown on the accompanying map. 
Zyrians tell of numerous swamps covered with a film of petro

leum which are situated on the watershed areas. There are many 
reports of fabulous oil springs in fhe swamps. Oil seeps are often 
said to exist in the upper- part of the course of the Vychegda river, 
on the southern prolongation of the Oukhta anticline. The latter 
seeps are of a great importance, but unfortunately they have not 
been yet located by geologists. 

The present article was in print when I received information from 
Professor A.' A. C her nov, stating that he has examined the 
bituminous limestones (Carboniferous) and dolomites (Permian), 
together with asphalt nests, all of which had been discovered by 
him earlier in the upper course of the Izhma river, between the 
villages of Kush-Kodzh and Niamod. The said deposit lies east 
of the southem prolongation· of the Oukhta antilcine, at a distance 
of 60 km. southeast fr~m the center of the oil region. The presence 
of faulting in the vicinity of this deposit enaples one to suppose 
that oil was yielded by the Devonian series. These outcrops of 
bitumen are of great importance, as proving assumptions of a much 
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Fig. 6. Cross section of the central portion of the Oukhta oil region, after to V. Stukachev. 
Governments wells: No. i-on Oukhta; No. 3-on Chut; No 4---on Domanik. 
Formation are marked as follows: i-the Over·Domanik formationj 2-the Domanik; 3-blue clays, marls and argillaceous 

shales, which are petroliferous in their lower portion; 4--brownish-red marls 5-blue clays; 6-gray bituminous 
sandstones (the oil-bearing horizon in the Upper portion is marked with black; 7-the sericite shists.(blue sandstones). 
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greater extension of the Devonian oil horizons. Cl.terllov's article, 
describing the new deposit, wilt soo~ appear in 'print. 

Origin 01 oil. According to D. N ali v kin, the oil-bearing series 
consists of lagoon, bay and,possibly, delta deposits. Such basins 
are most favourable places for the accumulation of organic matter 
and the formation of petroleum. The latter is, thus, of primary 
origin. The assumption of A. C her nov that the Oukhta oil is not 
associated with certain series, but migrates along fault 'planes so 
that it may be encountered in marked quantities in the Mesozoic 
rocks, is so far too little verified. . 

THE HISTORY OF EXPLORATION 

" The first scientific description of the Oukhta oil region was 
made by Key s e r lin g (1843). 

During the" period 1860---1870 the Oukhta oil deposit was 
investigated and explored (details are given below) by M. Sid 0 r 0 v, 
the well kno-y;n merchant and promoter of the industrial develop
ment of North Russia. 

In 1889-90 an expedition operated on Timan, under the 
guidance of T. C her n y 8 h e v, Academician, who prepared 
the first map of the Oukhta region and described its stratigraphy 
and geologic structure. Prospecting work was also been done by 
the expedition; hand-drilled holes did not exceed 12 m. in depth. 

In 1891 I.P. Boklevsky, mining engineer, examined the 
Oukhta oil field and sunk a few shallow drill holes. 

In 1895 drilling operations were performed by Von - W a "n
gel; over 20 shallow wells were drilled in various places of the 
Oukhta region; the deepest one reached the depth of 177 m. In the 
same year Oukhta was visited by V. Ve b e r, geologist, on behalf 
of Von-Wangel. 

In 1902 - 1904 Ar P. P a v 1 0 v, Academician, and 
A. A. C her nov, geologist, investigated the Oukhta region. The 
latter has published a paper on the genesi~ of the Oukhta petroleum. 

In 1906 V. J. Beloborodov, engineer, investigated the 
economic conditions and mineral resourses of the region. 

In 1905-1908 test drilling was carried on by V 0 ron 0 v, A b a
kovsky and the concern Hansberg, Kornilov and Co. 
Voronov drilled a well on the bank of the Yarega river (114 m. 
deep), Abakovsky-on the Chut river (79 m;) and the Hansberg 
Co.-on the left-hand bank of the Oukhta river (110 m.). 

2' 
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manik; 5-Sub-Domanik oil-bearing formation; 6-diabase; 7-basal conglomerate; 8-sericite schists. 
I-III-oil-bearing horizons. 
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In 1907 explorations were conducted by P. L P () 1 e v 0 i, 
on behalf of Voronov, and by And e r s on, the geologist engaged by 
Nobel Company. The former has slightly modified the section 
prepared by Chernyshev. . 

In 1909 a group of French capitalists sent some experts .to 
Oukhta. 

In 1909-1910, on behalf of the Geological Commitee, the 
Oukhta oil field was examined in detail by A. Z ami a tin, geolo-

Photograph by S. Obruchev,' .. 
Fig. 8. Timan. Typical landscape, with forests of broad-leaved trees. 

gist, while the adjacent district of the upper Oukhta and tributa
ries ofVym, northwest of the latter fields were investigate·d by 
N. Yak 0 v lev. Reports and maps published by these geolo
gists serve as guides for all subsequent investigations. 

In 1910-1913 four test wells, ranging in depth from 14.9 to 
427 m., were drilled under the supervision of V. Stu k a c h e v, en
gineer, on behalf of the Mining. Department. 

In 1913 the Russian Company «NefD> drilled four deep wells 
(from. 200 to 657 m.) and sunk ten hand-:dril1ed holes. 

In 1918 K.P. Kalitsky and A.A. St·oianov, geologists, 
were sent to Oukhta by the Geologic~l Coromitee .. 

2* 
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In 1919 the Chief Petroleum Committee sent to Oukhta a large 
geological party, which, however, was unable to penetrate beyond 
the middle course of the Vym river, owing to the occupation of 
the Oukhta region by white troops. 

Photograph by S. Obruchev. 

Fig. 9. Timan. River. encumbered by wood. 

In 1920 the Arc~angel Economic Council cleaned the well 
located on Chibiu, formerly owned by the «Neft» Company. 

PROSPECTING AND EXPLOITATION 

The Oukhta oil region is the oldest in Russia. To Russians the 
Oukhta oil became known and was utilized long before the pre
sent oil producing regions were joined to Russia. There are reports. 
that in 1697 Peter I sent to Holland some specimens of the Do
manik rock. to be analysed. The further history of the Oukhta oil 
industry is such: 

In 1745 NABAToverected in Ust-Oukhta a refinery; the kerosene 
produced was sent to Moscow apothecaries in quantities of about 
16 tons per annum, up to the end of the XVIII . century; the total 
oil production amounted to 60 tons per annum. Crude oil was sent 
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. abroad. After Nabatov's death the refinery was burnt down·and 
the oil production stopped. 

In 1746 FEDOR PRIADUNOV built a refinery on Oukhta. (<Above 
the very spring, spouting oil, a quadrangular log hut has been 
erectew). In 1751 Priadunov was thrown into prison at the Berg
Collegium (Mining Commitee) in Moscow, owing to tl,1e non-pay
ment of the tithe money (royalties) amounting to 35.23 roubles 
for the oil produced in 1751, and died in confinement. After his 
death the plant passed to Nagavikov. a Vologda merchant. then 
to Mingalev, a peasant. and furth~r to Bazhenov. a merchant of 
Yarensk. 

II} 1860. M. SIDOROV, who endeavolH'ed to promote the deve
lopment of aU.the mineral resourses of North Russia. 'took inte
rest in the Oukhta oil. In 1872, upon the investigation of the oil 
field and after lengthy solicitations to secure a prospecting p~ . 
mit (during 6 years the authorities obstructed in every way Sido
rov's activity), Sidorov drilled a well on the bank of the Oukhta 
river, near the mouth of the Neft-Yol stream; the well was sunk 
to a depth of 52 m., with an initial diameter of 16 inches ('l) and 
a final one of 5 inche.s. At this depth the drilling tool broke. Ac
cording to' the well log, there are in all eight oil-bearing beds, 
four of which were encountered within the last 4.5 m. from the 
bottom of the well, 'and two gas-bearing beds. The flow of oil stea
dily increased. All this oil seemingly rose from the 1st horizon. 
Sidorov ordered a set of tools for drilling to a depth of 200 m .. 
with a diameter of 131/" inches, but such heavy tools could not 
be transported to Oukhta, the drillers brought from abroad. fled 
away; Sidorov himself died soon afterwards, and all his numerous 
undertakings were abolished. The «Sidorov Property» (Sidorov's 
tract of land) and the «Sidorovskajia Kazarma» (a house) remained, . 
to serve as memorials of this man (the house,however, was burned 
in t}:le XX century). . 

In 1889~1890 a .number of shallow well~ were drilled by 
T. CHERNYSHEV, during his expedition to Timan; they were drilled 
with Voislav's hand drilling tools with bits 2 inches in diameter. 
Th~ deepest well No.3 on Chut reached a depth of only 12 m. When 
the well penetrated through the layer of limestone interbedded in 
the blue marls, oil appeared at a depth of 6 m.; the oil was first 
spouted continuously for 3 hours, whereupon it was ejected 
periodically, every "30 or 45 minutes, alternating with water. At 
a distance of 3/, km. from the well No.3, up the river Chut, on 
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the letf-hand bank of the latter, a well, No.4, was drilled from 
which a strea~ of oil likewise issued at a depth of 3 m. from the 
blue marls. All these flows came from the first horizon. 

In 1891 A. M. GALIN obtained an exclusive right for the term 
of 12 years of working the Oukhta oil field, as well as a license 
for manufacturing illuminating oils in quantities of 80,000 tons 
free of excise tax. Till 1895 nothtng was done by him . . 

Photograph by S. Obruchev. 

Fig. 10. Timan. Zyri~n huntsman's hut. 

In 1895 B. I. VON-WAN GEL entered into partnership with Galin 
and started drilling operations; during that year he drilled 6 wells 
ranging from 3 to 6 inches in diameter: and from 50 to 177 m, in 
depth. In 1896 they had about 20 wells most of which were shal
low. The deepest well, No.2, 177 m, deep, was located on the right
hand bank of the Chut: river, on the northern border of Sidorov's 
lease, 11/. km. from theIDouth of the river (No. 10 on our map). 
It seems that at a' depth of approximately 100-105 m. the 1st oil
bearing horizon was passed through, ~rom which large quantities 
of gas issued, while the flow of oil reached 50 kg. per day; 
oil and gas were struck at a depth of 9 m., and their flow was 
continuously increased to the 1st horizon. Below the latter salt 
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water appeared. The well was stopped in a: hard calcareous 
sandstone. Further .prosp~cting operations were suspended, owing 
to want of capital. . 

In 1900 count KANKRIN obtained an. exclusive right of oil 
production within the Oukhta region for a tenn of 5 years, but 
up to the expiration of the latter, May 5, 1905, no prospect~ng 
operations were started. . 

Photo!P'aph by Bessonov. 

Fig. 11. Oukhta at the mouth of the Nefte· YoI creek. 

In 1907 I. A. VORONOV organized an expedition with the par
ticipation of P. I. Pole v 0 i, a Russian geologist, and And e r sen, 
a Swedish geologist, and in the autumn of the same year sunk a well 
on the beds of Under-Domanik formation in the valley of Yarega 
(No.6 on our map). The drilling was supervised by N. E. Par S'h i n, 
engineer; the well, 4 inches in diameter, reached a depth of 
194 m, The. first oil-bearing horizon was .encouniered at a depth 
of about 50m.; the flow 'of gas was strong, that of oil being weaker. 
Below a sill of diabase, 12 m. thick, the well encountered at a 
depth of 65 ni. a bed of petroliferous sandstone, in which drilling 
was stopped. Oil flowed in continuous 'small streams. Water was 
not shut of. The flowof oil markedly increased with the depth, the. 
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thickness of the 2nd horizon in this well being consider~ 
able. Beginning with the sill of diabase, diamond drilling was 
applied. ' 

In 1908 ABAKOVSKY sunk a 4-inch well on the left-hand bank 
of Chut, at a distance of 300 m. from the mouth of the latter. 'the 
drilling was performed first with the diamond drill, and further 
a rod drilling tool was used. The drilling operations were super
vised by Bat s e vic h, a mining engineer.' In the first 25 m. 
of the hole the Domanik'rocks were penetrated, then at a depth 
of 45 m. appeared large quantities of gas followed by oil. From 
a depth of 79 m. the well yielded 30 kg. of oil. There was no water 
at all. 

Abakovsky had also conducted prospecting operations in 190"., 
Beginning from 1899 A. G. HANSBERG took part in the explora

tion and development of the natural resources of the Pechora re~ 
gion. In 1905 he founded an oil enterprise in the Oukhta district, 
under the title of «(The Northern Oil Partnership, founded by 
A. G. Hansberg, A. P. Kornilovand Co.». In June 15 th 1905 the 
company drilled a well, 14 inches in diameter, on the Varvarinsky 
lease, on the left-hand bank of Oukhta, near Sidorovskaia Kazarma. 
By July 24th 1908 the well was sunk to a depth of 110 m., and 
stopped in sandstones. Drilling operations lasted about 600 work
ing days; the reason for the suspension of the work was want of 
capital. In winter, till January 1908, only one shift was at work. 
in consequence of the strong exud,ation of gas, until the electric 
lighting was established. V. So k 010 v estimated the number of oil 
and gas-bearing beds, .penetrated by this well. to be 21, but the 
proven oilbearing horizons were seemingly encountered at 68 m. 
and 110 m. (possibly also at 93 m.). ( 

Beside this well there was drilled on the Varvarinsky lease 
a 4-inch test well, 64 m. deep, which flowed intermittently; a co
lumn of water was thrown out of the well every. 60-90 minutes, 
whereupon oil flowed during a few minutes. According to some 
reports, which, however. have not been checked, both the wells 
yielded in total about 2.5 tons per day. 

In 1910-1913 test drilling was undertaken by the MINING 
DEPARTMENT with a view to ascertain the commercial value of 
the Oukhta oil region. By 1910 there were on the Oukhta about 
1.000 oil claims; the banks of the Oukhta river as' well as its tri
butaires were covered by locating posts. but any accurate data 
concerning the value of the oil-bearing territory were absent. The 
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Fig. 12. Map showing distribution of wells of the central portion of the 
Oukhta district: 1-deep wells; II-shallow wells 01 the «Neft» Company; 

. III-oil seeps; IV-buildings. 
Number of wells: 1-Government's well 'on Oukhta; 3-Government's well on 
Chutj 5-Hansberg's well on Oukhta; 6-Voronov's well on Yarega; 8-Well of 
the «Nett» Company on Chut, the Karlovsky property; 9-d-o, the Vladimirsky 
property; to-B. Wangel's well on Chut; U.:-sidorov's well on Oukhta; 12-
19-shallow wells of the «NeIt» Company; '12-Sorokhtinsky well: 13-Samso
novsky well; H-Valentinovsky well; 15-Petrovsky well; 16-Voi-vozh well; 

17-Gorny well; 1.8-Nikolayevsky well; 19-Vladimirsky well. 
The following wells are beyond the area covered by this map: 2-Government's 
well No.2 on Lya-Yol: 4-Govermnent's well No.4 on Domanik; 7-a well of the 

«Nett» Company on Chibiu (see geological map on separate sheet). 
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drilling undertaken by the Mining Department was conducted 
under the guid~nce of V. S_ t u k a c h e v, an engineer; wells were 
drilled by standard cable tools with the use of Keystone's drill 
No. 25. As the rocks were solid, it was possible to drill withoutimme
diate lowering of casing; the speed of drilling varied from 12 t() 
18 feet (3.7-5.5 ro.) in a twelve hours' shift. Wells were located 
in the following places: 

1) No. l-on the left-hand bank of the Oukhta river, above 
the Yarega mouth, on the southwestern flank of the anticline, at 
a distance of 400-m. from the crest of the latter (No.1 on the map). 
The well, 427 m. deep, penetrated the 1st oil-bearing horizon embed
ded in the sandy marl at a depth of 55 m., the 2nd horizon embed
ded in a compact argillaceous sandstone at a depth of 82.3 m. The 
first horizon yielded daily about 130 kg. of oil of specific gravity 
0.918,the second about 570 kg., sp. gravity 0.886. The second 
horizon represented a bed of sandstone, 7.6 m. thick, separated 
from the underlying bituminous sandstone, 166 m. thick, by a layer 
of marl, 1.5 m. thick. The extracted oil was heavy, with a sulphu
rous odour; alkaline-salt water was encountered not only in 
the underlying old (anetamorphous sandstones» (the well pene
trated the latter for 187 m.), but likewise in the formation of gray
blue marls and limestones' overlyng the 1st oil-bearing horizon. 
According to Stukachev, both the latter facts are due to the pro
ximity of the earth's surface and to fractured rocks near the axis 
of the anticline. The bituminous sandstones yielded fluid oil only 
from its upper horizon, while gas issued also at a depth greater 
than 210 m. The mads yielded strong flows of gas at a depth 
of 40 m. 

. . ' 
2) The well No.2 was drilled on the bank of the Lya-Yol river, 

30 km. south of the first, on the run:theastern flank of the anticline, 
near the axis of the latter (No.2 on the map). The drilling was stop
ped likewise in the Precambrian sandstones (which were penetra
led by the hole for 50 ro.) at a depth of 320 m. The oil-bearing 
horizon was encountered at a depth of 41 m., in gray marls (slightly 
impregnated); the upper portion of the bituminous S8.I),dstones, 
which was struck at a depth of 180 m., did not yield any fluid oil. 
There was a meager flow of gas from the 1st horizon. Oil seeps are 
found on the banks of the Lya-Yol river in places where the upper 
horizon crops out; the latter is, thus, drained and has here no practi
cal value. There are 2 water-bearing horizons on the banks of Lya .. 
Yol: 1) a feeble flow of fresh water at a depth of 23-30 m., 2) alka-
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line-salt water issuing from the bituminous sandstones at a depth 
of 210-270 m. salinity-O.5° Baume" temRerature+7.3° C. The 
rocks are intensely fractured, owing probably to the proximity of 
the axis of the anticline). 

3) The well No.3, sunk on the right-hand bank of the Chut river, 
8 km. NNE of the well No.1 (No.3 on the map). The drilling was 
stopped, at a depth of 149 m. in oil-bearing sandstones, The 1st 
oil-bearing horizon was encountered at a depth ot 75 Ill" the second
at 149 m. The first one yielded small quantities of. gas and oil, the 
second.....,a strong flow of gas which ejected water, oil and even 

Photograph by Bessonov. 

F} g. 13. Seeps of oil in Oukhta. - . 

wooden plugs tq a height of 20 m. The gas was under a high ' pres-, 
sure and had a pronounced odour of kerosene. The pumping of 
oil from this horizon was carried on during 5 months, The daily 
output was at first only 80 kg., but gradually increased and attain
ed its maximum on the 46th day, when 700 kg. were bailed. Th~ 
average daily output during the two first months wasapproxima
tely 300 kg. Thereupon its production declined and by the end 
of the fifth month the output was equal to only ,30 kg. per day. 
During 150 days a total of 30.7 tons was bailed. The exudation 
of gas continued for a long period of time, and the gas pressure 
attained 140 lbs. per square inch (9.84 kg. per square centimeter), 
with the well shut, and 10 lbs. per inch (0.70 kg. per square cen
timeter), when 9utflowing through' a two inch tube. Further dee
pening of the well was refrained from, to prevent flooding by 
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alkaline-salt' waters from the underlying sandstones .. Sp. gravity 
of oil-O.779 1)., 

4) The well No.4 was located on the Domanik river (a right
hand tributary of the Oukhta), on the northeastern flank of the 
anticline, 6 km~ away from the axis of the latter. The well penetrat
ed the Domanik rocks, 53 m. thick, and the formation of blue-gray 
and red marls, to a depth of 225 m. The lst horizon, slightly sa
turated with oil, was encountered at a depth of 94 m. (gas issued 
in small quantities, and insignificant quantities of oil not exceeding 
10 kg. per day). Sp. gravity-O.886. The Domanik rocks yielded 
a strong flow water with a marked odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, 
to 738,000 liters per day. 

. A summary of Stukachev's data concerning the lithological 
character of the oil-bearing series and the section prepared by liim 
according to well logs are given above in the description of oil
bearing horizons. Stukachev holds that the porosity of the sand
stones of the lower horizon equals. 0.08 of the volume; only the 
uppermost beds of the horizon, which lie immediately under the 
argillaceous cap, are believed by him to be oil-bearing, while the 
lower portions of the sandstones are saturated with alkaline-salt 
waters. The oil-bearing formation may be estimated 1.5-7.5 m. thick, 
which equ'als 1/70-1/15 of the whole thickness of sandstones. The 
oil always contains water which is mechanically mixed with it and 
amounts to 5 per cent of the volume of oil. 

In 1913 THE RUSSIAN COMPANY «Nefh> sunk four deep wells 
in the Oukhta region by means of the stand,ard cable tools, using 
the drilling machine ot Keystone and Star; the same Company 
sunk also ten hand-dug wells. ,. 

The report of A. Z ami a tin and the saved well logs of some 
of the wells give the following particulars concerning the wells 
of the said Company. 

1) Well No.1 was drilled on the plot Karlovsky on the right
hand bank of the Chut river, 1 km. from the Mining Department's 
well No.3 (No.8 on the accompanying map); it reached a depth of 
657 m., the lst petroliferous horizon encountered at a depth of 
84 m., the 2 nd-at a depth of 143-147 m. The first horizon yielded 
drops of oil and some gas, the second showed the same results (accord
ing to Zamiatin; in the well log this horizon is not indicated at 

1) Possibly. this is a misprint-the figura should have been apparently 
0.879, because fractions distilled from this oil have sp. gravity of 0.73-0.8~. 
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all). At a del!th of 182 m. (according to the well log) drops of~il 
and salt water were encountered. At 193.5 IIi. . the hole penetrated 
a bed of conglomerate, 1.5 m. thick, and entered the sericite schists. 
In order to .ascertain the presence of oil in the strata underlying 
the oil-bearing series, the well was sunk further to 463.5 m. through 
the sericite schists, but no indications of oil were discovered,and 

Photograph by S. Obruc.hev. 

Fig. 14. Timan. Cher-Vychegodsky river in its m<iuntai~ous banks. 

the drilling of the well was stopped without reaching the , rocks 
underlying the schists. 

2) Two wells were sunk on the Vladimirskyproperty situa
ted 1 km. south of the Karlovsky property. The first well, whiCh 
was a deep one (No.9 on the map), struck oil~bearing horizons at the 
depth of 64 m. and 160 m; the well ended -in the sericite schists. 
Another one, located at point 20 m. distant fro~ the first, was 
drilled by hand only to the first horizon (at a depth of 67 m.). The 
top water in the first well was carefully shut off; the absence of 
water flow between the oil-bearing horizons permitted the . extrae .. 
tion of Qil from both of them at the same time. Trial bailing yiel
ded on the first day 220 kg. of oil, on the 10th day-30 kg., and 

.ater the output decreased to 15 kg. per day; the well yielded 
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. totally about 3 tons. _ The second well yielded from the upper 
horizon at first about 50 kg., and subsequently not more than 
15 kg., like the first well. 

3) The wells located on the Gorny, Nikolaevsky and Vla
dimirsky properties on the Yarega river and drilled by hand gave 
oil and gas from the first horizon; the well sunk on the latter pro
perty struck a flow of oil amounting to 30 kg. per day. 

The other five wells drilled by hand in the central part of the 
Oukhta region struck only gas and water. 

4) With a view to ascertaining the conditions of the oil-bear
ing horizons on the flanks of the anticline, the company sunk 
three wells on a tract near the Chibiu river, a left-hand tributary 
of the Oukhta river, at a distance of 12-13 km. from the mouth 
of the former. Well No.1 (drilled by the standard cable tools) was 
located at a short distance west of the line of the so called fault 
of Chernyshev and Zamiatin, or, according to the map prepared 
by the latter, even east of the fault, that is, the well possibly 
furnishes a positive evidence in favour of Nalivkin 's scheme. The 
well drilled through alluvium, 7.6 m. thick, the Over-Domanik 
clays, 98.5 m. thick, the Domanik rocks 76 m. thick, in which 
it encountered a feeble flow of sulphureted hydrogen at a depth 
of 143 m., further down it encountered the lst oil-bearing horizon, 
with feeble gas and rare drops of oil at 234 m., the second hori
zon, with a strong flow of gases and drops of light oil, at 387-
389 m. The second horizon is represented by greenish-blue clay 
with sandstone; below some layers of coarse-grained sandstone 
issuing an odour of petroleum were met with. At a depth of 428 m. 
the sericite schists were encountered, within which the drilling 
was stopped at a depth of 478 m. Fresh water was encountered at 
the level of the Ouktha river, at 6.4 m. and at 16.5 m., a feeble 
flow of alkaline salt water at 117 m., a strong flow Df the same 
water which overflowed the well-at 143 m.; both these flows 
were from the Domanik rocks. At a depth of 234 m. still another 
feeble flow af alkaline salt water was encountered, which possibly 
was also derived from the Domanik rock. Two strings of casing were 
lowered into the well; the last string was stopped at a depth of 
412 m. The second oil bearing horizon yielded a gas fountain; a trial 
bailing of the well gave a daily output up to 500 kg., but at the 
end of the month only 115 kg. In order to open all the flows of 
oil in the well the string of casing was raised 36 m., whereupon 
the well yielded on the first day 650 kg., but.a fortnight later 
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the output drol'ped to 160 kg. During 80 days 16.8 tons of oil 
were extracted. Water was carefully efcluded. 

Two other wells were sunk on the same property to the depth 
-of 279 m. and 85 m. re_spectively. The first of them, located at 
a distance of 32 m. from well No. I, penetrated, according to 
the well log, ' alluvium, 8 m. thick, the Over-Domanik series, 

Photograph by s. Obruchev. 

F i g;- 15. Timan. A cliff of 'limestone in tbe narrow 
valley of Cber-Vycbegodsky at the portage. 

118.5 m. thick, the Domanik rocks, 72.5 m. thick; further down
ward th~ hole entered the sandy-argillaceous formation. At a depth 
1)f 244 m. the well struck gas (the 1st j)it-;bearing horizon); fresh 
water-at a' depth of 14 m. Oil and salt water were not,-encoun .. 
teredo 

In 1920 the ARKHANGELSK ECONOMIC COUNCIL cleaned the well on 
the Chibiu, formerly owned by the «Ndb> Co., and recommceden 
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the exploitation of the" old oil wells. During the winter 1920-21 
about 33 tons 9f oil wer~ extracted, but fu.rther production ceased. 
owing to large cavings in the w~ll. 

COMPOSITION AND COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE OIL 

There are about 20 analyses of the Oukhta oil. They were 
summarized in an article' prepared by A. Va i pol i n. Here we 
cite but some of the most important analyses taken from the 
said article. The most complete analysis of the oil derived 
from Wangel's well was made by Prof. A. B e r ken h e i m. 
The ·results of the analysis arc as follows: 

The oil was thick and dark-brown; its specific gravity 
equalled 0.8832 at 17.5° C; the viscosity at 20°, as compared 
with water at the same temperature, was E2o=9; flash point 
21° C (at barometric pressure of 747.9). 

The results of the first distillation are shown in the following 
table; the 1st fraction comprises all products distilled at a tem
perature below 150°, including water contained in the petroleum. 

Fractions. Sp. grave Grammes. Yield 
~per cent). 

I. 280 to t50°C • . . . .. ..} t2.0 , 
990 

to 200°C •• . . .. 9.2 

II. 2000 to 250°C' •• 0.820 3U 7.3 

III. 2500 to 270°C. 0.832 630 13.l 

IV. 270° to 300°C. 0.8t5 265 5.6 ' 

2.227 ~7.5 

Specific gravity of all the fractions was taken at 15.5-
16° C. Percentage of residuum, sp. gravity 0.957, was 50 per 
cent. 

The fractions obtained at the first distillation (2227 gr. in 
total) were subjected to the second fractional distillation. The 
latter was started with the first fraction, to which the other 
fractions were subsequently conveyed in the process of distil-
lation. 
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-= Fractions. ""'8 
Q)C) 

.g,8 'Ci 8 -; §.~ 
Q) 

Ot:j'" ~ .~ 01 

~~ 
_..::l ~fD ~6D - -0 0::1 0 

Eo< >..::. >o.e Eo< 
I. Benzines •. . . . . 

20·-100°C. 76 1.62 } 106 2.00 } 
100·-120·C • 96 2.05 7.88 103 2.00 9.00 
120·-150·C . 197 4.21 260 5.00 

II. Kerosines 

150·-200°C • 404 8.63 } 501 9.55 
200'-250°C • 574 12.26 26.57 705 15.20 t 30.76 
250°-270°C . 226 5.68 419 6.01 J 

III. Solar oils. 

270·-300·C . . 212 U3 } 7.77 
250 4.70 } 300·-320°C . 153 3.24 180 3.40 8.10 

Total up to 320·C 42.22 47.86 

IV. Cracked products of 
low boiling point (se-
condary benzines). 

27°-100°C. 36 0.77 

} 
51 0.96 } 

100o-120·C . 13 0.03 1.56 16 0.30 2.14 
120·-150°C • 35 0.76 47 0.88 

¥. Residuum, boiling 
. point above 300°C. 126 2.67 143 2.70 

46.45 52.70 

The specific gravity of «cutS» of the secondary distillation 
was determined with the aid of the Mor-Westfal balance at 17° C. 

Fractions. Sp. gravity. Viscosity (Engler). 

22°-100°C 0.7140 
100°-120°C . 0.7378 
120°-150°C' . 0.7577 
150°-200°C 0.7846 1.00 
200°-250°C 0.8135 1.17 
250°-270°C 0.8379 1.33 

270°-300°C 0.8479 1.56 

300°-320°C 0.8520 2.00 

.above 320· 0.8700 
3' 
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The flash point of the 150°-200° fraction was proved to be 
15° C, i. e., below the standard (28°); the flash point of the other 
fractions was above the standard and above the limit of the ap
paratus of Abel-Pensky (40°). Viscosity was determined at 20° C 
in relation to water of the same temperature. 

The residuum obtained upon the first distillation, amoun
ting to about 50 per cent, represents a thick viscous fluid with 
specific gravity (at. 17.5°) 0.957 (determined with the aid of an 
areometer). 300 gr. of residuum were subjected to further fire 
distillation for the determination of the yield of lubricating oils. 
During the distillation the temperature very soon exceeds 360° C, 
and of the whole quantity of residuum, the yield of distillate is 
175 gr., i. e. 30 per cent. of the total amount of crude oil; a hard 
asphalt-like residuum is left in the distillation flask. 175 gr. of 
the lubricating oil obtained upon the distillation were frozen, 
to determine the paraffin content. 

Being exposed to cold the whole sample solidifies and yields 
2.25 gr. of crude paraffin; the content of the latter in the petro
leum is therefore about 0.5 per cent. 

The samples of oil brought from Oukhta in the autumn of 
1918 at the initiative of the Putilov Works were examined in 
the laboratory of the Chief Petroleum Commitee. The same samples 
have also been analyzed in the laboratory of the Putilov Works. 

According to the analyses made by the Chief Petroleum Com
mitee, Prof. M. M. T i k h v i ~ sky refers these oils to the'" 
type of high tarry oils, deprived of paraffin. Benzine can be 
extracted only from Chibiu oil-these oils are not suitable for the 
manufacture of lubricants, while the Sidorov oil can be used only 
as fuel; but even for this purpose it c·annot be used because of its 
high viscosity, unless it is diluted with a lighter oil. 

But Tikhvinsky's conclusion is too pessimistic, being based 
on the analyses of oils which are evidently enriched with tarry 
substances; these oils were taken from abandoned wells, or even 
from pits near the wells.-and were exposed to the ait: for a long 
time. Therefore. only one analysis. viz .• that of the Chibiu well, 
which is the newest, deserves attention. This analysis reads as follows: 

Total quantity of oil. . . . . . 
Quantity of settled water . . • 
Specific gravity at 15°C . . . . 
Viscosity arter Engler at 50°C . 
Flash pohit arter Brenken . . • . . . '.' . 
Percentage of tar (the socalled excise method) 

520 cubic em. 
none 

0.894/t 
'.33 
~O°C. 

78% 
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Distillation after Engler: 

I nitial boiling point 
Fraction below 150"C . 
Fraction 150-270°C 
Specific gravity of the fraction at 15°C 
Fraction 2700-28SoC . . . . • 
Residuum above 285°C . 
Loss •••••. 
Cold test .•••••.• 

99°C 
7.9% 

26.0% 
0.8028 
7.1% 

58.7% 
0.3% 

under 3°. 

A. V a i pol i n gives the following comparative table of 
the fractions yielded from some samples of the Caucasian, Penn
sylvanian and other oils~ . 

Specific Fractions (per cent) Total. gravity. below 150°. 150-300°. 
Pennsylvanian I • 0.817 U.6 31.1 45.' per cent. 

I) n. 0.801 21.5 29.2 50.7 ,. 
Baku I ••.•• 0.870 4.05 38.85 42.9 ,. 

,. n .... 0.880 0.63 37.28 38.9 » 
Balakhany I .. 0.871 6.1 32.6 38.7 » ,. II. 0.882 1.0 (00.9 41.9 » ,. III . 0.894 9.38 20.16 29.5 ,. 
Oukhta 11) • 0.883 7.88 31.1 39.0 ,. 

It III) • 0.878 10.46 40.26 50.7 ,. 
,. III I) 0.879 11.61 21.84 } 

Cracked 41.54 75.0 ,. 
kerosene ,. IV-> . . ... 0.894 7.9 33.1 41.1 ,. 

From the examination of all the analyses of the Oukhta oil 
A. Vaipolin -draws the following conclusions: 

The percentages of respective fractions in different analy
ses are not equal: for instance, some samples contain practically 
no benzine (1 per cent), while ,other samples show from 4 to 
11.6 per cent of it; the yield of kerosene varies from 21 per cent 
to 40 per cent; thus, the total percentage of distillates of some 
oils amou\lts to 25 per cent. of· the crude petroleum, whereas for 

1) Wa nge I 's well, analyst Berkenheim (the lower horizon) . 
• ) Hansberg's well, horizon unknown. 
I) Mining Department's well No.3 on the Chut river, analyst Alexeyev, 

from the depth of 151 m. (the lower horizon?). Specific gravity is shown by 
Stukachev to be 0.779, proba~ly, erroneously. 

t) Well of the Co. «Neff.» on Chibiu, analysis of the Chief Petroleum Com
mitee (the lower horizon?); 

3* 
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some other \ oils this percentage inclusive of the products of 
cracking reaches 75 per cent. 

The same applies to the percentage of oth~r fractions, like
wise of paraffin. 

The yield of lubricating oils is not considerable (in some 
particular cases it may be as high as 30 per cent), but the Oukhta 
oil is not sufficiently studied in this respect. 

As to paraffin, its percentage in the oil, as is ascertained by 
different analyses, is variable; for example, B e r ken h e i m's 
analysis (oil from Wangel's well) shows 0.5 per cent. of paraf
fin, the analysis of the Laboratory of the Mining Institute (I. A. 
A val 0 v analyst, oil from the Chut river, Wangel's well)-
1.25 per cent.; K. Tum sky points out a case where the oil 
yielded 2.4 per cent. of paraffin. 

Yielding by distillation variable percentages of fractions, 
the oils derived from different wells differ from each other also 
in physical properties, such as viscosity, specific gravity, colour, 
etc. For instance, the oil of Sidorov's and Hansberg's (Varva
rinsky) wells is thick and of a greenish colour, while the oil from 
the wells on the bank of the Chut river (those of Wangel, Mining 
Department No.3, etc.) is less thick and has a comparatively low 
specific gravity. The oil from the deep wells of Chibiu is still 
more fluid. The oil from the Lya-Yol river is less thick than the 
oil from Sidorov's well. . 

When exposed to the air, th.e oil densifies (becomes more 
tarry), its specific gravity considerably increases; such oil will, 
of course, yield a lesser amount of light fraCtions than the fresh 
samples of oil just extracted from the well. These circumstances 
should be borne in mind, especially when the results of the ana
lyses of the Oukhta oil are estimated: some investigators took the 
samples of oil direct from· the wells by means of a bailer; other 
investigators (who visited the wells after the operatiQns had been 
stopped) caught oil, that flowed with gases and water at a casing 
head, or simply gathered oil in pits near the wells. 

It should be likewise taken into consideration that diffe
rent conditions under which the distillation of even the same 
sample of oil was performed may be responsible for variations 
in results, which doubtlessly occured in some cases. 

As may be seen on the table cited above, the percentage of 
the illuminating oils yielded by the Oukhta oil is not below the 
respective percentage obtained from Caucasian petroleum, while 
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the lighter oil equals in this respect the Pennsylvanian oil, in
spite of a by far higher specific gravity of the Oukhta oil. 

It should be also mentioned that the figures in the above 
table are. not quil:~ comparable with each other, because the con
ditions of the. distillation were not identical in all cases. The fi
gures should necessarily vary within a small percentage, depen
ding on whether the 'distillation was conducted with superheated 
steam or ,by means of open fire, with greater or smaller qua nti
ties of oil, or, possibly, was a distillation on a commercial 
scale. ' 

The specific gravity of the distillates of the Oukhta oil (frac
tions of the second distillation by Berkenheim) is somewhat lower 
than that of the corresponding fractions of the Caucasian oil, but 
is higher than the specific gravity of the distillates of the Penn
sylvanian oil: 

150°-200° 200°-250° 250°-300. 

Pennsylvanian oil 0.757 0.788 0.806 
Caucasian oil 0.786 O.82~ 0.861 
Oukhta oil .. 0.78~ 0.813 0.843 

to 0.803 to 0.829 1) 

W. Kin d holds that a relatively low specific gravity of the 
corresponding fractions of the Oukhta oil somewhat increases 
the value of the latter, as compared with the Caucasian oil, inas
much as the fractions to be turned for manufacturing kerosene 
mixtures may have higher boiling points, than the fractions used 
for that purpose in the Caucasus oil regions; besides, the fractions 
of the Oukhta oil may be taken in that case in greater quantities, 
than the latter fractions; however, the Oukhta oil is in this respect 
inferior to the American oils. In the Pennsylvanian kerosene the 
fractions boiling above 2900 C. amount to 26 per cent by volume, 
whereas the respective percentage for the Caucasian oil barely 
reaches 5.4 per cent. 

The gas from the Mining Department's well No.1 (Oukhta) 
has, according to N. I Pod k 0 p a i e v's analysis, the following 
composition: 

Methane (CH~) . . . . 
Carbon dioxide (C02) ,. 

Oxygen (0) ..... 

99.2 per cent. 
0.6» » 
0.2» » 

1) Analysis by. I. D. Avalov of the oil from Wangel's well. 
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SUMMARY 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the available 
data: 

1. The structural feature of the Oukhta oil field represents 
a dome-like anticline with gently dipping flanks, unaffected by 
any considerable. dislocations. 

2. The oil-bearing area is not confined within the so-called 
graben (trough) of 1,300 square km., in which the rocks of the 
Over-Domanik, Domanik and Sub-Domanik formations are expo
sed. Test drilling may be conducted along the axis of the anti
cline northward and southward, as well as on the flanks, outside 
the mentioned area. It is evident, that to reach the oilbearing 
formation, the well must be drilled through the Domanik rocks, 
75 m. thick, the Over-Domanik formation, 120 m. thick, as well 
as through the overlying strata of the Devonian, 300 m. thick 
(depending on the location of the well). 

3. In the central part of. the elongated dome the oil-bearing 
horizons lie at a depth of 40-55 m. and 120-130 m. below the 
bed of Domanik; in the southern part, on tha Lya-Yol, the second 
horizon has been struck at a depth of 170 m., while in the eastern 
one it was encountered at a-depth of 205 m., and may be here con
sidered to be the third horizon; thus, in different parts of the re
gion different horizons are saturated with oil. The discovery of 
oil in deeper strata, i. e., in the. sericite schists cannot be ex
pected. The oil is seemingly of primary origin. 

4. the central part of the elongated dome is more or less 
thoroughly tested, while the southern and eastern parts are tap
ped only by one well each. 

5. The daily output per well does not exceed 700 kg., the 
average being 300 kg. The maximum p.roduction of one well du
~ng 5 months is 33 tons. The. best producer was a well located 
on the flank (Chibiu). , 

6. Specific gravity of the oil derived from the upper hori
zon is 0.923-0.928, from the lower-O.894-0.879. The oil from 
the central part of the dome often is thick, as well as the oV from 
the well located in the southem part (Lya-Yol). This is due to 
the fact that the crest of the anticline is eroded in those places, 
the oil-bearing series is exposed, and the oil-horizons are near 
the surface. The best, lightest oil is yielded by the well located 
on the flank (Chibiu). 
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7. The best samples of oil, warranted not tarry, yield 7.88 
to 11.61 per cent of benzine and 31.1 to 63.38 per cent of kero
sene, consequently, the Oukhta oil is not inferior to the Cauca
sian or even in some cases to the Pennsylvanian oil. 

8. The average production of the Oukhta wells is not large 
indeed, but it should be taken into account that the best results 
were obtained by a well sunk on the anticline flank, whereas the 
flanks have almost not been tested, as the attention of investi
gators was directed towards the centrai part of the dome, owing 
to the attractiveness of the oil films on the Oukhta river, and in ac
cordance with Chernychev's structural scheme. 

9. In the Oukhta oil field only its ceniralpart should be con
'sidered as a tested area; the flanks with greater reserves of a more 
valuable oil, and the northward and southward plunging slopes 
of the axial part of theuome are yet to be tested, and their pro
specting may yield interesting results. 

10. Oil production in the Oukhta region with the present 
yield of the wells (should the above said prospecting give no bet
ter results) is not profitable. The development of this oil region 
is possible only after the construction of new roads and the estab
lishJllent of new ways of communication, with the development 
of other natural resources of Timan, particularly of the forest 
industry. 

It is to the question of a possible alteration of the economic 
possibilities of the Pechora region we shall now pass. 

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES OF THE DISTRICT 

During the last century more than 15 schemes were offered 
for linking the White Sea by means of a water-way with the Bal
tic and Caspian Seas and the basin of the Ob river. Some of these 
projects embrace also the Oukhta region. There are three schemes 
of water routes between the .Severnaya Dvina and the Pechora 
rivers: first, by the Vym, Shonvukva, Vukva, Oukhta; secondly, 
by the Veslianka, Tobysh, Oukhta and finally, by the Vychegda, 
Vychegodsky Cher, Izhemsky Cher and Izhma. There are, fur
ther, several projects connecting the Pechora, Kama and Ob 
rivers. All these projects are of considerable importance for the 
development and prosperity of the Oukhta region, in which the 
water communication always played a predominant part, but 
so far as the transportation of oil is concerned, the route which 
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Fig. 16. Map of the projected railway of Northern Russia: i-the Ob-Arkhanghelsk Rly (Pereshnov's pro
ject); 2-the Rybinsk-Obdorsk Rly (Vrioni's project); 3-the Ob Rly (Golokhvastov's project); 4-the Knorre's 
Rly; 5-the Beloborodov's Rly; 6-the Arkhanghelsk-Obdorsk Rly (Zhuravsky's); 7-the Polar-Ural Rly (Gette's); 
8-the fundamental project of the Eastern-Ural-White-Sea-Ob Rly (Voltmann); 9-a probable prolongation 
of the latter; 10-the Kotlas-Vytegra-Svir RlYi l1-Kotlas-Soroka; l,2-the Samarovskoie-Kotlas Rly; 1S-the 

Petropavlovsk-Indiga RlYi 14-the present railways; 15-0ukhta oil region. 
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is only open for a few months in the year will hardly answer .the 
wants of the oil industry. Therefore, the projects of railways 
crossing the North Russia are by far more important from the 
view-point of the industrial developement of the region. On the 
accompanying map the most important of the proposed lines are 
roughly marked; along some of these lines surveying has been 
already accomplished. 

Those of the projects which link up the lower course of the 
Ob river with the ocean-shore between Pechora and Vaigach (the 
so-called polar roads) hardly deserve attention. Now that the 
Arctic Sea Route is about to be realized, such projects, as were 
prepared with a view to avoid the Kara Sea, are at present to be 
put aside, as being of secondary'importance. Among the southern 
railways, the latitudinal road from Kotlas up to the Samarovsk 
village on the Ob river was recognized in 1916 (by a special Go
vernment commission) to be of primary importance, while the 
way connecting Ob with the White Sea (from Arkhangelsk through 
Oukhta to the Ob, VoItman's. project) was defined as being of se
condary importance. Both these routes, as well as a modification 
of the latter with a branch southward, to Nadezhdinsky Zavod 
(the terminus of the Bogoslovsk railway branch), are important 
'not only for the development of the adjacent territories, but also 
for lowering the. transportation cost for goods exported from Si
beria. The realization' of the projected line Ob-Arkhangelsk would 
reduce the freigh~ fQr cereals .from Novonikolaievsk to London 
(according to pre::w~r' price~) ,to: 30 - 34 kopecks per pood, 
instead of 67' kopecks via. ·:{,.eningrad, 'and 55 kop. via Kotlas. 
Such reduction is due not .only to a shorter distance to the 
port, but also to ~he transportation of goods by· water for 
a considerable portion of the route. It has been estimated that 
about 1,500,000 tons of goods might be transported from Si
beria by such a railway, to say nothing .. of the cargo traffic 
connected with the 'eventual' exploitation of forests along the 
projected line. " . 

Both lines projected by VoItman do not embrace the basin 
of the' Vychegda, wher~ the floating of wood in rafts is carried 
on on a large scale, but pass· through the basins of Pechora and 
Mezen. where the woods (which are, however, of a quality infe
rior to that of the Vy~hegda woods) are not utilized at all. It is 
difficult now to estimate th~ future export of· timber, but, accord
ing to the most conservative estimates, the latter should yield 
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an amount· at least as great as that of transit goods from 
Sib~ria 1). 
. Of all the 'other projects of railways giving the Oukhta re
gion an outlet to the sea, the linePetropavlovsk-Nadezhdinsky 
Zavod-Oukhta-Indiga attracted much attention in connection 
with the discovery of an unfreezing harbour in the bay of Indiga, 
within the Cheshskaia bay. In 1921 surveying was done along 
this line by N. 1. Mas I 0 v, engineer, but it has been found 
out since that the Indiga harbour has important defects; therefore, 
the line leading to Arkhangelsk seams to be the most convenient one. 

In 1919-1920 new surveying was accomplished of the pro
jected railway line Moscow-Oukhta .. 

. Upon the c'onstruction of the Ob-White Sea railway, the di
stances from the Oukhta oil region to Oh, Arkhangelsk and Sverd": 
lovsk (Ekaterinburg) will be respectively 550 km., 670 km. and 
1000 km .•. so that the freight.per one pood of the Oukhta oil to 
the basin of the Ob river and to. the Urals will be 3-4 kop. lo
wer than the freight of the Baku oil. Central Siberia may be pro
vided with the Oukhta oil from Arkhangelsk by the Arctic Sea Route. 

The cost of transportation of the Oukhta oil to foreign mar
kets will be likewise lower, because the distance Baku-Batum 
is 300 km. longer than the distance Oukhta-Arkhangelsk, while 
the distance from the latter to the ports of North' and Central 
Europe is by one half less than from Batum. The pipe lines along 
the projected lines will materially. facilitate the competition with 
other oil. regions. . 

Under such conditions of the marketing, the .oil production of 
the Oukhta region will becomQ.. profitable: No wells with a produc
tion equal to that of the Baku wells •. are, of course, to be expec
ted. at the present time; the yearly output per one well is likely 
to amount to about 150 tons, and the dev:elopment . should be 
planned in accordance y;ith the s::tid pr~duction: 

The use of the standard cable system of, drilling, central 
powers for pumping wells, the drilling Of open holes without rea
ming. and a comparativ~ly· shallow depth of oil-bearing horizons 
will make profitable the exploitation of a well with the output 
of even less than a quarter of a tol). per day.' and will permit the 
extraction of oil in quantities sufficient for the development of 
a large enterprise. 

1) For detailed estimates refer to the articles indicated below ·(Nos.15-11. 
of the list). 
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Still greater profits may be derived from a development of 
other mineral resources and of forests in the region. But the discus
sion of the conditions for the dev~lopment of such a combined 
industrial concern is beyond the scope of the present paper. It 
is to be stated, however, that the discovery of large coal deposits, 
made by A. C her nov in the region of the right-hand 'tribu
taries of the Pechora river, may entirely change the economical 
conditions and have a favourable influence on the development 
of the Oukhta oil region. 
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